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Minutes: 

REP. BELTER Opened the hearing. 

Meter# 
0.5 

REP. MIKE TIMM, DIST. 5, MINOT, Introduced the bill. There was a study of this particular 

issue during the interium by the Finance Committee, at that time the North Dakota Motor 

Carrier's Association presented the idea of changing the tax collection point for fuels in the State 

of North Dakota. There was a need pointed out, that other states have made this change and 

South Dakota was one example where a lot more taxes were collected after this legislation was 

enacted. There is a possibility that North Dakota could collect taxes that are not being collected 

today. 

REP. JOHN DORSO, DIST. 46, FARGO, Testified in support of the bill as a co-sponsor. 

We have talked about changing the point of collection for quite a few sessions. We have gotten 

information from the federal government. Some of our surrounding states have moved the point 
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of collection. I think it is time we move forward with this. I think it will give the tax department 

a better mechanism to collect the tax. 

JOAN GALSTER, MOTOR FUEL TAX SUPERVISOR, STATE TAX DEPARTMENT, 

Testified in a neutral position. See written testimony, plus an amendment to the bill. Referred to 

SB 2177 which goes along with HB 1462. 

REP. BELTER The only point of taxation is at the supplier, as far as reports go, the only people 

that would be required to file reports to your office is the supplier. 

JOAN GALSTER That is correct, with the exception of an importer. If one of those 

distributors is an importer, they would have to continue to be licensed, they would have to report 

that import and they would have to pay the tax on that import. 

REP. SCHMIDT You mentioned the highway patrol would be the enforcers, could you expound 

on that a little bit. 

JOAN GALSTER The highway patrol by agreement with the tax commissioner, would be the 

enforcer of the dyed fuel penalty. You look for vehicles with dyed fuel in their fuel tank. The 

highway patrol would have the authority to stop vehicles, such as big trucks, they would take a 

sample of their fuel and write out a penalty. 

REP. BELTER For example, my North Dakota dealer goes to Minnesota and gets a tanker load 

of fuel and brings it to my farm, is he an importer then? 

JOAN GALSTER Yes, he would pay the tax to the tax commissioner. He would be required to 

file the report and pay the tax. But, his report would only be based on that import. 

REP. RENNERFELDT Would this also include fuel coming out of Canada? 

JOAN GALSTER Yes, we have exchange agreements with Canada where we cross check. 
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REP. WARNER Explain how agricultural fuels, and how that tax is rebated. 

JOAN GALSTER The consumer comes directly to the tax commissioner for refunds like it is 

done now, and that is how it will continue. 

REP. BELTER Regarding the fiscal note, it says additional revenues up to 2.5 million, where 

would you expect to get those revenues? 

JOAN GALSTER From the inventory tax the first of the year. 

REP. BELTER That would not really be new money. 

JOAN GALSTER That is right. 

REP. WINRICH Your written testimony notes that there was an allowance for shrinkage in the 

senate bill, and this bill would repeal that, is shrinkage not a problem with aviation fuel, why are 

we not treating aviation fuel the same? 

JOAN GALSTER The reason we did that is because , in SB 2177 giving them a shrinkage 

allowance on aviation fuel, did have a slight revenue affect on the aeronautics commission 

funding, and we were told in drafting this particular bill, that it should be revenue neutral, 

therefore, in order to make it revenue neutral, we took it back out. 

REP. WINRICH Does the aeronautics commission take a position on this? 

JOAN GALSTER I have not heard. 

DICK JOHNSON, NORTH DAKOTA MOTOR CARRIER'S ASSN. Testified in support of 

the bill. See written testimony. 

MARSHAL MOORE, DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, 

Testified in support of the bill. Gave a report of what has happened over the past years and what 

is happening in surrounding states. Some of them moving to the rack and some of the distributor, 
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but in each case they were taxing more fuel and obtaining more revenue. Each one of the states 

were contacted. Nebraska doesn't go to the rack, they made some other changes. Wyoming 

went to the rack and indicated the first year they had six million dollars additional revenue. 

South Dakota moved to the rack in 1996 and had a significant increase. Montana moved to the 

point of distribution, and they had a significant increase. Every state has indicated there were 

places where there was some leakage of fuel brought into the state and has not been taxed. 

REP. MICKELSON Referred to the chart, are these increases in these states a one time initial 

increase? 

MARSHAL MOORE I haven't had a chance to read all of the increases shown, I am assuming 

they are the increases they saw in the first two or three years. We should take a look whether the 

increases were on a curve or increases of fuel useage anyway. 

LEROY ERNST, NORTH DAKOTA MOTOR CARRIER'S ASSN. Testified in support of the 

bill. Addressed Rep. Mickelson's question. If you look at the state of Nevada, it shows an 

increase of twenty five percent, I was in contact with the people from Nevada, when they initially 

taxed this legislation, it was only on special fuels, they are also looking at a bill which will move 

the point of taxation on gasoline as well. The twenty five percent of increase in Nevada, covers 

only special fuels. They anticipate with the passing of the other bill, that that percentage will 

mcrease even more. 

CURT PETERSON, NORTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION OF GENERAL CONTRACTORS. 

Testified in support of the bill. 

LOWELL RIDGEWAY, NORTH DAKOTA PETROLEUM COUNCIL, Testified in support of 

the bill. 
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MARK JOHNSON, NORTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES, Testified in support 

of the bill. 

RICK CLA YBURGH, ST A TE TAX COMMISSIONER, Testified in a neutral position. In 

administering the motor fuel, I think changing the point of taxation does have an advantage for 

our administration of the tax. In putting together the fiscal note, there was discussion, when the 

governor put his budget together also and specifically talked about revenue enhancement. For us 

to say that this bill will bring in a million or two million or more in additional funding other than 

dealing with the special fuel tax and changing the percentage, or on just the issue of bringing in 

some money that would have come down the line. To do that, we feel we have a fairly good 

program in effect now to deal with fuel taxation, however, there are abilities to avoid fuel tax in 

North Dakota, but is it occurring, we can't tell you. From our point of view, we think in 

changing the point or reducing the point of contact fuel in the state, makes sense from an 

administrative standpoint and also from a taxation standpoint. 

RON NESS, NORTH DAKOTA PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOCIATION, Testified in 

opposition of the bill. See written testimony. Also submitted a handout regarding state tax 

collection procedures and an analysis of each state and where they are at. Also presented a 

handout which shows which states moved to the rack - referred to state dyed fuel penalties. 

REP. GRANDE How do your members currently handle federal tax? 

RON NESS The federal tax moved to the rack in 1994. 

REP. GRANDE Would it not make sense to follow in line? 

RON NESS We do not believe it will. The federal tax and state tax are handled differently. 

When the federal government proposes something, marketers across the whole United States are 
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treated equally. Imposing the rack tax here, will put us on a different level than Minnesota and 

Montana. South Dakota is currently at the rack. 

REP. WARNER Can you give me some idea of the cost of money involved for your retailers 

preparing for the tax report. 

RON NESS My figures show that it will be about 2. 7 million dollars for our membership. 

REP. WINRICH You argued about the fact that we can't anticipate increased revenues off of 

this proposal, but it seems to me there is another reason for this and that is that it would make the 

tax easier for the state to administer. Some of the testimony related to the fact that they would be 

getting one report instead of several, your alternative proposal generates new audit reports and 

you even suggested that perhaps we have to increase the allocation to the tax commissioner, etc., 

I don't understand what would be so disruptive of your industry about making a change, which 

might generate more revenue and be more efficient. 

RON NESS We will address that in additional testimony. One of our primary concerns is a 

penny advantage for one marketer over another can create a tremendous business advantage or 

disadvantage. There are a lot of changes in here, and we are not sure that all of them can work. 

DAVE FROELICH, FROELICH OIL COMPANY, BISMARCK2 Testified in opposition of the 

bill. The bill is a little bit of a rush to judgment portraying petroleum marketers as tax cheaters, 

with millions of dollars to be found. The cheaters are not the marketers, they are the end users, 

they will still go undetected without enhanced enforcement. That is the real solution to the 

problem of tax evasion. The bill will also create a tremendous amount of confusion, it does 

reduce the amount of taxpayers in the present situation. You would have to track one transaction 

two different times. This is a very sensitive issue, tinkering with it, can cost a business a lot of 
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money. The bill will have a negative cash flow affect on marketers if they are unable to sell their 

product before the tax is due. Gave an example of having your whole store full of inventory, and 

having to pay the tax when you purchased the product not after you sell it. This is a bill that 

looks good on the surface, has some good intentions, but to move the tax to the rack, is not a 

no-brainer. · 

RICHARD ELKIN, BURLINGTON NORTHERN RAILROAD, Testified in opposition of the 

bill. The part we oppose of the bill, is the tax increase. We presently pay a two percent excise 

tax on locomotive fuel. The money goes to the highway fund. It is the locomotive fuel increase 

that we object to. Our average cost of fuel has been forty three cents, it has been a long time 

since we were over fifty, and never have we been at seventy five cents. We buy a lot of fuel, 

in North Dakota, this year, we will purchase between seventy five and eighty million gallons of 

locomotive fuel. 

TOM KELSCH, REPRESENTING THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILROAD, Testified in 

opposition of the bill. Quoting the same statements that Richard Elkin made. 

CORNELIUS KOOREN,GENERAL MGR. FARMER'S UNION OIL CO., DICKINSONi 

Testified in opposition of the bill. I am a retailer. We need revenue and we need roads. The 

thing though, as I look at this, the inventory is the big enhancement for revenue. We maintain 

quite a bit of inventory that now is state tax free. That is one thing that impacts us as a retailer. 

The other thing I am concerned about is the process of how we collect our fee back that you 

currently paid up for collecting the tax. I don't understand how that system is going to be set up. 

I am sure it will be awful cumbersom. Second concern is on the shrinkage allowance. Our 

company has never taken the full shrinkage allowance allowed by state law. In this case, I don't 
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know how we would work that. There was a question of how much it might cost. In our 

business, that I am responsible for, I will have to come with an additional eighty four thousand 

dollars in working capital to support the on-going tax payment in addition to the amount we have 

to pay on the inventory that we own. I speak in opposition as a financial burden to a small 

business in North Dakota, and there are a lot of people just like us. 

REP. GROSZ Can you explain the eighty four thousand dollars needed? 

CORNELIUS KOOREN That is based on the gallons that we sell on a monthly basis. 

REP. GROSZ How often does the average gallon of gas stay in your tank? 

CORNELIUS KOOREN We tum our inventory about every ten days. 

RICHARD SCHLOSSER, NORTH DAKOTA FARMERS UNION, Testified in opposition of 

the bill. Some of the concerns we have are the impacts on the affiliated cooperatives as 

previously presenter spoke to. We did develop some policies in the last convention on the 

increased work of capitol requirements, if these cooperatives are required to pay at the rack. As a 

member/owner of a cooperative, those costs will be passed on to the consumer. 

MATT BJORNSON, BJORNSON OIL COMP ANY, CAVALIER, Testified in opposition of the 

bill. In addition to our retail station, we also supply small bulk dealers and single station owners 

in small towns. This bill to us, creates a tremendous accounting problem. A lot of these small 

dealers are hanging on by a thread right now. They don't need any more demands on their 

working capital. There have been a lot of comparisons with North Dakota and the rest of the 

company, and gladly, we are different in a lot of ways. In one way, our state enjoys a very 

competitive market with a lot of independent suppliers and enjoy a very competitive retail 

market with a lot of independent suppliers. In California or Arizona, you will not find someone 
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like me with their last name up on their service station. This bill does not help the independent 

atmosphere we have today. 

When they talk about moving the point of taxation to a supplier, I think you should know that 

you don't have to be a mega multi-national corporation to be a supplier. Many of those people 

are brokers, and they come from all over the country, most of them are good companies, but 

some of them are not on the firmest ground. In this proposal, the state will be going to these 

people and they will be taking the North Dakota tax dollar out of state and they will be the 

stewarts, of the tax money submitted, as opposed to having the local dealers being the stewarts 

of that tax money. 

REP. FROELICH Will this bill create any costs to the state? 

JOAN GALSTER Answered it is hard to say. Maybe in the long run. 

REP. FROELICH Do you forsee any problems with this bill in the new tax agreement with the 

tribes? 

JOAN GALSTER I don't think it will affect the agreement with the tribes. They will have to 

take it upon themselves to amend an ordinance which will accommodate any ordinance that will 

present a problem. 

GARY ANDERSON, STATE TAX DEPARTMENT Commented regarding the cost to the 

department. It is difficult to identify costs. Under this particular bill, it would result in fewer 

taxpayers having the responsibility of reporting to us. As a result, that would result in fewer tax 

reports, or modified tax reports. This would result in better compliance as a result of that 

activity. It does allow us more opportunity to concentrate on the taxable transactions within the 

- state. 
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With no further testimony, the hearing was closed. 

COMMITTEE ACTION 2-9-99, Tape #1, Side A, Meter #0.5 

REP. BELTER Recommended they amend the bill by changing the rate of tax on page 15, line 

24, change it to 1.2 cents per gallon. He felt two and a half cents was too high. Another 

amendment from the Tax Department was discussed. Also page 4, line 2 and page 17, line 11, 

was amended to use the month of "February" for when the tax would be due. 

REP. GRANDE Made a motion to adopt the amendments as presented. 

REP. WICKENHEISER Second the motion. MOTION CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE. 

REP. GROSZ Made a motion for a DO PASS AS AMENDED. 

REP. GRANDE Second the motion. MOTION CARRIED. 

9 Yes 5 No 1 Absent 

REP. GROSZ Was given the floor assignment. 

COMMITTEE ACTION 2-10-99, Tape #1, Side A, Meter #0.6 

REP. BELTER Asked for a motion to reconsider the action by which the bill was passed out of 

committee. 

REP. MICKELSON Made a motion re reconsider the action. 

REP. GRANDE Second the motion. MOTION CARRIED 

REP. BELTER Presented another set of amendments which the Tax Department requested. 

JOAN GALSTER, STATE TAX DEPARTMENT, Appeared before the committee to explain 

what the new amendments did. The reason for the amendment was that some of the suppliers 
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had taken a look at this, allowing the suppliers to have a tax free inventory, if they are also a 

distributor and retailer, puts them at an unfair advantage over the distributor or retailer who is not 

a supplier. So to resolve this, if a supplier is also a distributor and a retailer, which some of them 

are, using Amoco Oil as an example, Amoco Oil has fuel at local service stations, where Amoco 

actually owns that fuel at that retail station until it is sold. Under the bill, the way it is written, 

Amoco could have a tax free inventory at that retail level, where the competitor could not. This 

amendment would change it so that Amoco would have to pay the tax up front where they pull it 

out of the terminal, and place it into their retail, so it would be tax paid at that level, like all other 

retailers. On page 3 of the bill, in Section 2, we took out, "other than a supplier" and added in 

when the fuel is removed from a terminal by the supplier. Another change was on page 9, line 2 

of the bill. We added the "distributor" or "retailer". 

There were also another set of amendments being prepared, which would would be presented 

later in the day. 

LATER IN THE DAY. Tape #1, Side A, Meter #41.0 

REP. GROSZ Made a motion to adopt the additional amendments to be added to amendments 

which were adopted earlier. 

REP. GRANDE Second the motion. MOTION CARRIED BY VOICE VOTE. 

REP. GRANDE Made a motion for a DO PASS AS AMENDED. 

REP. GROSZ Second the motion. MOTION CARRIED. 

10 Yes 4 No 1 Absent 

REP. GROSZ Was given the floor assignment. 
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General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds 

Revenues 
-$806,400 

Expenditures 
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a. For rest of 1997-99 biennium: 

(Indicate the portion of this amount included in the 1999-2001 executive budget:) 
b. Forthe 1999-2001 biennium: _____ _ 

(Indicate the portion of this amount included in the 1999-2001 executive budget:) 
c. For the 2001-03 biennium: ______ _ 

-
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1997-99 Biennium 

Counties Cities 
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Districts 
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Counties Cities Districts Counties Cities Districts 

-$473 ,600 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
February 11, 1999 1 :21 p.m. 

Module No: HR-28-2586 
Carrier: Grosz 

Insert LC: 90711.0203 Title: .0300 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1462: Finance and Taxation Committee (Rep. Belter, Chairman) recommends 

AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS 
(10 YEAS, 4 NAYS, 1 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). HB 1462 was placed on the 
Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 1, line 23, after the period insert "For a supplier who is also a distributor or retailer, the 
motor vehicle fuel must be considered sold and the tax imposed when the fuel is 
removed from a terminal by the supplier." 

Page 3, line 1, after the period insert "For a supplier who is also a distributor or retailer, the 
motor vehicle fuel must be considered sold and the tax imposed when the fuel is 
removed from a terminal by the supplier." 

Page 3, line 29, remove", other than a supplier," 

Page 4, line 2, replace "the month next" with "February" and after the underscored period 
insert "The tax on inventories does not apply to a supplier's motor vehicle fuel in a 
terminal." 

Page 4, line 5, replace "Taxes" with "Except in the case of sales to bonded distributors, taxes" 

Page 4, after line 13, insert: 

"In the case of supplier sales to bonded distributors, if the distributor fails to pay 
the supplier the tax on or before the date the supplier must remit it to the 
commissioner, the supplier may receive a credit for such nonpayment on a subsequent 
month's tax return. To receive such credit, the supplier shall notify the commissioner 
no later than ten working days after the due date of the distributor's failure to timely 
pay. This notification must include such information as the commissioner requires. 
The commissioner shall issue the supplier written confirmation that the credit is 
approved. 

If the commissioner is notified that a distributor has failed to pay the supplier by 
the date the tax is due, the commissioner may revoke the distributor's license. In 
addition, the commissioner may pursue payment from the distributor's bonding 
company to satisfy the liability. If the commissioner revokes the distributor's license, 
the commissioner shall advise the supplier, and so advised, the supplier is no longer 
afforded the protection under this section. If a distributor's license is reinstated, the 
commissioner shall notify the supplier." 

Page 4, line 18, after "supplier" insert", distributor," 

Page 9, line 2, after "distributor" insert "or retailer" 

Page 13, line 23, after the underscored period insert "For a supplier who is also a distributor or 
retailer, the special fuel must be considered sold and the tax imposed when the fuel is 
removed from a terminal by the supplier." 

Page 14, line 26, after the underscored period insert "For a supplier who is also a distributor or 
retailer, the special fuel must be considered sold and the tax imposed when the fuel is 
removed from a terminal by the supplier." 

Page 15, line 24, replace "one-half" with "two-tenths" 

(1) LC, (2) DESK, (3) BILL CLERK, (4-5-6) COMM Page No. 1 HR-28-2586 



REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
February 11, 1999 1 :21 p.m. 

Module No: HR-28-2586 
Carrier: Grosz 

Insert LC: 90711.0203 Title: .0300 

Page 15, line 25, after the period insert "For a supplier who is also a distributor or retailer, the 
special fuel subject to tax under this section must be considered sold and the tax 
imposed when the fuel is removed from a terminal by the supplier. " 

Page 17, line 7, remove". other than a supplier," 

Page 17, line 11 , replace "the month next" with "February" and after the underscored period 
insert "The tax on inventories does not apply to a supplier's special fuel in a terminal." 

Page 17, line 21, after "distributor" insert "or retailer" 

Page 17, line 26, replace "Taxes" with "Except in the case of sales to bonded distributors. 
taxes" 

Page 18, after line 3, insert: 

"In the case of supplier sales to bonded distributors. if the distributor fails to pay 
the supplier the tax on or before the date the supplier must remit it to the 
commissioner. the supplier may receive a credit for such nonpayment on a subsequent 
month's tax return. To receive such credit. the supplier shall notify the commissioner 
no later than ten working days after the due date of the distributor's failure to timely 
pay. This notification must include such information as the commissioner requires. 
The commissioner shall issue the supplier written confirmation that the credit is 
approved. 

If the commissioner is notified that a distributor has failed to pay the supplier by 
the date the tax is due. the commissioner may revoke the distributor's license. In 
addition, the commissioner may pursue payment from the distributor's bonding 
company to satisfy the liability. If the commissioner revokes the distributor's license, 
the commissioner shall advise the supplier. and so advised, the supplier is no longer 
afforded the protection under this section. If a distributor's license is reinstated. the 
commissioner shall notify the supplier." 

Page 19, line 21, after "supplier" insert", distributor," 

Page 26, line 11 , after the underscored period insert "For a supplier who is also a distributor or 
retailer. the aviation fuel must be considered sold and the tax imposed when the fuel is 
removed from a terminal by the supplier." 

Page 27, line 5, remove", other than a supplier," 

Page 27, line 9, replace "the month next" with "February" and after the underscored period 
insert "The tax on inventories does not apply to a supplier's aviation fuel in a terminal." 

Page 27, line 13, after "supplier" insert", distributor," 

Page 29, line 21, replace "Taxes" with "Except in the case of sales to bonded distributors, 
taxes" 

Page 29, after line 29, insert: 

"In the case of supplier sales to bonded distributors, if the distributor fails to pay 
the supplier the tax on or before the date the suppl ier must remit it to the 
commissioner, the supplier may receive a credit for such nonpayment on a subsequent 
month's tax return. To receive such credit. the supplier shall notify the commissioner 
no later than ten working days after the due date of the distributor's failure to timely 
pay. This notification must include such information as the commissioner requires. 

(1) LC. (2) DESK. (3) s1LL CLERK, (4-5-6) coMM Page No. 2 HR-2a-2sa6 
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February 11, 1999 1 :21 p.m. 

Module No: HR-28-2586 
Carrier: Grosz 

Insert LC: 90711.0203 Title: .0300 

The commissioner shall issue the supplier written confirmation that the credit is 
approved. 

If the commissioner is notified that a distributor has failed to pay the supplier by 
the date the tax is due, the commissioner may revoke the distributor's license. In 
addition, the commissioner may pursue payment from the distributor's bonding 
company to satisfy the liability. If the commissioner revokes the distributor's license, 
the commissioner shall advise the supplier, and so advised, the supplier is no longer 
afforded the protection under this section. If a distributor's license is reinstated, the 
commissioner shall notify the supplier." 

Page 37, line 2, replace "one-half" with "two-tenths" 

Page 49, line 26, replace "register of deeds of" with "secretary of state." 

Page 49, remove line 27 

Renumber accordingly 

(1) LC, (2) DESK, (3) BILL CLERK, (4-5-6) COMM Page No. 3 HA-28-2586 
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1999 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

BILL/RESOLUTION NO. HB 1462 

Senate Finance and Taxation Committee 

□ Conference Committee 

Hearing Date 3-16-99 

Tape Number Side A Side B Meter # 
HB 1462 TAPE 1 X 1662 - END 
HB 1462 TAPE 1 X 0-END 
HB 1462 TAPE 2 X 0-2180 
HB 1462 TAPE 1 X March 22, 1999 2862 to end 
HB 1462 TAPE 1 x March 22, 1999 2862 to end 
HB 1462 TAPE 1 x March 22, 1999 0 to end 
HB 1462 TAPE 2 x March 22.J 999 /' 0 to 135 

Committee Clerk Signature #-fit'_ 'V ~~ 
Minutes: 

Sen Urlacher opened the hearing on HB 1462, A BILL RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE 

FUELS TAX IMPOSITION AND CREDIT FOR LOSSES AND AVIATION FUEL TAXES 

COLLECTION ALLOWANCES AND PROVIDE AN EFFECTIVE DATE. 

Rep. Timm - This bill is an idea to come up with getting more money in to the Highway 

Distribution Fund, so they have the money to match the Federal money. This would change the 

point of collection on taxes for motor fuels. 

Rep. Dorso - This would transfer collection from one source to another. It would tighten up 

audits because cases proven there is tax evasion. More efficiency of collecting the tax. The 
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Senate Finance and Taxation Committee 
Bill/Resolution Number Hb 1462 
Hearing Date 3-16-99 

bottom line want to keep status quo vs. what is good for the people of ND., and what is good for 

the Highway Distribution Fund. 

Rick Clayburgh - ND State Tax Commissioner- Testimony submitted and attached. 

Sen. Urlacher - Audits with SD & other States as well? 

Rick Clayburgh - It will allow us to work with those States, right now we don't have any 

relationship with SD just conversation. In discussion with the Mounties in Canada. One issue 

we don't know is that we find an occasional mistakes that occur. A few adds up, not attempted 

to find abated fuel dollars, but to speed efficiency of the law, reduce fuel tax evasion, intentional 

or not. 

Sen. Stenehjem - Fiscal note I read -

Rick Clayburgh - The original discussion in 0MB, had about 2 million dollars in it, that had to 

do with changing special fuels from 2% at that point. not revenue neutral. This bill was put 

together to be revenue neutral, to all involved. 

Sen. Stenehjem - At some time you will have to make some numbers will have to go to 

Appropriations. You'll have to estimate what the fiscal numbers are. 

Rick Clayburgh - At this time we stand behind our fiscal note. I don't anticipate any revision. 

Joan Galster - Tax Dept. - Testimony submitted and attached. 

Sen. Stenehjem - Inventory that we had on hand at the end of the year, could that be related to 

how much time we would give them to pay the inventory? 

Joan Galster - Another thing this bill does, provides tax credit allowances. Under current law, 

any licensee buys tax free, regardless of where they are in the distribution chain gets a 

commission off of the tax and gets the shrinkage or evaporation allowance. This bill combines 
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these two types of allowances into a tax credit allowance, and in that tax credit allowance it is set 

up for motor vehicle fuel, that have 2. 7%. The distributor would pass that down the chain. 

Sen. Stenehjem - Is there a refund on un -dyed fuels? 

Joan Galster - No. 

Sen. Kinnoin - 581 retailers now and it would go down to 30? How often is an audit? 

Joan Galster - There are 16-18-20 audits per year. We have about 100 importers now, and that 

includes some or all of the 30. So there is some overlapping. 

Sen Stenehjem - We are not going to reduce from 581 - 30, were are going to reduce to about 

I 00, is that a fair assessment of it? 

Joan Galster - yes . 

Debra Helmer - South Dakota - Director of Motor Vehicles. What we did in SD, and why. 

in 1994 the Fed. Gov't moved the point of taxation to the rack, the Fed Govt.' doesn't have the 

same problems some of us have. When they moved the point of taxation, they moved it nation 

wide. They saw a drastic reduction in the fuel tax evasion area. We worked with what they had 

done and brought together a group of industry representatives, and discussed moving the point of 

taxation. 1. Mirror Fed Law. Refunds, allowed reefer fuel sales to get refund, and also for diesel 

in licensed vehicles. 2. Simplify our tax reporting. We reduced the number of licensees about 

from about 13,000 (users) theory in the area of our distributors, we had about 700 licensed 

distributors, prior to change, we have about 47 now. Of that we have 35 that pay 96% of the tax. 

3. Revenue neutral. For marketers and suppliers. 

Sen. Stenehjem - Complaints of unavailable dyed fuels? 

Debra Helmer - None. 
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Sen. Wardner - Revenue in to enforcement? Did you have increased costs there? 

Debra Helmer - No, we do it with the same amount of staff. Computers were our big problem. 

Chuck Furgen - South Dakota - Testimony submitted and attached. 

Ron Ness -ND Petroleum Marketers Association - Testimony submitted and attached. 

In opposition of this bill. 

John Huber - Testimony submitted and attached. 

Sen. Wardner - SD had a spike up. 

Ron Ness - Statistically it isn ' t, newt year it was very low so it was a washout. 

Don Froelich - Froelich Oil= In opposition. Bill is a rush to judgment. This bill does not address 

the real issue, aimed at marketers. Bill creates confusion . 

Matt Bjornson - Cavalier - We want all taxes to be paid, but the smallest business get hurt, they 

have additional accounting costs, double billing, of our product. 

Dan Kunz - ND Grain Dealers Association - In the spring, Mr. Ness testified to this that 

distributors will build up their inventories in advance of road work and spring work coming on. 

They can't roll over the inventory in time prior to when collection is going to come. Increase the 

cost of the inventory, because they have to pay the tax before they can collect it. That increase 

the cost of operations, it will have to be passed on to their customers. Add a financial burden to 

industry that is already having their problems. 

Ron Green - OK Tire, Williston - Our industry operates on pennies, we only have so many. This 

bill may take away the float that we need to make ends meet. Its one more thing digging into our 

pockets. Find some other way to get out tax dollars, probably through enforcement. 
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Sen. Stenehjem - Joan, a small gas station, compared to a distributor and owner of another gas 

station, would there be a competitive advantage to the person who has control all the way up in 

the chain, who might enjoy and decide where the float is? 

Joan Galster - That could be better addressed by Ron Ness, but if under current law, if each 

were licensed and buying tax free there would be no competitive advantage that would save on 

taxes. Now under the bill 2177, the retailer of gasoline would no longer be licensed and would 

already be paying that tax, to the wholesaler. 

Sen. Stenehjem - The distributor gets the float? 

Joan Galster - The market would drive whether any of that float was given or passed on to an 

independent retailer . 

Sen. Wardner - After you changed (SD) how did it affect the number ofretailers, wholesalers in 

the State of SD? 

Deb Helmer - We didn't see a big change. 

Marshall Moore - Dept. of Transportation - Testimony submitted and attached. In support. 

Sen. Stenehjem - If this bill doesn't pass, would the funds be used from the State planning funds? 

Use the funds for audits of fuel sales? 

Marshall Moore - Yes. 

Dick Elkin - Burlington/Santa Fe Railroad - Oppose to increase in tax, as we would have to pay, 

and we are large buyers of fuel. We buy in large volume and bids, and are opposed to even a 

penny tax. 3rd largest purchaser of fuel in America. Over 3 million gallons a day. In ND we buy 

a lot of fuel at the refinery. We support changing to the rack. Very important issue . 
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Sen Stenehjem - Are there States that charge a fuel tax to the Railroad and put it someplace other 

than the road fund? 

Dick Elkin - Not to my knowledge. We try to take loads off the highways and save them. 

Leroy Ernst - Motor Carriers Association - Submitted testimony and is attached. 

Dick Johnson - Committee on Motor Carriers Association - Our members are major users of the 

highway system, and contributors of the tax fund. One of the key issues is to continue to find 

ways to supply revenues to the Hwy. Trust Fund, for maintaining those roads. We feel that it 

might be the right thing to do, collection to the rack. If our Tax Dept. is currently has about 600 

accounts, they have to audit, and they are auditing 16-20 accounts a year, that ratio is less than 

5%, and you may not get audited for 20 years. This could be that necessary reporting is not 

getting done, that should be. We are in support of changing the point of collection to the rack, 

and increase enforcement. 

Sen. Urlacher closed the hearing. 

DISCUSSION - 3-17-99 TAPE A #1, 445 - END, AND B - 0 - 1690. 

MARCH 22, 1999 2862 TO END, 

DISCUSSION ON SENATE BILL 2862 

REPRESENTATIVE WARDNER: amendments to SENA TE BILL 2862 ( engrossed) 

JOHN WALSTAD: leave 4 sections of the bill left, take of pages 1 to 10. first thing left after 

amendment is on page 10. Definitions for died special fuel and aviation fuel and amendment 

removes alternative fuel section. Page 14 provision is coming out of the engrossed bill. Page 16 

amendment would reinstate the 2% special excise tax and take out the 1 and 2/ 10th cents per 
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gallon change. Page 17 new language is eliminated. take out 18 to page 26, everything in 

between is eliminated. 

SENA TOR HEITKAMP adding the new subsection to replace the gas tax 

JOHN WALSTAD: adding of amendments, page 26 fines for violations and changing the fines 

to 250 dollars, remaining fines left as is. Last page, on repeal section, sections being repealed are 

removed and insertion of the century code and the by rights for vehicles. Section 24 and the 

effective date and taking out the language on taxable inventories. That is no longer relevant 

SENATOR WARDNER: thank you for leaving the effective date in 

JOHN WALSTAD: Talking about the effective date and leaving the date in place 

JOHN WALSTAD: Page 16 line 20-21 lines are over struck because of by-rights. Subsection 2 

is struck out and the remaining amendments are renumbered 

SENATOR URLACHER: other amendments that are not completed 

SENATOR B.STEMEHJEM: explain amendments to the committee, burning died fuel and 

remitting taxes to the tax department. Tax exempt fuel and cleared verses dyed. exclusion of 

North Dakota vehicles. Further amendments to the bill. Evasion to highway tax and where the 

taxes go. 

JOHN WALSTAD: amendments prepared for SENA TOR B.STEMEHJEM: include everything 

in the amendment that was prepared for SENATOR WARDNER: with the addition of the things 

that he just described 

SENATOR B.STEMEHJEM: that is correct 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: adopted the SENATOR WARDNER: amendments, elimination the 

tax on diesel fuel. Want tax free, have to buy the taxed fuel and accept the penalties 
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JOHN WALSTAD: only three sections 

DISCUSSION 

JOHN WALSTAD: amendment are long because you have to take out everything, should have 

been a hog house amendment, amendment contained everything left in bill 

SENA TOR WARDNER: have we gotten the fiscal note on the amendments 

JOHN WALSTAD: do not revise the fiscal note until after the amendments have been acted 

upon, no request to do one, unless a specific request 

SENATOR WARDNER: highway distribution fund to be shared with the highways and the cities 

or straight into the highway fund 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: why the highway fund 

SENATOR URLACHER: any further question on the amendments or proposed amendments 

RICK CLAYBURG question on the administrator of the revenue, concerned about special fuels 

going from a percent to a cents provides an administrative ease. Revenue to the railroads, 

maintaining the changes to provide consistency for the state, SENATOR B.STEMEHJEM: 

amendments to ask cities and states to be exempt and supporting this option, shouldn't treat 

anyone differently, Marshal More at DOT and they support the by-right idea. 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: charging the cities and counties and state a fuel tax, don't pay any 

taxes but yet we are charging them a fuel tax. Neutral revenue and charging them this tax, tax 

payers are double paying on these fuel taxes, leave revenue neutral 

RICK CLAYBURG: cities and states do pay on all construction items. Pass through tax 

depending on who does the work, state workers verses contractors, policy decision on roads and 

getting additional funding to match the federal highway dollars 
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SENATOR WARDNER: more revenue to help highway dollars 

JOHN WALSTAD: use tax 

SENATOR WARDNER: federal Gov .. says you can't do that 

JOHN WALSTAD: not certain of the issue. 

SENA TOR WARDNER: 93 session, taxing road construction to put more money back into road 

construction, Federal Government says you can't do that. This is similar to leverage highway 

funding 

SENA TOR B.STENEHJEM: taxes that the local entities and which taxes that they pay, corporate 

income taxes and making that taxes for the construction industry 

SENA TOR WARDNER: history of why the money or fines for picking up truck overloads went 

to the common schools trust fund 

SENA TOR WARDNER: all fines go to the school trust fund for education 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: overloaded truck goes into highway construction fund, penalty, 

does not go to education, worked into that area 

SENATOR WARDNER: honest answer 

JOHN WALSTAD: have you gotten our newest fiscal note 

SENA TOR URLACHER: I am not 

JOHN WALSTAD: revised fiscal note and changes associated with this fiscal note and error rate 

associated with this and the audit coverage effects as a revenue positive effect verses narrative 

assumption and the additional revenue 

SENA TOR URLACHER: we have this fiscal note 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: why isn't in the revenue line and it is in the narrative line? 
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JOHN WALSTAD: floor tax of2.5 million depending on the management habits of the 

petroleum marketer and then also the length of time we allow the tax to pay. Extending the base 

period from 60 days to 90 days or 120 days, eliminating that source ofrevenue. Number of 

audits and knowing the total percentage as far as increased audits. All this not in fiscal note but 

in the narrative. 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: revenue increases ifwe adopt these amendments 

JOHN WALSTAD: didn't know right now. In talks with South Dakota, we probably will see a 

slight increase with the increased audits. We will be picking up the missed fuel reporting 

SENA TOR B.STENEHJEM: what is the latest data on the fiscal note 

JOHN WALSTAD: March 18, 1999 is the most current fiscal note 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: were do the precedes go from the fines levied against using the 

wrong fuel 

RICK CLAYBURG going to the highway distribution fund, we really didn't know. 

Dyed fuel enforcement and the fines that go along with this. Tax department will have 

authority over issuing this bill and highway patrol will enforce the bill once it's become law, 

check and balance at the administrative level. 

SENATOR WARDNER: so SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: amendment would clarify where the 

fine fill is ate 

RICK CLAYBURG: that is correct, we would clarify this for you, clarified this with the agencies 

as to what they want to do. 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: what was the other original fact on the first time penalty 
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RICK CLAYBURG: besides confiscation of the vehicle, I don't have any other penalties, but 

now it could be 500 or 1000 dollar's 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: overloaded trucks, and how the system works, how legal process 

works with these trucks 

RICK CLAYBURG: not really, we have not had a good experience in North Dakota with dyed 

fuel reporting at a federal level 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: is this how envision the enforcement of this bill is the 250 dollars 

for the highway, scenario with dyed fuel. 

RICK CLAYBURG: the way that I see this is the highway patrol will make the check, find the 

violation, report this violation to us, levy the fine, go to court or come to me. Feds are very 

aggressive on fuel tax abaters. this is were most of the enforcement will occur 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: using dyed fuel at a bulk dealer and dealing with this in a federal 

matter 

RICK CLAYBURG: glad you looked at this at the pump. we will look at this in a different 

matter 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: it's happened by accident 

JOAN GALSTER: amendments, enforcement against the penalty and were the money should 

go. Civil penalties. Money should go to highway funds and stating this in the amendments. 

SENA TOR WARDNER: percent to a cent change, would that effect state revenue 

JOAN GALSTER: originally written like this so it would be revenue neutral to the state, issue 

has been discussed and which groupings are we hurting and which group aren't we 

SENATOR WARDNER: price of gas increases, are we letting allot of revenue slip 
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JOAN GALSTER: how high the price goes and at which point are we loosing money. 

Advantage of having a fuel tax, no flu.ctuation and you know how many gallons you are using 

and revenue going way up and then way down. 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: find out the difference between the figures. 

JOAN GALSTER: BN was understating the price. Nationwide average and over costing the 

price of fuel and the loosing of money. 1999 BN is back on track. This information was 

received from the bureau 

JOAN GALSTER: certain amount of loss by Burlington Northern to include in the gallon price 

and had to build the loss amount into the price. Nothing illegal, but something that was worked 

on by IRS 

JOAN GALSTER: activities that occurred that had the average price of fuel lower for 

unrecognized losses were 174 million dollars, Dec. 31, 1998. 49 cents per gallon loss 

SENA TOR URLACHER: built their losses into the price 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: in other states that due fuel enforcement, who checks the fuels for 

violations 

JOAN GALSTER: different states have different arrangements. Most states have the Highway 

Patrol due the enforcing. Some states have their own enforcement. Makes sense to use the 

highway patrol. 

SENA TOR CHRISTMANN: local law enforcement would have nothing to do with this. 

JOAN GALSTER: correct, just by the highway patrol 

SENATOR KLEIN: was Burlington Northern paying more than they had to 

JOAN GALSTER: If the information is correct they were 
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SENATOR KLEIN: it would be a considerable amount, correct 

JOAN GALSTER: yes 

SENA TOR URLACHER: difference in price 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: eligible for a refund 

JOAN GALSTER: no, they did this for a reason so they couldn't go back and adjust this on their 

income tax 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: state exactly what the price is in the bill. 

JOAN GALSTER: in rules and procedures is the price, removed that languages so that the 

dealer could compute the price. Margin of error is greater. Human error 

SENA TOR B.STENEHJEM: so many cents per gallon and adjust this price for inflation 

JOAN GALSTER: that is an option for this bill 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: how much would a change would have to take place in order to 

implement a cent change 

JOAN GALSTER: not sure of question, mixing the two fuel costs and administrative problems 

associated with this, by rate of dyed fuel 

SENA TOR CHRISTMANN: less than a penny a gallon so it would be just a penny 

JOAN GALSTER: would that be just with the railroad and paying locomotive miles or how 

would you do that 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: whenever pay their taxes, they pay a certain amount and ifit 

comes up a penny, than they pay a penny 

JOAN GALSTER: only workers with the consumer and not the supplier. Fuel seller having to 

figure out the taxes on the fuel, % verses cents 
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SENA TOR B.STENEHJEM: can never charge less than 50 cents per gallon and if you do, you 

are charged 2 % 

SENA TOR CHRISTMANN: be glad to pay less than a penny 

SENA TOR URLACHER: any further questions 

DISCUSSION 

SENATOR WARD ER: proceeds going to highway fund, exempting local governments, keep 

1.2 cents per gallon and helping the tax department and the paperwork problem. periodic review 

of this legislation. 

SENA TOR URLACHER: something that is reasonably acceptable 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: not to exempt government from paying the taxes. Gov. vehicle 

would be allowed to run dyed fuel have to claim number of gallons and pay taxes on that 

amount. no exemptions. 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: which licensed Gov .. vehicles don't pay more than 2 percent and 

which have to pay the full tax 

JOAN GALSTER: under current law a construction vehicle can get a refund of 20 cents per 

gallon on the fuel used on the licensed vehicles, any vehicles used in the city, buses, garbage 

trucks or vehicles not used in construction can not receive the refund, Federal Gov .. does not 

charge the state or local Gov .. a federal tax. Taxes charged to the fed for using dyed fuel. Fed 

Gov ... does not care whether their using dyed fuel or not 

SENATOR WARDNER: have a problem making the local Gov ... different from the farmers, 

treat everyone the same 

SENATOR URLACHER: any other comments 
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SENATOR WARDNER: discussion on 2 percent verses 1.2 cents per gallon on special fuels and 

if this will work 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: extra work for the tax department and difficulties in the bill with 

percentage verses cents per gallon. stay at the two percent 

SENA TOR CHRISTMANN: lean towards two percent also and revenue loss associated with this 

and hurting the railroad . What are the railroads paying now verses 1.5 cents per gallon. 

Exempting the cities and counties verses the farmers. Would like to see two amendments 

SENATOR KROEPLIN: we are helping the transportation department by buying the right fuels 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: money from the field violations go into the highway fund for use 

by the DOT so the sheriffs and city police checking the tanks . 

SENA TOR URLACHER: Contract services with whomever 

JOAN GALSTER: specific equipment that is needed by the enforcement in order to do this 

inspection and specific procedures and training 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: how does this dyed fuel work, does it turn the whole tank red or 

just a shade of pink 

JOAN GALSTER: dye has to be in certain concentrations in order to be considered dyed fuel. If 

you have clear fuel and add the dye, I am not sure if it would be considered dyed. Red fuel is 

considered dyed. Some sent to labs to be considered dyed or not. Sellers of dyed fuel should not 

be putting dyed fuel into tanks used by public. Only certain pumps and tanks should carry dyed 

fuel. 

SENA TOR B.STENEHJEM: thinking about the black pump 
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SENATOR KROEPLIN: dealer selling dyed fuel, basically by- right, could they Be shorting the 

state by using dyed fuel in their pumps 

JOAN GALSTER: they certainly could. anything is possible. Never solve all of the problems 

of selling bulk dyed fuel to someone in agric. even though this person might not have a farm 

SENATOR KROEPLIN: ran through the pumps, they would certainly be in trouble 

JOAN GALSTER: federal law, in order to sell retain fuel from a pump, dyed fuel, under federal 

law it has to be a blocked pump. 

SENA TOR CHRISTMANN: have you looked over SENA TOR WARDNER: amendments. 

JOAN GALSTER: worked with the Senator on drafting the amendments 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: ticketing for violators, is this like a speeding ticket 

JOAN GALSTER: attorney pointed out that there needs to be another amendment to address the 

violations, and how the judicial process works. Assessment of the penalty by another state and 

to determine the fine damage. red fuel, no questions to answer, any other color you get into other 

issues 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: addressing the amendments and where the fine goes to. The driver 

verses the owner of the company 

JOAN GALSTER: this is already written into law 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: over weight load, enforcement and posting bond and walking away 

by the driver. Same thing done here. SENATOR KROEPLIN: blocked pumps and the farmers 

coming in to a block pump to fill up there equipment. Cheating the system and the reasons for 

running it through the pump 

SENATOR WARDNER: what agency do you feel should take care of this 
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JOAN GALSTER: tax commissioners can contract with the highway patrol to enforce this, who 

takes thi s to conclusion and putting thi s into the amendments. This should be the tax 

comm1ss10ner 

SENATOR KINNOIN: size of nozzle is what determines a block pump 

JOAN GALSTER: cannot explain this. I am not sure 

SENATOR KINNOIN: vehicles required to use clear fuel have a certain size pump nozzle that 

can only fit into this. Small nozzle on a tank that uses tied fuel 

SENA TOR B.STENEHJEM: ever seen a semi, could fill up from a block tank. 

SENATOR KINNOIN: speaking of pickups and cars 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: nozzle size used when I fill up my suburban 

SENA TOR URLACHER: working more time 

SENATOR KLEIN: restricted on cars verses pickups 

JOANN GALSTER: certain restrictions regarding blocked pumps and mixing kerosene. filling 

up at a blocked pump and what to do about this 

SENA TOR URLACHER: amendments 

DISCUSSION OF AMENDMENTS 

SENA TOR B.STENEHJEM: Gov .. agencies allowed to buy dyed fuel and pay the taxes on it. 

Didn ' t want to make the changes in the tax so they wouldn't have to pay one penny. Committee 

reaction on local Gov ... buying dyed fuel. 

SENA TOR URLACHER: support for this issue and comments from members on this position. 
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SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: move an amendment to be drafted, ifit fails , don't do it. Move 

amendment to allow the city to bum dyed fuel in their vehicles and pay the tax due to the tax 

comm1ss10ner 

SENATOR URLACHER: second to the amendment 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: second the amendment 

SENA TOR URLACHER: any further discussion 

SENA TOR CHRISTMANN: time to check the local governments to see what there reactions are 

SENA TOR URLACHER: plans after session 

DISCUSSION 

SENA TOR KINNOIN: problems with city and county burning dyed fuel and treating everyone 

the same and buying tanks to store the dyed fuel 

SENA TOR WARDNER: ever treat people different and farmers getting mad 

SENA TOR URLACHER: complicating this process 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: don't treat everyone alike in this state because the farmers are 

exempt from sales tax. exemption from everything 

SENA TOR URLACHER: directing the motion 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: take amendment off the bill 

SENA TOR URLACHER: covering all amendments proposed and looking at these 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: no objection and recapping what we are going to do SENATOR 

WARDNER: 

SENATOR KROEPLIN: understanding of this bill and the amendments with the enforcement of 

the bill and who does the infractions, revenue from the administrative fees into the highway fund 
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and the treatment of the cities. Amendment changes for SENATOR WARDNER and the 

treatment of the cities. Amendments and the administrative fees 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: unintentionally 

SEN A TOR KROEPLIN: two percent or 1.2 cent and leaving the amendment this way and 

drafting the amendments again 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: penalty phrase with first violation being 500, second 1000 and 

third being 5000. On those tanks this could be the amount of the fine. 

SENA TOR URLACHER: we have changed it once, is there a second 

SENA TOR B.STENEHJEM: second for the same reason 

SENATOR WARDNER: thought that this was to low the first time. Agree with Commissioner 

Clayburg in dealing with the farmers and not clubbing them to death. penalty phase. Willing to 

leave the administrative fees as they are 250, 500. Just leave them 

DISCUSSION 

SENA TOR KROEPLIN: feds can inspect trucks and make a fine, so we are just adding to this, 

correct 

SENA TOR URLACHER: that is my interrupt 

SENATOR B.STENEHJEM: minimal state and federal enforcement and increasing the odds of 

getting caught 

SENATOR CHRISTMANN: knowing the penalties for sure, allot higher if you shot a deer out of 

season 

SENATOR URLACHER: all in favor of raising the fee say "I", one other proposed amendment 
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JOAN GALSTER: administration of the bill and started out with a 500 dollar fine and then I had 

to with draw. 

SENA TOR WARDNER: when would the committee like to have the amendments? 

SENA TOR URLACHER: we will meet after the session and discuss this issue. Close the 

hearing on 1462. 

SENA TOR WARDNER: motion DO PASS AS AMENDED 

SENATOR KINNOIN: second the motion 

SENATOR URLACHER: hold the vote open for SENA TOR SCH OBIN GER. 

CARRIER: WARDNER SEN. SCHOBINGER DID VOTE . 
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Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for*.-;; 
Senate Finance and Taxation ~ 

March 22, 1999 ?f;J-ff? 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO. 1462 

Page 1, line 1, replace "sections 57-43.1-02.2, 57-43.1-12.1, 57-43.2-03.1," with "section" 

Page 1, line 2, remove "57-43.2-04.4," and remove", 57-43.3-02.2, 57-43.3-09, 57-43.3-14, 
57-43.3-18, 57-43.3-28, and" 

Page 1, line 3, remove "chapter 57-43.4" and replace "collection by the supplier of" with "use of 
dyed special fuel in a licensed motor vehicle and penalties" 

Page 1 , remove line 4 

Page 1, line 5, remove "administration, enforcement, and penalties" and remove "57-43.1-02," 

Page 1, line 6, remove "57-43.1-14, 57-43.1-16, 57-43.1-24, 57-43.1-26,", replace" , 
57-43.2-02," with "and", and remove the seventh comma 

Page 1, line 7, remove "57-43.2-04.1, 57-43.2-05, 57-43.2-07, 57-43.2-11, 57-43.2-21, and 
57-43.3-02" 

Page 1, line 8, replace "collection by suppliers of motor vehicle, special fuels, aviation" with 
"definitions for special fuels tax purposes" 

Page 1 , remove line 9 

Page 1, line 10, remove "penalties" and replace "sections 57-43.1-27 and 57-43.3-24" with 
"section 57-43.2-02.2" 

Page 1 , line 11, replace "motor vehicle fuels tax imposition and credit for losses and aviation 
fuel" with "refunds of special fuels" 

Page 1, line 12, remove "collection allowances" 

Page 1 , remove lines 14 through 24 

Page 2, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 3, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 4, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 5, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 6, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page No. 1 90711.0304 
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Page 7, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 8, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 9, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 10, remove lines 1 through 20 

Page 13, line 11, remove the overstrike over "eoFApressed natuml gas" and insert immediately 
thereafter an underscored comma 

Page 13, line 17, remove "alternative fuels as defined in section 57-43.4-01 ," 

Page 13, remove lines 28 through 30 

Page 14, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 15, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 16, remove lines 1 through 1 0 

Page 16, line 14, remove the overstrike over "ti.•,o percent" 

Page 16, line 15, remove "one and two-tenths cents per gallon [3.79 liters]" 

Page 16, line 16, remove "For a" 

Page 16, remove lines 17 through 19 

Page 16, line 20, overstrike "The special excise tax applies to all special fuels taxed under 
section 57-43.2-02" 

Page 16, overstrike line 21 

Page 16, line 22 , overstrike "3." 

Page 16, line 25 , overstrike "4." and insert immediately thereafter "3." 

Page 17, line 1, overstrike "5." and insert immediately thereafter "4." 

Page 17, line 2, remove the overstrike over "identify the eonsuFRer to whoFA the sale ·,vas 
ffiaee;" 
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Page 17, line 3, remove the overstrike over "specify the puFpose foF which the special fuel was 
sold , and" 

Page 17, line 5, overstrike "6." and insert immediately thereafter"§_," and remove "The tax 
imposed by this section does not apply on sales by a supplier to another" 

Page 17, remove line 6 

Page 17, line 7, remove "7.", remove the overstrike over "The dealer", remove "A supplier" , and 
remove the overstrike over "on all sales to a" 

Page 17, line 8, remove "and shall pass the tax on to the distributor, retailer, or" and remove "8. 
distributor" 

Page 17, remove lines 9 through 30 

Page 18, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 19, remove lines 1 through 29 

Page 20, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 21, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 22, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 23, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 24, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 25, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 26, line 3, replace "Penalties" with "Administrative fees" 

Page 26, line 10, replace "civil penalties" with "administrative fees" 

Page 26, line 11 , replace "one" with "two", after "hundred" insert "fifty", and replace "fine" with 
"fee" 

Page 26, line 12, replace "fine" with "fee" 

Page 26, line 14, replace "fine" with "fee" 
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Page 26, line 16, replace "fine" with "fee" 

Page 27, line 5, after "hearing" insert "before the tax commissioner in the manner provided in 
chapter 28-32 if, within thirty days after receiving a citation, the person requests a 
hearing" 

Page 27, after line 13, insert: 

"6. All administrative fees or civil penalties under this section may be 
completely or partially waived by the tax commissioner for good cause 
shown, and any fees or penalties not waived must be collected by the tax 
commissioner and transferred to the state treasurer and deposited in the 
state highway fund." 

Page 27, remove lines 14 through 29 

Page 28, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 29, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 30 , remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 31 , remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 32 , remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 33 , remove lines 1 through 29 

Page 34, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 35, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 36, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 37 , remove lines 1 through 30 

Page No. 4 90711.0304 



Page 38, remove lines 1 through 30 

• Page 39, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 40 , remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 41 , remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 42, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 43, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 44, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 45, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 46, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 47, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 48, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 49, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 50 , remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 51 , remove lines 1 through 31 

• Page 52 , remove lines 1 through 31 
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Page 53 , remove lines 1 through 19 

Page 53 , line 20 , replace "57-43.1-27" with "57-43.2-02.2", after "the" insert "1997 Supplement 
to the" , and replace "and" with "is repealed." 

Page 53 , remove lines 21 and 22 

Page 53 , line 24 , remove" , and taxable inventories held on ," 

Renumber accordingly 
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SENATOR KINNOIN ✓ / 
SENA TOR KROEPLIN ✓ 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
March 23, 1999 10:51 a.m. 

Module No: SR-52-5357 
Carrier: Wardner 

Insert LC: 90711.0304 Title: .0400 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
HB 1462, as engrossed: Finance and Taxation Committee (Sen. Urlacher, Chairman) 

recommends AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends 
DO PASS (7 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). Engrossed HB 1462 
was placed on the Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 1, line 1, replace "sections 57-43.1-02.2, 57-43.1-12.1, 57-43.2-03.1," with "section" 

Page 1, line 2, remove "57-43.2-04.4," and remove ", 57-43.3-02.2, 57-43.3-09, 57-43.3-14, 
57-43.3-18, 57-43.3-28, and" 

Page 1, line 3, remove "chapter 57-43.4" and replace "collection by the supplier of" with "use of 
dyed special fuel in a licensed motor vehicle and penalties" 

Page 1 , remove line 4 

Page 1, line 5, remove "administration, enforcement, and penalties" and remove "57-43.1-02," 

Page 1, line 6, remove "57-43.1-14, 57-43.1-16, 57-43.1-24, 57-43.1-26,", replace ", 
57-43.2-02," with "and", and remove the seventh comma 

Page 1, line 7, remove "57-43.2-04.1, 57-43.2-05, 57-43.2-07, 57-43.2-11, 57-43.2-21, and 
57-43.3-02" 

Page 1, line 8, replace "collection by suppliers of motor vehicle, special fuels, aviation" with 
"definitions for special fuels tax purposes" 

Page 1, remove line 9 

Page 1, line 10, remove "penalties" and replace "sections 57-43.1-27 and 57-43.3-24" with 
"section 57-43.2-02.2" 

Page 1, line 11, replace "motor vehicle fuels tax imposition and credit for losses and aviation 
fuel" with "refunds of special fuels" 

Page 1, line 12, remove "collection allowances" 

Page 1 , remove lines 14 through 24 

Page 2, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 3, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 4, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 5, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 6, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 7, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 8, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 9, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 10, remove lines 1 through 20 

(1) LC, (2) DESK, (3) BILL CLERK, (4-5-6) COMM Page No. 1 SR-52-5357 
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March 23, 1999 10:51 a.m. 

Module No: SR-52-5357 
Carrier: Wardner 

Insert LC: 90711.0304 Title: .0400 

Page 13, line 11, remove the overstrike over "compressed natural gas" and insert immediately 
thereafter an underscored comma 

Page 13, line 17, remove "alternative fuels as defined in section 57-43.4-01 ," 

Page 13, remove lines 28 through 30 

Page 14, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 15, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 16, remove lines 1 through 10 

Page 16, line 14, remove the overstrike over "tv,o percent" 

Page 16, line 15, remove "one and two-tenths cents per gallon [3.79 liters]" 

Page 16, line 16, remove "For a" 

Page 16, remove lines 17 through 19 

Page 16, line 20, overstrike "The special excise tax applies to all special fuels taxed under 
section 57-43.2-02" 

Page 16, overstrike line 21 

Page 16, line 22, overstrike "3." 

Page 16, line 25, overstrike "4." and insert immediately thereafter "3." 

Page 17, line 1, overstrike "5." and insert immediately thereafter "4." 

Page 17, line 2, remove the overstrike over "identify the consumer to whom the sale was 
ffiaee;'' 

Page 17, line 3, remove the overstrike over "specify the purpose for which the special fuel was 
sold, and" 

Page 17, line 5, overstrike "6." and insert immediately thereafter "5." and remove "The tax 
imposed by this section does not apply on sales by a supplier to another" 

Page 17, remove line 6 

Page 17, line 7, remove "7.", remove the overstrike over "The dealer", remove "A supplier", 
and remove the overstrike over "on all sales to a" 

Page 17, line 8, remove "and shall pass the tax on to the distributor, retailer, or" and remove 
"A distributor" 

Page 17, remove lines 9 through 30 

Page 18, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 19, remove lines 1 through 29 

Page 20, remove lines 1 through 31 
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Page 21, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 22, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 23, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 24, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 25, remove lines 1 through 30 

Module No: SR-52-5357 
Carrier: Wardner 

Insert LC: 90711.0304 Title: .0400 

Page 26, line 3, replace "Penalties" with "Administrative fees" 

Page 26, line 10, replace "civil penalties" with "administrative fees" 

Page 26, line 11 , replace "one" with "two", after "hundred" insert "fifty", and replace "fine" with 
"fee" 

Page 26, line 12, replace "fine" with "fee" 

Page 26, line 14, replace "fine" with "fee" 

Page 26, line 16, replace "fine" with "fee" 

Page 27, line 5, after "hearing" insert "before the tax commissioner in the manner provided in 
chapter 28-32 if, within thirty days after receiving a citation, the person requests a 
hearing" 

Page 27, after line 13, insert: 

"6. All administrative fees or civil penalties under this section may be 
completely or partially waived by the tax commissioner for good cause 
shown, and any fees or penalties not waived must be collected by the tax 
commissioner and transferred to the state treasurer and deposited in the 
state highway fund." 

Page 27, remove lines 14 through 29 

Page 28, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 29, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 30, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 31 , remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 32, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 33, remove lines 1 through 29 

Page 34, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 35, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 36, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 37, remove lines 1 through 30 
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Page 38, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 39, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 40, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 41, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 42, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 43, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 44, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 45, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 46, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 47, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 48, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 49, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 50, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 51, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 52, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 53, remove lines 1 through 19 
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Side A SideB Meter# 

REP. MICKELSON Called the conference committee meeting to order with all members 

present. 

REP. TIMM Suggested amending the bill to add the rack tax into the bill for extra funding for 

the highway fund. 

SEN. URLACHER Stated they listened to eight hours of testimony and reactions and that is 

what brought their committee to this conclusion. 

SEN. WARDNER Stated, the rack tax is a good deal for the Tax Department because it 

eliminates periods to collect taxes. On the other side of the argument, he gave an example of 

how it affects the Mom & Pop suppliers and or distributors. 

They added the "buy rite" concept taken from South Dakota, which he felt would help with the 

paperwork involved. The dyed fuel enforcement was left in. The bill still makes a step in the 
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right direction. He stated the rack tax is not a bad idea, but there are some people we need to 

take care of. 

REP. TIMM Asked about these people that needed to be taken care of, are they middle 

distributors, why are they buying from the first distributor, and how many of these people are 

there? 

SEN. WARDNER Stated he talked to some of these people in his area who did not want the 

rack tax. He did state the federal government has gone to tax at the rack. The supplier he visited 

with stated he has lost three jobbers because they have gone to someone else. 

REP. TIMM Stated if you have a market, they will move the fuel right away. They will pass 

the collection of the tax on right away. They might have fuel in their tanks for only a day. 

SEN. URLACHER Stated that South Dakota indicated their biggest funds were from the "buy-

rite" concept. According to South Dakota, it was quite substantial. At this point in time, 

"buy-rite" is the vehicle we chose. 

REP. TIMM Submitted amendments to the conference committee members. In his explanation 

he stated they left the "buy-rite" concept in, put the tax at the rack and left the dyed fuel 

enforcement in. 

REP. TIMM Made a motion to adopt the amendments as he presented them. 

REP. MICKELSON Second the motion. 

During discussion, REP. TIMM asked SEN. URLACHER ifthere was a lot of testimony from 

people who were affected by the tax at the rack. 

SEN. URLACHER Stated there was considerable testimony regarding that. 
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SEN. WARDNER Stated three people testified from the industry and someone testified from 

the national level. He stated there is 2.7% shrinkage some years and some years there isn't. 

He stated if you are the first level distributor, you don't lose that much, but if you are the second 

and third level, they lose. He again related to the Mom & Pop bulk station who stated they had 

some people that only paid once or twice a year. 

REP. TIMM Stated ifwe add the "buy-rite" in, that person won't have to pay the tax. 

JOHN WALSTAD, LEGAL COUNCIL WITH THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, appeared 

before the conference committee to answer questions and explained how the Senate amendments 

tied into the engrossed bill. He stated the Tax Department also suggested some changes which 

were added in. 

REP. TIMM Stated this is the way we can beef up the highway funds up to the two million 

dollars, so that they can be matched by federal funding. 

SEN. WARDNER Stated that was also the goal of the Senate. He felt the "buy-rite" concept 

would have more of an impact than was shown on the fiscal note. 

SEN. KINNOIN Gave an explanation of discussions in the Senate committee. He felt that 

maybe this should be studied a couple of years. 

SEN. URLACHER Stated the committee allowed extensive time to work on this. 

REP. WARNER Stated he would resist the Timm Amendments and go along with the Senate 

issues. 

The motion to adopt the Timm Amendments failed. 

REP. TIMM Made a motion to adjourn the meeting. 

SEN. WARDNER Second the motion. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ACTION 4-7-99, Tape #1, Side A, Meter #.0 

REP. MICKELSON Called the conference committee meeting to order with all members 

present. 

SEN. WARDNER Presented a visual aid chart which he explained to committee members to 

help make his point regarding the suppliers, distributors and jobbers' relation to each other. 

He stated maybe there is a misconception on his part to not institute the rack tax at this time. 

He stated that if the rack tax was instituted at this time, the primary distributors would feel no 

effect, in fact, it might even be better. However, the secondary and third level distributors are the 

ones who get pitched. He stated there are approximately nine hundred dealers. There are about 

five hundred and thirty licensed distributors in the state, which includes the primary and 

secondary distributors (jobbers and sub-jobbers). There are approximately two hundred and 

forty jobbers, and 290 sub-jobbers. Unless these people can sell 2.2 million gallons of fuel for 

Amoco, Amoco will not let them go to the rack. Conoco requires 3 million gallons annually. 

These people have to go to the primary distributor or jobber, they don't have a choice in this. 

They are forced into a second tier. There will be a difference under the rack tax as far as their 

float time, which is a ligitimate concern for them. 

Ifwe were to go with the rack concept, most of these primary distributors will say they want cash 

or you have ten days to pay me. 

Gave an example of what would happen in different pay periods of the month. 

Related to the inventory or "floor tax", stating this was a substantial hit for the secondary and 

third level distributors. He stated there are a lot of people out there on a slim margin. 
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Relating to a prior statement made regarding the "buy-rite" concept, there is a 2% tax when you 

buy-rite. Even though you don't send in for the refund because you are buying rite, they still 

have a tax on which would be collected a lot earlier. Anything used off road, agriculture or 

contractors, they pay a two percent special fuel tax. 

REP. TIMM intervened, stating this bill changed the two percent down to 1.2 cents. 

REP. MICKELSON Asked in that level, what would be the average fiscal impact for the 

secondary distributors? 

SEN. WARDNER The fiscal note says .2 million or $200,000, the average distributor would 

pay about $690, some would be smaller, some would be larger. 

REP. TIMM It seems like your whole premise here is what you call the secondary distributors 

or sub-jobbers, they will be taking a big hit. What if we amend the bill and allow the distributor 

who is receiving the 2.5% credit allowance and pass part of that down to that sub-jobber? 

SEN. KINNOIN Are you suggesting we make that mandatory? 

REP. TIMM Yes, I would think that they would do that on their own, but since the feeling is 

that they won't, we can make it mandatory. I understand, under present law, it is mandatory - on 

the shrink. 

JOAN GALSTER, STATE TAX DEPARTMENT, Answered, on the shrink, it is allowed to a 

retailer, it doesn't change anything. It changes to a collection allowance. They get an allowance 

of one percent on their actual losses. 

REP. TIMM Asked what these amendments would do then? 
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JOAN GALSTER The way the bill was written, there was only a pass down from the supplier 

to the first distributor. The amendment such as you suggest, would make it mandatory, that that 

distributor pass it down the chain. 

REP. TIMM It wouldn't be any more mandatory then what is in present law, that they have to 

pass the shrinkage down? 

JOAN GALSTER The difference would be that the mandatory pass down is from sales to a 

retailer. 

REP. TIMM Presented prepared amendments and asked that John Walstad explain the 

amendments. 

JOHN WALSTAD, LEGAL STAFF, LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, Explained what the 

amendments would do. The changes relate to passing down percentage points of the credit 

allowance. The changes are on two places on page 1. The bill provides the two and a half 

percent credit, under current law, to a supplier or retailer, under the motor fuel tax and under the 

special fuel tax. Referred to page 9, line 20, the supplier shall pass 2.5% of the credit allowance 

onto the distributor or retailer. When that supplier passes on that 2.5% credit allowance, that is 

the end of the line as far as what the law requires. This amendment would require is that a 

distributor who has received that 2.5% credit allowance, has to pass on one percentage point of 

that credit allowance to a subsequent purchaser from that distributor. Otherwise, these 

amendments are the same as what the committee looked at on Monday. 

SEN. KINNOIN Ifwe were to add this language, that the passage of one percentage point to the 

purchaser, going by Sen. Wardner's chart, the primary distributor buys at the rack, he get the 

2.5%, that is passed on to the secondary distributor or sub-jobber, at that point, what happens 
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when it goes from the jobber to the retailer or to the third level distributor. They get nothing 

under this? 

JOHN WALSTAD That is right, this would not require that that one percent be passed from 

that second level distributor. If that is the committee's choice, we can alter the language to 

provide that it gets passed right on down to the retail level. 

REP. TIMM I don't know the business, I don't know how many times these people resell and 

buy the fuel, are we talking third level distributor and fourth and fifth level distributors 

sometimes? 

REP. MICKELSON Asked Ron Ness to explain how this applied. 

RON NESS, NORTH DAKOTA PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOCIATION Explained, 

that a supplier is anyone who owns fuel in the pipeline, such as Amoco, etc. He used Farstead 

Oil, a primary distributor, or sometimes a supplier, they may buy fuel from the pipeline, they 

could resell it to a smaller jobber such as Mutch Oil or Froelich Oil, who might resell it again to 

a Neuberger Oil or some smaller company who doesn't have their own transport line. It could be 

sold two, three or four times. 

REP. TIMM Wouldn't that third level be a retailer? 

RON NESS They all could be a distributor and a retailer. 

REP. TIMM I really think you are making it sound more difficult than it is. 

RON NESS I think Sen. Wardner sized up where the real concern is. 

REP. TIMM Would it help your industry ifwe passed it way down the line? 

RON NESS The question then, is how would you trail that? In the current system, they can 

sell it tax free, until you finally get to a point where a small dealer might determine that he 
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doesn't want to do the tax work, so he pays it to the Mutch Oil Company, then he will take care 

of it. 

SEN. WARDNER Gave clarification stating it would only affect the secondary or third level 

distributors. 

SEN. URLACHER Stated that in the western part of the state, there were a considerable amount 

of third level distributors. A lot of them have gone out of business due to the EPA inspections, I 

don't know if they can handle anymore kicks. 

SEN. KINNOIN Stated that is a concern in all of the areas. He stated in his area, the secondary 

distributors did not qualify to go buy at the rack at the 2.2 million and the 3 million that they 

have to purchase at. They are dependent on the primary distributor, they are at their mercy. We 

need these distributors, speaking from the agricultural producers. If we go to the rack, we will 

lose these distributors. 

SEN. URLACHER Stated that 2.5 million isn't froze either, that has been climbing. 

REP. TIMM Would it help ifwe took away another five tenths percentage. It seems like 

whether they stay in business or not, depends on this particular issue, not whether they sell a lot 

of gallons or not. I can't see that happening. 

SEN. KINNOIN Stated I don't think you will see the primary distributor going out of business. 

It is the smaller businesses. 

REP. TIMM Maybe it is poor business practices, maybe allowing too much credit. I can't see 

saying somebody will go out of business just because they haven't got a float to depend upon to 

keep them in business. 
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SEN. WARDNER I don't think the float is the only thing, there is a combination of the 

inventory and EPA regulations and the credit thing, it may or may not be poor business practices. 

He referred to his visual aid chart, stating that the primary distributors would not give up the 

1.5%, they would not sell to the secondary distributors. He stated he kind of liked the rack tax, 

but not at this time. They have proposed amendments to study this over the interium. 

REP. TIMM Stated he didn't know what there was to study, we have facts and figures now, and 

we need money now. 

SEN. KINNOIN TO JOAN GALSTER Asked what two tenths percent brings in, wanted to 

know the total of gallons that are purchased at the rack in the state of North Dakota. 

JOAN GALSTER She stated she didn't know the total at the rack. Everything that isn't 

imported comes off of the rack. It would be a large amount. 

SEN. KINNOIN It seems that is a lot of money to ETF to the State Tax Department, just on the 

three cents. He asked what the rack was. 

JOAN GALSTER Explained that the rack is what the truck pulls up to fuel. The position 

holders at a terminal such as Amoco, etc., own product in that terminal, they have product 

coming in from a pipeline, they exchange within terminals, the terminal operator keeps inventory 

as to whose product is being used. 

DA VE FROELICH Intervened, stating the product is additized in the holding tank, if it is a 

Cenex product they add their own additives, Amoco has their additives. It is basically the same 

fuel until additives are added and identified. 

REP. MICKELSON Stated that in Joan's testimony before the House Finance & Tax Committe, 

she had stated that Wyoming and South Dakota had gone to the rack, in your research on those 
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cases, what the Senators are alluding to is we are going to put these secondary distributors out of 

business, has that occurred in those states? 

JOAN GALSTER In any of the material I have gotten from the states that moved to the rack, I 

have not gotten information on that. I think before the Senate committee, we had people come in 

from South Dakota, and to her knowledge, it did not put anyone out of business. 

REP. TIMM In South Dakota, there is no allowance? 

JOAN GALSTER Stated she thought they did. 

REP. TIMM Stated maybe that was the solution, if we don't allow any allowances, nobody has 

anything to fight over. 

JOAN GALSTER Referred to some of her notes regarding South Dakota, stating that any 

supplier, who was an out-of-state supplier, who properly remits the tax under this act, will be 

allowed to retain an amount not to exceed 2 1/4 % of the tax required. The supplier passes two 

thirds to the wholesale distributor. 

REP. MICKELSON Asked whether any of the people who testified in the Senate committee, 

stated that anyone went out of business because of the rack tax. 

SEN. KINNOIN Stated no, that was not brought out. The bulk of the funds that came in was 

due to the "buy-rite", not necessarily the tax at the rack. That is where we are coming from, we 

think the "buy-rite" concept is the way to go for now. I think starting in the second year, you 

will see quite a bump. 

SEN. URLACHER Stated that thirteen percent of the vehicles in violation coming in to South 

Dakota were from North Dakota. 
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JOAN GALSTER Stated the South Dakota law took effect January 1, 1996. They had a 3.42% 

increase in tax dollars from the prior year. 

REP. MICKELSON What was the initial bump from the "buy-rite" and dyed fuel, what was that 

increase that they saw? 

JOAN GALSTER They didn't break it down. She stated the increase was a combination of 

everything. 

REP. TIMM Made a motion to adopt the amendments he had prepared and presented to the 

conference committee, Amendment #.308. 

REP. MICKELSON Second the motion. 

The Senators all stated they did not feel that this was the time to put the tax at the rack. 

REP. TIMM stated now was the time to get as much money into the highway trust funds to get 

as much federal matching funds as we could. In two years, maybe we won't need it. 

SEN. KINNOIN Stated that HB 1183 is not settled yet, so there is a possibility things could 

change in the next few days. 

REP. WARNER Felt that the second and third level distributors needed our support at this time. 

SEN. WARDNER Stated he would support higher registration fees or a one cent tax to build the 

money needed. 

The roll call vote failed 4 No 2 Yes. 

REP. TIMM Suggested that maybe this conference committee should be dissolved if they can't 

come up with an agreement. 

SEN. KINNOIN Stated he thought they could come up with a solution, but needed a little time 

to work things out. 
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The conference committee meeting was adjourned to another day. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ACTION 4-8-99, Tape #1, Side A, Meter #0.5 

REP. MICKELSON Called the conference committee meeting to order with all members 

present. 

REP. TIMM Presented a summary of the New Fuel Tax Laws for all committee members. 

See attached copy. 

REP. MICKELSON Submitted a letter from Joan Galster from the Office of the State Tax 

Commissioner relating to a survey of other states who have moved the taxation of motor fuel to 

the rack. See attached copy. 

SEN. WARDNER Made a statement - when the Senate put the "buy-rite" in, that became our 

compromise, we took out the rack and put in the "buy-rite" concept. It is difficult to find a 

compromise on this rack situation. It is almost like you either have the rack or you don't have the 

rack. I know the concerns out there are for the money. Under the bill, the way it is now, the 

Senate version, we have two million dollars, under the House version, there is 3.5 million 

dollars. The difference is this 1.5 million. We still feel, there is a group of small businessmen, 

who would have to come up with an additional 2.7 million if you put the rack in. We still feel 

maybe this is not the time for the rack tax. 

There is one other area which is of some concern, and that is, tax evasion by the jobbers, the 

primary distributor. In SB 2177, we did close up some of the loop holes. There is also a section 

where terminal operators are required to file reports, which they didn't do before, so we can keep 
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track of it. Also, if you have diverted loads, they have to report that. Plus, North Dakota and 

South Dakota are sharing their records back and forth, to close that loop hole. I believe we will 

have more than a two million dollar bump, with the way the bill is. 

We are looking for ways to compromise, we just can't come up with anything that would make 

sense, it is either the rack or not the rack. 

REP. TIMM The highway fund needs extra funds, all of these things you have brought up to us 

in the last couple of days, all the fears of people dealing with this bill, I don't know if that is real 

or not. Yesterday, we offered some amendments to allow the people you are talking about, who 

are going to be hurt the most, giving them a share of the percentage allowance. The House feels 

they want the rack tax passed. It has been proven by the memorandum to Rep. Mickelson 

regarding states who say they have no problems with it. We offered one percent to the Mom & 

Pop businesses, we can increase that. 

REP. MICKELSON Agreed with Rep. Timm, based on the memorandum received from the 

Office of the State Tax Commissioner. 

SEN. KINNOIN Asked that the conference committee accept the Senate's compromise and send 

it to the House to see how they feel about it. If they reject it, bring it back to committee. 

REP. TIMM Stated if they take it to the House, they will ask them to reject it. 

REP. MICKELSON Stated the House did vote on the tax at the rack and they is why you got the 

bill. The majority of the House stated they do want the tax at the rack. 

SEN. URLACHER Asked whether the House has a fear that this money can't be raised? 

REP. MICKELSON Our position is that the majority has extended the gas tax, we have already 

amended the registration fees , where we think we have gone far enough. We are short, this is the 
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next proposal to spread that around. I have a problem with raising registration fees. The 

Governor has said he doesn't want any more taxation on fuel. To say we can get it from gas tax, 

will not fly. 

REP. WARNER Stated he would prefer the Senate version. 

SEN. WARDNER Stated the impact on the "floor tax" was a concern. He stated he would 

rather see several people share in this, than just a small group of businessmen. 

REP. TIMM TO JOAN GALSTER Asked if the shrinkage is passed on now in present law. 

JOAN GALSTER, OFFICE OF THE STATE TAX COMMISSIONER Explained how current 

shrinkage allowance works. In motor fuel, they take a one percent allowance off the top and pass 

it on to the retailer. Whoever is licensed, on their own, they get an actual shrinkage allowance up 

to one percent. If they have more than that, they owe us money. On special fuels it works the 

same except there is no automatic pass on. There isn't that one percent to retailers. On special 

fuels, you have your people licensed clear down to the retail level. 

SEN. WARDNER If a distributor sells it to a farmer, then they would get the shrinkage, if they 

sell it to a filling station 

JOAN GALSTER The consumer never gets the allowance, it is only when you sell it to a 

retailer, who doesn't have a license, who gets the one percent. The intent was that if you were 

only a retailer, you could elect not to be licensed, and you pay your tax to whomever you buy it 

from. That way, they were guaranteed some kind of an allowance in the event that they would 

have shrinkage. 

REP. TIMM Asked if Joan knew of anybody who went out of business because they had to do 

this extra work? 
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JOAN GALSTER The retailers I am talking about, were probably never licensed with us, so that 

didn't affect them in any way. 

REP. TIMM Asked whether the Senators would agree on enlarging the one percent, and pass it 

down. Right now 2 1/2 percent can be kept by the first distributor, ifhe is a good businessman, 

he will pass some of that down, that is what they are doing now. We could make it mandatory 

that they have to pass it down. 

SEN. WARDNER It does restrict the free trade of those people to do that. That is probably not 

as big of an issue as the inventory. That is where the big kicker comes. They say, who else pays 

their tax before they sell their product. 

REP. TIMM Stated, they have to pay it to the Federal Government now. 

SEN. WARDNER They aren't too happy about that. Two of them said they lost their 

sub-jobbers when the feds taxed at the rack. 

After more discussion between committee members with nothing resolved, 

REP. TIMM Made a motion that they adjourn. 

SEN. WARDNER Second the motion. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ACTION 4-9-99, Tape #1, Side A, Meter 0.3 

REP. MICKELSON called the conference committee to order with all members present. 

REP. MICKELSON Presented a letter to the committee members from LeRoy Ernst, ND Motor 

Carriers Association, Curt Peterson, Associated General Contractors of ND, Mark Johnson, ND 

Association of Counties, and Lowell Ridgeway, ND Petroleum Council. All committee 

members were asked to read the letter. See attached copy. 
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REP. TIMM Stated that yesterday, it was brought up by one of the Senators, that the House 

should take their proposal to the full House because we have never voted on the proposed 

amendments. We don't think the Senate has voted on the rack tax. 

SEN. WARDNER Stated they were not excited about voting on the one percent. He related to 

documents which he presented to the committee. See attached copy. Related to the point of 

taxation on the handout. 

ALLEN KNUTSON, LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL Attended the committee meeting to answer 

questions regarding the fiscal note. He stated when they put the numbers together for the House 

originally, the version of 1462 was the one from the Governor's recommendation, the same 

revenue was in there that the Governor had in. The House did change it after that point, so the 

number should be $800,000 less. He stated he would update the change. 

SEN. WARDNER Asked if they considered the floor tax when they updated it. 

ALLEN KNUTSON In the narrative, it says the revenues could be up to two million dollars, 

similiar to what the Senate version is now, there would be the potential for additional revenue. 

REP. TIMM Asked what the point was. 

SEN. WARDNER The point is, that we have been talking that we need money to balance this 

out. It looks to me like we have more than met that. We are only $283,000 away, and there is a 

good chance we will generate up to two million dollars in the Senate version of the bill. 

REP. TIMM Asked Allen Knutson if the increased ethanol subsidy was figured in. 

ALLEN KNUTSON Stated yes, about the third of the way down the page. 

REP. TIMM Asked a question of KATHRYN STROMBECK, TAX DEPARTMENT 
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Related to the fiscal note, which didn't have an actual amount on there, just a narrative. The 

fiscal note states that the positive revenues could be between zero and 2.0 million dollars for the 

1999-2001 biennium. That is quite a range. 

KATHRYN STROMBECK, STATE TAX DEPARTMENT Stated there is a lot of uncertainty. 

Some of these provisions could seek to enhance, but there is some uncertainty. We are grasping 

at straws, there are broad ranges of experience that other states have reported. That is what we 

are trying to capture with these ranges. 

REP. TIMM Asked how firm the numbers are on the rack tax. 

KATHRYN STROMBECK The states have experienced a myriad of sorts of gains in that area 

also. We know the positive revenues are likely, we think we have captured the likelyhood in 

those ranges, but where they will fall, we really don't know. 

SEN. URLACHER Stated, in testimony, south Dakota had estimated two million dollars. 

REP. MICKELSON Asked JOAN GALSTER, STATE TAX DEPT. relate to what this could 

do if some dates were changed. 

JOAN GALSTER Stated that the bill started out with a January 25 due date for a December 

return, it was amended to February 25, but if that time period isn't long enough, you could extend 

it another thirty days. 

REP. TIMM Asked if it could be extended ninety days. 

JOAN GALSTER Stated that could help to ease their burden. The other hit they would take 

along with that, they would have to pay the tax on the fuel they were purchasing, which until 

their business activities leveled out, it would be normal. 
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SEN. WARDNER Explained the amounts of the inventory that the dealers stored in their tanks, 

and the problems that would result if their inventory was run down. 

JOAN GALSTER Added, that this law would not become effective until January 1, 2000, the 

dealers do have the option of running out their tax free fuel, then start buying tax paid fuel. 

REP. TIMM Then it really wouldn't cost them anything. 

SEN. KINNOIN Stated it will cost them up front right away. 

REP. TIMM Stated they would pass it along though. 

REP. WARNER Stated this will be an on-going tax forever. 

REP. TIMM Stated he would not back down on the rack tax, and the Senators won't back down 

on their proposal. He stated the increase in ethanol payments hinges on passing HB 1462, 

without this bill, the increase in the ethanol subsidy will pass the House. 

SEN. WARDNER Stated he would make one final statement, then move to dissolve the 

conference committee. 

REP. MICKELSON Related to a letter from four major groups of people who favor the rack 

tax. He asked if the Senate would take the bill with the House amendments attached to the full 

Senate. 

SEN. WARDNER Stated he needed to visit with other conferees about that. 

The meeting was adjourned until a later date. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE April 12, 1999, Tape #1, Side A, Meter #0.2 
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REP. MICKELSON Called the conference committee meeting to order with all members 

present. 

REP. TIMM Stated that Kathryn Strombeck of the Tax Department informed them that the 

numbers which the Senators were talking about on the Senate side, Buy-Rite, etc., there is no 

fiscal note for it. Nothing can be figured into the budget legally. From what I understand, if we 

pass the rack tax, and get it into a bill, then those figures can be figured into the fiscal note and 

the actual budget. 

SEN. WARDNER Presented a handout with updated figures which the Legislative Council 

prepared. 

RICK CLA YBURGH, ST ATE TAX COMMISSIONER, Related to the narrative on the handout 

which Sen. Wardner presented. He stated it was their speculation that the point of taxation, the 

Buy-Rite, and the dyed fuel enforcement in the House version, excluding the $806,000 

difference, would bring an additional amount up to 4.5 million dollars. With the Buy-Rite and 

the dyed fuel enforcement in the Senate version, it would be up to a 2 million dollar benefit. 

He added one caveat, that everybody has gone to the maximum numbers, I don't think you 

should maximum numbers, use the average. These numbers are assumptions we have made. 

SEN. WARDNER Asked where the extra million came from on the handout. 

RICK CLA YBURGH You talked about the 3.5 million, but you excluded the Buy-Rite 

numbers. 

Considerable discussion took place among the committee members. 

JOAN GALSTER, STATE TAX DEPARTMENT, Again attended the committee meeting, 
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she presented a handout to committee members which gave motor fuel records for dealers as to 

inventory, shrinkage, tax owed, etc. See attached handout. Joan answered several questions 

regarding this handout. She explained how a dealer sends in his tax return, and what he 

approximately pays in taxes. 

REP. MICKELSON Again asked the Senators to take the House amendments to the Senate 

floor. 

SEN. KINNOIN Proposed that the Representatives take it to the House floor. 

SEN. WARDNER Made a motion that the House accede to the Senate amendments. 

SEN. KINNOIN Second the motion. MOTION FAILED. 

REP. MICKELSON Made a motion that the Senate recede from the Senate amendments and 

further amend the bill by adding the Timm .0308 amendments. 

REP. TIMM Second the motion. 

In discussion, the Senators stated this would not pass their full Senate. 

Rep. Mickelson and Rep. Timm withdrew their motions, and it was suggested that they meet 

again later in the day. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ACTION later in the day, April 12, 1999, Tape 1, Side B, 

REP. MICKELSON called the conference committee to order with all members present. 

A short discussion was held, and the conference committee was scheduled for another time. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ACTION 4-13-99, Tape #1, Side A, Meter #0.2 

REP. MICKELSON Called the conference committee meeting to order with all members 

present. 

REP. TIMM Made a motion that the Senate recede from the Senate amendments and that the 

committee further amend by adopting the Timm Amendments #.0306. 

REP. MICKELSON Second the motion. 

These amendments put the bill back the way the House sent it to the Senate, the only difference 

being, that it leaves in the Buy-Rite provision which the Senate put in. The amendment 

reinstates the rack tax. 

ROLL CALL VOTE CARRIED WITH 5 MEMBERS VOTING YES, ONE MEMBER NO 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE April 14, 1999, Tape #1, Side A, Meter 0.2 

The conference committee report did not pass on the House floor. 

REP. MICKELSON Called the conference committee to order with all members present. 

He informed the committee members that he just met with Rep. Dorso, and we need to come up 

with 2.2 million dollars. 

Rep. Mickelson submitted to sets of amendments .0309 and .0310. 

JOAN GALSTER, STATE TAX DEPARTMENT, Appeared before the committee to explain 

what each set of amendments would do. She presented a handout to the committee which she 

used to explain how the amendments worked with her handout. 
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The amendment numbered .0309, would change the commission from the current 2% across the 

board to 2% with a cap on it, with a maximum of $300 per month. Referred to the handout with 

the cap of $300 and what the savings would be to the state. The June 1998, fiscal year was used 

to compute the handout. See attached copy. 

Amendment numbered .0310, instead of putting on a cap, it cuts the commission in half from 

2% to 1 % , again referred to the handout what the revenue would be if you do that. 

The difference between the two amendments, is when you are cutting the commission from 2% 

to 1 %, it affects every dealer out there, whereas, the $300 cap, affects only those who have been 

getting high commissions. The revenue you would gain is fairly close . 

REP. TIMM Felt that ifwe go with the .0309 amendments, it would protect the smaller dealers 

who we thought would get hurt the most. 

JOAN GALSTER Stated there would be some out-of-state dealers in this category. 

REP. MICKELSON Asked what the state gives to other retailers, for instance at Kirkwood 

Mall, for collecting the tax, such as a Hallmark store? 

JOAN GALSTER Stated it would be approximately $85 or $87. 

SEN. WARDNER Asked how many dealers do not reach the $300 cap? 

JOAN GALSTER Stated it would be the difference between the 13% on her handout and the 

$300 dealers. 

SEN. URLACHER Asked if the variation on commission was purely on volume. 

JOAN GALSTER The commission is based on your tax liability. It has to do with the 

volume. 
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REP. MICKELSON Asked the Senators what their feeling was regarding the amendments 

presented. 

SEN. WARDNER Asked that they recess until I I :00 to discuss the amendments with the 

Senate conferees. 

RECESS 

REP. MICKELSON Re-opened the conference committee meeting. 

SEN. WARDNER Asked Joan Galster a question. Referred to a document which had been 

submitted to the conference committee several days ago regarding shrinkage. 

SEN. WARDNER Proposed that the dealer/retailer only get 2/3 of a percent, not 1 %, for the 

biennium. 

REP. TIMM questioned that, stating the shrink is allowed because of the loss of fuel, 

supposedly. He stated from talking to people, with the regulations now, a lot of people don't 

have any shrink anymore, with the tightening up of tanks, no leakage from underground tanks 

anymore. They take the shrink, but they really don't have shrink. 

JOAN GALSTER Intervened, stating the allowance was a giveaway right off the top, it was not 

based on actual losses. 

REP. TIMM Asked why the Senators thought it was fairer by capping the commissions. 

SEN. WARDNER Because of the way it is regulated, they probably don't get the one percent 

shrink, but they get credit for it. I really feel, if we are going to make a judgement and come up 

with some money, this would be the fairest place to do it. There is a lot of paperwork, a lot of 

companies put in computers, etc., when it comes to the shrink, everyone shares in it. The only 
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concern I have is in small towns, where they don't move the fuel in stock, they could actually 

have shrink. What we are doing here, is making a compromise. This would be the money we are 

looking for for the highway funds, and it would be the smallest hit on the industry. 

REP. MICKELSON Asked Joan Galster if the retailers would be impacted by what the Senators 

are proposmg. 

JOAN GALSTER Yes. 

REP. MICKELSON Stated he would have a problem with that in the eastern part of the state, as 

retailers are already screaming about raising gas tax, people go to Moorhead and East Grand 

Forks to buy their gas. If you propose this, they will be further impacted. 

He referred to the Highway Department spread sheet which Tom Freier had presented to 

committee members. Stating, the .0309 amendments would fit the best. 

He stated, the smartest and best investment government can make is infrastructure. 

REP. WARNER Stated he would resist Sen. Wardner's proposed amendment to bring the shrink 

issue in. He stated shrink is a very real issue, and varies from dealer to dealer, we are protecting 

the most vulnerable ones. If we have to do something, I think we need to go with the .0309 

amendments. 

There was considerable discussion regarding the shrinkage. 

REP. TIMM Made a motion that the Senate recede from the Senate amendments and further 

amend by adopting the 90711.0309 amendments as presented. 

REP. MICKELSON Second the motion. 

Again considerable discussion was held. ROLL CALL VOTE WAS 5 yes and 1 No 

Sen. Wardner voted No. 
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REP. MICKELSON Made a motion to reconsider the action by which the bill was passed out of 

the conference committee. SEN. URLACHER Second the motion. Motion carried by voice 

vote. 

SEN. WARDNER Made a motion that the House recede from its amendments and adopt further 

amendments which would be the collection at two percent and the shrinkage would be changed 

from one percent back to .6% of one percent. SEN. KINNOIN Second the motion. 

After a short discussion, ROLL CALL VOTE WAS TAKEN WITH 6 VOTING YES. 

SEN. WARDNER Suggested that the amendments be drafted, then the committee come back in 

the morning to make sure the amendments were agreeable to all committee members. 

Meeting adjourned until April 15, 1999. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ACTION April 15, 1999 Tape #1 , cont'd. from April 14, 1999 

Meter #5.8 

REP. MICKELSON Called the conference committee meeting to order with all members 

present. 
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REP. TIMM Made a motion to reconsider the action by which the bill was passed out of 

committee on April 14, 1999. SEN. WARDNER Second the motion. MOTION CARRIED BY 

VOICE VOTE. 

JOHN WALSTAD, LEGAL STAFF, LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL Attended the committee 

meeting to explain the amendments 90711.0313 which he had drafted. 

The amendments provide that the Senate recede from the Senate amendments but these 

amendments put back most everything that was in the Senate amendments. The Buy-rite is in, 

the enhancements are in, the rack tax is out, the three hundred dollar cap allowance is out. 

The new provision relates to the shrink allowance for the supplier/distributor. There are two 

places in the section where it changes the one percent to one half of one percent. 

In Section 2, covers the shrink allowance that passes to the retailer, which is one half of one 

percent. 

Under the special fuels, which was covered in SB 2177, to be consistant with that, Subsection 3, 

provides for the shrinkage allowance, first one is two percent for LPG, which will be left alone, 

then one half of one percent for all other special fuels. 

The other significant change is that the Legislative Council to consider studying, during the next 

interium, application, enforcement and administration under the fuel tax laws. 

On the last line of the amendments, the bill, all along has had a January 1, 2000, effective date, 

this was changed to July 1, 1999. 

RICK CLAYBURGH, STATE TAX COMMISSIONER Attended the conference committee 

meeting to explain the new fiscal note which goes with the new amendments. 
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Estimating, based on the new start date of July 1, 1999, that approximately $600,000 each on 

both programs can be brought in. This will have a 1.2 million dollar positive effect for the 

highway distribution fund. Total fiscal note would be 1.95 million dollars. 

REP. TIMM Asked whether these figures could go down, or could they go up? 

RICK CLAYBURGH Stated they used conservative numbers and believe we will be above the 

numbers quoted when all is said and done. The problem with all of this is, we will not be able to 

look back with hindsight, to say we got so much from buy-rite, etc., it will be very difficult to 

break out what each will mean to the budget in the future, but we are confident that all of the 

changes will at least hit the 1.95 million dollars. The numbers are based on the 21 cent fuel tax. 

SEN. WARDNER Made a motion that the Senate recede from the Senate amendments and adopt 

further amendments 9071 1. 0313 as prepared by John Walstad. 

REP. TIMM Second the motion. MOTION CARRIED WITH SIX MEMBERS VOTING YES 

Conference committee adjourned. 
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REPORT OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEE 
HB 1462, as engrossed: Your conference committee (Sens. Wardner, Urlacher, Kinnoin and 

Reps. Mickelson, Timm, Warner) recommends that the SENATE RECEDE from the 
Senate amendments on HJ pages 986-989, adopt amendments as follows , and place 
HB 1462 on the Seventh order: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments as printed on pages 986-989 of the House 
Journal and pages 823-826 of the Senate Journal and that Engrossed House Bill No. 1462 be 
amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 1, replace "sections 57-43.1-02.2, 57-43.1-12.1, 57-43.2-03.1," with "section" 

Page 1, line 2, remove "57-43.2-04.4," and remove ", 57-43.3-02.2, 57-43.3-09, 57-43.3-14, 
57-43.3-18, 57-43.3-28, and" 

Page 1, line 3, remove "chapter 57-43.4" and replace "collection by the supplier of" with "use of 
dyed special fuel in a licensed motor vehicle and penalties" 

Page 1 , remove line 4 

Page 1, line 5, remove "administration, enforcement, and penalties" and remove "57-43.1-02," 

Page 1, line 6, remove "57-43.1-14, 57-43.1-16, 57-43.1-24,", after "57-43.1-26" insert ", 
57-43.1 -27", remove "57-43.2-02,", and after the seventh comma insert "and 
57-43.2-21" 

Page 1, line 7, remove "57-43.2-04.1, 57-43.2-05, 57-43.2-07, 57-43.2-11, 57-43.2-21, and 
57-43.3-02" 

Page 1, line 8, replace "collection by suppliers of motor vehicle, special fuels, aviation" with 
"definitions for special fuels tax purposes and inventory gains and losses for motor 
vehicle fuels and special fuels tax purposes" 

Page 1 , remove line 9 

Page 1, line 10, remove "penalties" and replace "sections 57-43.1-27 and 57-43.3-24" with 
"section 57-43.2-02.2" 

Page 1 , line 11 , replace "motor vehicle fuels tax imposition and credit for losses and aviation 
fuel" with "refunds of special fuels" and after "taxes" insert "; to provide for a legislative 
council study" 

Page 1, line 12, remove "collection allowances" 

Page 1 , replace lines 14 through 24 with: 

"SECTION 1. AMENDMENT. Section 57-43.1-26 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

57-43.1-26. Inventory gains - Losses DeeluetioRs alloweel to Elealer 
Remeelies. E:act=i dealer of ffiotor vet=iicle fuel Amy deduct tt=ie actual st=iriAl<age of tt=ie 
total galloAage of motor fuel received duriAg eaet=i ealeAdar moAtA froffi tt=ie statemeAt 
subffiitted as required iA seetioA 57 48.1 16, but tt=ie allowaAee may Rot mEOeed oAe 
perceAt of tt=ie total received duriAg tt=iat moAtt=i. 

L A supplier or distributor shall take a physical inventory reading of all motor 
vehicle fuel located in a terminal, underground tank, aboveground tank, 
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railcar, storage tank of a truck, and the storage tank of a bulk delivery truck 
on a regular basis and shall report the physical readings, inventory gains, 
and inventory losses to the commissioner in increments not to exceed a 
twelve-month period. The inventory reconciliation must include motor 
vehicle fuel at retail locations and motor vehicle fuel stored in a barrel, 
drum, or other receptacle. 

When sold or used by a supplier or distributor, a gain in motor vehicle fuel 
inventories is subject to the tax imposed by this chapter in the same 
manner as motor vehicle fuel purchased, imported, or otherwise acquired. 

A supplier or distributor who experiences an actual physical inventory loss 
due to shrinkage or evaporation is responsible for the tax imposed by this 
chapter on any such loss that is in excess of one-half of one percent of the 
motor vehicle fuel received during the period covered by the inventory 
reconciliation. 

4. For purposes of this chapter, it is presumed that all motor vehicle fuel 
received by each dealer above #lts the one-half of one percent allowance, 
except that gallonage shown as inventory based on physical inventory 
readings at the end of eaeh ealendar mon~h the time period covered by the 
inventory reconciliation, and other allowances provided in this chapter, has 
been sold, delivered, or used.1 and the ~ supplier or distributor is 
liable for the amount of the motor vehicle fuel tax on each gallon [liter] of 
motor vehicle fuel not accounted for. For purposes of this chapter, motor 
vehicle fuel refined at a refinery in this state and placed in storage at the 
refinery, and motor vehicle fuel brought into the state by pipeline and 
placed in storage at a pipeline terminal, is not deemed received until it is 
withdrawn from the refinery or terminal storage for sale or use in this state, 
or for shipment or delivery to destinations in this state. 

5. The commissioner may allow a tax credit to a supplier or distributor for 
actual inventory losses due to a casualty loss, based on proof of the loss 
as required by the commissioner. 

SECTION 2. AMENDMENT. Section 57-43.1-27 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

57-43.1-27. Sales of motor vehicle fuels to retail outlets - Tax imposed -
Credit for losses. When a \11holesale dealer supplier or distributor in motor vehicle 
fuels makes a sale to a retail outlet the wholesale dealer supplier or distributor shall 
credit the retail outlet with one-half of one percent of the total state motor vehicle fuel 
tax applied to the gallonage sold. This must appear on the face of the delivery invoice 
at the time of delivery of the motor vehicle fuel in consideration of evaporation and 
shrinkage losses and the retail outlet's cost of collection of the tax. On making 
payments to the commissioner as provided in this chapter, the ~ supplier or 
distributor shall deduct the total credit allowance granted on sales to retail outlets in 
motor vehicle fuels under the provisions of this section, in addition to other deductions 
allowed, from the amount of tax due." 

Page 2, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 3, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 4, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 5, remove lines 1 through 31 
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Page 6, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 7, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 8, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 9, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 10, remove lines 1 through 20 

Page 13, line 11, remove the overstrike over "eoffipressed natural gas" and insert immediately 
thereafter an underscored comma 

Page 13, line 17, remove "alternative fuels as defined in section 57-43.4-01 ." 

Page 13, remove lines 28 through 30 

Page 14, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 15, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 16, remove lines 1 through 1 0 

Page 16, line 14, remove the overstrike over "two percent" 

Page 16, line 15, remove "one and two-tenths cents per gallon [3.79 liters]" 

Page 16, line 16, remove "For a" 

Page 16, remove lines 17 through 19 

Page 16, line 20, overstrike "The special excise tax applies to all special fuels taxed under 
section 57-43.2-02" 

Page 16, overstrike line 21 

Page 16, line 22, overstrike "3." 

Page 16, line 25, overstrike "4." and insert immediately thereafter "3." 

Page 17, line 1, overstrike "5." and insert immediately thereafter "4." 

Page 17, line 2, remove the overstrike over "identify the eonsuffier to whoffi the sale was 
ffiadc," 

Page 17, line 3, remove the overstrike over "specify the purpose for which the special fuel was 
sold, and" 

Page 17, line 5, overstrike "6." and insert immediately thereafter "5." and remove "The tax 
imposed by this section docs not apply on sales by a supplier to another" 

Page 17, remove line 6 

Page 17, line 7, remove "7.", remove the overstrike over "The dealer", remove "A supplier", 
and remove the overstrike over "on all sales to a" 
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Page 17, line 8, remove "and shall pass the tax on to the distributor, retailer, or" and remove 
"A distributor" 

Page 17, replace lines 9 through 30 with: 

"SECTION 5. AMENDMENT. Section 57-43.2-21 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

57-43.2-21. Inventory gains - Losses DeduetioAs allowed to dealer 
Remedies. 

1. Eaeh dealer of special fuel other than liquefied petroleum gas is all0't1t'Od to 
deduet the actual shrinlmge of the total gallonage of special fuel reeeived 
during eaeh calendar month from the statement submitted as required in 
section 57 4a.2 12, but such allowance may not exeeed one percent of the 
total reeeived during the month. Eaeh wholesale dealer of liquefied 
petroleum gas may deduet the aetual shrinlmge of the total gallonage 
reeei11ed during eaeh calendar month from the statement submiUed as 
required in section 57 43.2 12, but this allo1,•1ancc may not exeecd two 
percent of the total reeei'v«cd during the month. A supplier or distributor 
shall take a physical inventory reading of all special fuel located in a 
terminal, underground tank, aboveground tank, railcar, storage tank of a 
truck, and the storage tank of a bulk delivery truck on a regular basis and 
shall report the physical readings. inventory gains, and inventory losses to 
the commissioner in increments not to exceed a twelve-month period. The 
inventory reconciliation must include special fuel at retail locations and 
special fuel stored in a barrel. drum. or other receptacle. 

2. When sold or used by a supplier or distributor. a gain in special fuel 
inventories is subject to the tax imposed by this chapter in the same 
manner as special fuel purchased. imported. or otherwise acquired. 

3. A supplier or distributor who experiences an actual physical inventory loss 
due to shrinkage or evaporation is responsible for the tax imposed by this 
chapter on any loss in excess of two percent of liquefied petroleum gases 
and one-half of one percent of all other special fuel received during the 
period covered by the inventory reconciliation. 

~ 4. For the purposes of this chapter, it is presumed that all special fuel 
received by caeh dealer over and above the one percent allO'tvancc, or the 
two percent allowance for liquefied petroleum gas, not otherwise 
aeeountcd for, but not above these allowances, except that gallonage 
shown as actual inventory based on physical inventory readings at the end 
of every calendar month the time period covered by the inventory 
reconciliation, and other allowances provided in this chapter, has been 
sold, delivered, or used. The dealer. and the supplier or distributor is 
liable for the amount of the special fuel tax on each gallon [3.79 liters] of 
special fuel not accounted for. For purposes of this chapter, special fuel 
refined at a refinery in this state and placed in storage at the refinery, and 
special fuel brought into the state by pipeline and placed in storage at a 
pipeline terminal, is not deemed received until it is withdrawn from the 
refinery or terminal storage for sale or use in this state, or for shipment or 
delivery to destinations in this state. 

5. The commissioner may allow a tax credit to a supplier or distributor for 
actual inventory losses due to casualty loss subject to the discretion of the 
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commissioner and based on proof of the loss as required by the 
commissioner." 

Page 18, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 19, remove lines 1 through 29 

Page 20, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 21, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 22, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 23, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 24, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 25, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 26, line 3, replace "Penalties" with "Administrative fees" 

Page 26, line 10, replace "civil penalties" with "administrative fees" 

Page 26, line 11, replace "one" with "two", after "hundred" insert "fifty", and replace "fine" with 
"fee" 

Page 26, line 12, replace "fine" with "fee" 

Page 26, line 14, replace "fine" with "fee" 

Page 26, line 16, replace "fine" with "fee" 

Page 27, line 5, after "hearing" insert "before the tax commissioner in the manner provided in 
chapter 28-32 if, within thirty days after receiving a citation, the person requests a 
hearing" 

Page 27, after line 13, insert: 

"6. All administrative fees or civil penalties under this section may be 
completely or partially waived by the tax commissioner for good cause 
shown, and any fees or penalties not waived must be collected by the tax 
commissioner and transferred to the state treasurer and deposited in the 
state highway fund." 

Page 27, remove lines 14 through 29 

Page 28, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 29, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 30, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 31 , remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 32, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 33, remove lines 1 through 29 
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Page 34, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 35, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 36, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 37, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 38, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 39, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 40, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 41 , remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 42, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 43, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 44, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 45, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 46, remove lines 1 through 30 

Page 4 7, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 48, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 49, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 50, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 51, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 52, remove lines 1 through 31 

Page 53, remove lines 1 through 19 
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Page 53, line 20, replace "57-43.1-27" with "57-43.2-02.2", after "the" insert "1997 Supplement 
to the", and replace "and" with "is repealed." 

Page 53, replace lines 21 and 22 with: 

"SECTION 8. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY. The legislative council shall 
consider studying during the 1999-2000 interim the application, enforcement, and 
administration under the fuels tax laws." 

Page 53, line 24, replace" , and taxable inventories held on, December 31" with "June 30" 

Renumber accordingly 

Engrossed HB 1462 was placed on the Seventh order of business on the calendar. 
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Testimony by: Joan Y. Galster 
Motor Fuel Tax Section Supervisor 
Office of State Tax Commissioner 

House Finance & Tax Committee - February 3, 1999 

This bill is a companion bill to SB2177 and does not stand alone. 

SB2177, which has passed the Senate, covers technical changes to delete obsolete 
language, restate and reorganize existing provisions for purposes of clarity, to add provisions 
lacking under current law, and to create or amend definitions. This bill is a companion to 
SB2 l 77. Only those provisions which alter the language of SB2 l 77 are included in this bill. 

Terms such as "supplier," "distributor," and "retailer" created in SB2 l 77 for the motor 
vehicle fuel and special fuel tax chapters are used throughout this bill. Definitions for those 
terms can be found in the newly created alternative fuel tax chapter found in SECTION 25, page 
30 of this bill. For discussion purposes, those terms can be summarized as follows : 

A "supplier" is a refiner or major oil company which distributes fuel from a terminal. A 
terminal being a fuel storage and distribution facility supplied by a refinery or pipeline. 

A "distributor" is a person, other than a retailer, who acquires fuel from a refiner or 
supplier for wholesale distribution. 

A "retailer" is a person who acquires fuel from a supplier or distributor for resale to a 
consumer at a retail location. 

This bill does four specific things SB2177 does not do: 

1. It moves the point at which motor vehicle fuel and special fuel taxes are collected and 
remitted from anywhere in the fuel distribution chain (supplier, distributor, or retailer 
level) to the "supplier" level. 

2. It changes the special excise tax imposed in Section 57-43 .2-03 from a two percent tax on 
the cost of the fuel to a one and one-half cent per gallon tax. 

3. It creates enforcement and penalty provisions for misuse of dyed special fuel. 

4. It creates a separate tax chapter for taxation of compressed natural gas and liquefied 
petroleum gases under the heading of "alternative fuel." 

The copy of my testimony handed out to you concludes with a SECTION by SECTION 
explanation of the bill. I will not go over each SECTION but I would like to outline specific 
portions which I feel are important to understanding the intent of this bill. 
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I. Tax imposition. The following SECTIONS of this bill change the point of tax collection 
and remittance: 

SECTION 1, p. 1 - Section 57-43 .1-02 for motor vehicle fuels. 
SECTION 9, p. 13 - Section 57-43 .2-02, and SECTION 10, p. 15 - Section 

57-43 .2-03 for special fuels . 
SECTION 19, p. 26 - Section 57-43 .3-02 for aviation fuel. 

A. On in-state-sales: 

The point at which motor vehicle fuel and special fuel taxes are collected and 
remitted moves from anywhere in the fuel distribution chain (supplier, distributor, 
or retailer level) to the "supplier" level. 

Only a supplier could make tax free exchanges and tax free purchases, could 
import fuel tax free, and could maintain a tax free inventory. The supplier 
would collect the tax from a distributor or a retailer and remit it to the Tax 
Commissioner. The supplier would also collect the tax from any nonlicensed 
exporter. 

Only a supplier would be required to file detailed monthly tax reports. A 
distributor who is not also an importer or exporter would have no filing 
requirement. A retailer would have no filing requirement. 

This would reduce the motor vehicle fuel and special fuel taxpayers from about 
581 each to approximately 30 each. 

C. On fuel imported into the state: 

A distributor who is an "importer" would be required to remit the tax 
directly to the Tax Commissioner upon import. In other words, the tax on fuel 
imported into the state in February would be due from the "importer" on or before 
the due date of the February report. 

The "importer" would be required to file modified monthly tax reports. 

The current number of importers is approximately 100. 

D. On fuel exported out of the state: 

A person licensed with the Tax Commissioner as an "exporter" would be 
allowed to purchase fuel destined for resale outside the state tax free from a 
supplier. The provisions also allow for a tax refund to an exporter who purchases 
fuel from a supplier or from a distributor tax paid. 

The current number of exporters is approximately 100. 

II. Inventory tax. The following SECTIONS of this bill impose an inventory tax: 

SECTION 2, p. 3 - Section 57-43 .1-02.2 for motor vehicle fuels. 
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SECTION 11 , p. 17 - Section 57-43.2-03.1 for special fuels . 
SECTION 20, p. 27 - Section 57-43.3-02.2 for aviation fuel. 

Tax free purchases, tax free inventories, and monthly reporting requirements for those 
distributors and retailers who are currently licensed with the Tax Commissioner would 
cease to exist. Therefore, an inventory tax would be levied on all untaxed motor vehicle 
fuel and special fuel in a distributor or retailer's inventory on the effective date of this bill. 

ill. Tax credit allowances. The following SECTIONS of this bill provide for tax credit 
allowances: 

SECTION 6, p. 8 - Section 57-43.1-24 for motor vehicle fuel. 
SECTION 12, p. 17 - Section 57-43 .2-04.1 for special fuel. 

Changing the point of tax collection and remittance to the "supplier" level changes the 
administration of commissions and shrinkage or evaporation allowances. Current law 
provides for separate commissions for collecting the tax and separate shrinkage or 
evaporation allowances. This bill would delete those provisions and create a "tax credit 
allowance" which is a combination of the two. The percentages for the tax credits are 
based on an average of combined commissions and shrinkage allowances taken by 
suppliers, distributors, and retailers during the past three fiscal years. The intent is to 
apply a percentage which would render the change relatively revenue neutral to the state. 

A. SECTION 6, p. 8 - Section 57-43.1-24 - Tax credit allowance. 

This amendment creates a motor vehicle fuel tax credit allowance of two and 
seven-tenths percent of the amount of tax due and payable. The supplier would 
take the credit on its tax return and would be required to pass two and five-tenths 
of the allowance on to the distributor. 

The tax credit allowance would replace both the two percent commission 
provided for in current 57-43 .1-24 and the shrinkage allowances currently 
provided for in 57-43 .1-26 and 57-43 .1-27. 

B. SECTION 12, p. 17 - Section 57-43.2-04.1 - Tax credit allowance. 

This amendment creates a special fuel tax credit allowance of seven-tenths percent 
of the amount of tax due and payable. The supplier would take the credit on its 
tax return and would be required to pass five-tenths of the allowance on to the 
distributor. 

The tax credit allowance would replace both the two percent commission 
provided for in current 57-43.2-04.1 and the shrinkage allowances currently 
provided for in 57-43.2-21. 

C. Under current law, there are no commission or shrinkage allowances for aviation 
fuels . In order to maintain revenue neutrality to the state, this bill also does not 
provide for a tax credit allowance for aviation fuel taxes. An allowance was 
created in SB2177 as Section 57-43.3-24. This bill would repeal that provision in 
the event SB2 l 77 is passed. 
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IV. Licensing, bonding, reporting, inventories. SECTIONS 5, 7, 13,14,15,16,17,21,22,23, 
and 24, cover changes in licensing, bonding, and reporting requirements. 

No retailer would be required to be licensed. Distributors or retailers would no longer be 
required to be bonded or to file tax reports. Inventory requirements would hold suppliers 
accountable for tax on unexplained losses and would hold all persons selling fuel 
accountable for tax on product gains sold. 

V. Dyed fuel enforcement - special fuels. SECTION 18, p. 24 - creates dyed fuel penalties 
and enforcement as 57-43.2-38 - Dyed special fuel - Penalties - Inspections. 

In 1997, the Legislature enacted law providing that the $.20 per gallon tax imposed under 
57-43 .2-02 applies on all sales of special fuel not dyed for federal fuel tax exemption 
purposes, and providing that the 2% special excise tax imposed under 57-43.2-03 applies 
on all sales of special fuel dyed for federal fuel tax exemption purposes. The undyed 
special fuel is assumed for use in licensed vehicles. Dyed fuel is for use exclusively in 
nonlicensed equipment for an agricultural, industrial, or railroad purpose, or as heating 
fuel. [Consumers who purchase undyed special fuel and use it in nonlicensed equipment 
for an agricultural, industrial or railroad purposes or as heating fuel may file a claim with 

. the Tax Commissioner for a refund of the $.20 per gallon tax. When the refund is 
granted, the consumer is assessed the 2% tax which is deducted from the refund.] 

The 1997 legislation did not include penalty and enforcement provisions for policing the 
use of dyed fuel to assure that it is not used in licensed vehicles. This SECTION creates 
such penalties and enforcement provisions. It provides for the Highway Patrol, by 
agreement with the Tax Commissioner, to be the enforcer. The provisions are in line 
with those enacted by the Federal Government and by other states which have similar 
statutes. 

VI. Alternative Fuels. SECTION 25, pp. 30 - 51 creates a new tax Chapter covering 
taxation of alternative fuels . 

With a few exceptions, the proposed provisions for this Chapter are uniform with the 
special fuel and motor vehicle fuel tax chapters based on existing law and based on the 
changes to those chapters in SB2 l 77. 

A. What are alternative fuels and why segregate them from the special fuel tax 
chapter. 

1. Alternative fuels are those special fuels commonly known as compressed 
natural gas (CNG) and liquefied petroleum gases (propane). 

2. Alternative fuels are subject to the same tax imposition as other special 
fuels . However, alternative fuels are not dyed for purposes of determining 
which tax rate applies. This means that the tax rate cannot be determined 
until the product is sold to a consumer. 

3. A sale to a consumer can occur anywhere in the sales distribution chain 
and occurs most often at the retail level. This means that the tax cannot be 
applied at the "supplier" level but must remain with the person ultimately 
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selling the product to the consumer. 

4. Because the tax imposition cannot be backed up to the supplier level, all 
persons in the sales distribution chain would acquire the products tax free 
and would, therefore, need to be licensed and bonded, and subject to 
reporting requirements. 

B. Elimination of tax collection and remittance by a person not in the motor fuel 
sales business but who sells small containers of propane. 

1. Under current law any person who sells propane is required to be licensed 
with the Tax Commissioner and to file tax reports. This includes such 
entities as camp grounds, hardware stores, mini marts, discount stores, and 
the like. This provision is impossible to enforce and is, at best, a 
voluntary system. The Tax Commissioner currently has approximately 35 
licensees which fall under this category. The tax revenue from these 35 
companies is very minimal with some of them reporting as little as $5. 00 -
$30.00 per quarter. 

2. The provisions in this Chapter are designed to eliminate this type of 
business from the tax reporting and remittance requirements but cutting 
the requirements off at the "retail fuel dealer" level. These companies 
would become consumers who would pay the tax to the seller and who 
would be able to pass the tax they paid on to their customers in whatever 
manner they choose. 

C. Section 57-43.4-06 - Tax credit allowance - p. 37 would provide for a tax credit 
allowance uniform with that provided in the motor vehicle fuel and special fuel 
tax chapters. The allowance would be one percent of the tax due and would be 
taken by the person charging and remitting the tax. 

************************************************************ 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE BILL: 

I handed out a proposed amendment to this bill for your consideration. The provisions 
for "lien of tax - Collection - Action authorized" in the newly created 57-43.4-25, for alternative 
fuels, page 49, line 26 should read "the commissioner shall file a notice of the lien with the 
secretary of state" rather than with "the register of deeds of the county in which the property is 
located." The error was a drafting error on my part. 

Other amendments may be required to make the provisions of this bill workable for the 
fuel industry. 
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************************************************************ 

The following is a SECTION by SECTION explanation 
which may be used as a companion to the bill 

MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL (GASOLINE/GASOHOL) - TAX CHAPTER 57-43.1. 

1. SECTION 1 - p. 1 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.1-02 - Tax imposed on motor vehicle fuels. 

The intent of this amendment is to : 

♦♦ Require that the tax be collected by a supplier all sales to a distributor, on direct sales 
to a retailer, and on all direct sales to a consumer. The tax would be passed on down the 
sales chain to the ultimate consumer (end user). Currently the tax is collected by a 
"licensed dealer" which can be any person in the fuels sales and distribution chain 
including a retailer. 

♦ Change the term "dealer" to the applicable industry terms. 

♦ Combine language covering tax imposition and tax remittance into one section. 
Currently 57-43.1-02, 57-43.1-20, and 57-43 .1-23 cover this topic. 

(For comparable provisions in the bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTIONS 9, 
p. 13, and 10, p. 15, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 19, p. 26.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 2, p.7.] 

2. SECTION 2 - p. 3 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

57-43.1-02.2 - Inventory Tax 

♦♦ The new section provides that distributors and retailers currently licensed with the tax 
commissioner and who have tax free fuel in inventory at the time the new collection point 
for the tax becomes effective be required to pay the applicable tax on that inventory. The 
purpose is to collect the tax and place everyone except the supplier on a tax paid status. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 11, 
p.17, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 20 p. 27.) 

3. SECTION 3 - p. 4- CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.1-12.1 - Credit for taxes paid on worthless accounts and refunds. 

♦♦ SB2177 (in SECTION 84, p. 76) requests the repeal of section 57-43.1-42.1 where 
the provisions now appear. This SECTION reenacts those provisions in a more 
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appropriate place within the tax chapter. The amendments provide a tax credit for 
suppliers only. Other persons are entitled to a refund. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 13, 
p. 17, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 23 , p. 29.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 8, p.6.] 

4. SECTION 4 - p 4 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.1-14 - Bond or letter of credit required. 

The intent this amendment is to: 

♦♦Limit the bonding requirement to suppliers and importers. 

♦ Retain the mandatory requirement that a security must be submitted with an application 
for a new license but change the minimum time period after which the Commissioner 
may waive the bond requirement from three years to five years. Three years is 
insufficient time to determine whether a business is financially secure. 

♦ Remove provisions regarding licenses and relocate those provisions to 57-43 .1-13. (See 
SECTION 9, p. 11 of SB2177 for 57-43.1-13.) 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 15, 
p. 19, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 21, p. 27.) 

5. SECTION 5 - p. 7 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.1-16 - Monthly report by refiner, supplier, importer, or exporter 
required. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦♦Limit reporting requirements to a refiner, supplier, importer, or exporter. a distributor 
or retailer would no longer be required to file a report. 

♦ Provide that when the due date of a tax report and tax payment fall on a weekend or a 
holiday, the due date is extended to the first working day after the weekend or holiday. 

♦ Allow a post mark by a service other than the U.S. Postal Service as proof of timely 
mailing. 

♦ Allow reports to be filed electronically. 

♦ Clarify what information needs to be reported. 

♦ Delete obsolete language. 
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(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 16, 
p. 21 , and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 22, p. 28.) 

6. SECTION 6 - p. 8 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.1-24 - Tax credit allowance. 

♦♦ The intent of this amendment is to provide the supplier with a tax credit equal to two 
and seven-tenths percent of the tax due. The supplier is required to pass two and five
tenths percent of the allowance on to the distributor. The credit is for the purpose of 
covering costs of collecting the tax and for covering product shrinkage or evaporation. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 12, 
p. 17.) 

7. SECTION 7 - p. 9 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.1-26 - Inventory gains - losses. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦ Require physical inventories. 

♦ Provide for tax for suppliers on fuel not accounted for. 

♦ Provide for tax on gains sold. 

♦ Provide for a tax credit on actual losses due to casualties. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 17, 
p. 23 , and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 24, p. 29.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 23, p.25 .] 

SPECIAL FUEL (DIESEL/HEATING/CNG/LP)- TAX CHAPTER 57-43.2. 

8. SECTION 8 - p. 10 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.2-01. Definitions. 

♦ Current Subsection 10: Defining "kerosene" is deleted. Kerosene is specifically 
defined as a special fuel under the amended definition of "special fuel" found in SB2177. 
a separate definition is not needed. 

♦♦ Subsection 17: Compressed natural gas is deleted from the definition of a special fuel. 
It and liquefied petroleum gases become part of the "alternative fuel" definition in the 
newly created Alternative Fuel tax chapter. 

♦ Other amendments to the definitions are found in SECTION 31, p. 29 of SB2177. 
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9. SECTION 9 - p. 13 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.2-02 - Tax imposed. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦♦ Require that the tax be collected by a supplier all sales to a distributor, on direct sales 
to a retailer, and on all direct sales to a consumer. The tax would be passed on down the 
sales chain to the ultimate consumer ( end user). Currently the tax is collected by a 
"licensed dealer" which can be any person in the fuels sales and distribution chain 
including a retailer. 

♦ Change the term "dealer" to the applicable industry terms. 

♦ Combine language covering the per gallon tax imposition and tax remittance into one 
section. Currently 57-43 .2-02, and 57-43 .2-04 cover this topic. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 1, p.1, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 19, p. 26.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 32, p.34.] 

10. SECTION 10 - p. 12 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.2-03 - Special excise tax levied. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦♦ Require that the special excise tax imposed in lieu of that in 57-43 .2-02 be 
collected by a supplier all sales to a distributor, on direct sales to a retailer, and on 
all direct sales to a consumer. The tax would be passed on down the sales chain to 
the ultimate consumer ( end user). Currently the tax is collected by a "licensed 
dealer" which can be any person in the fuels sales and distribution chain including 
a retailer. In order that this tax can be collected at the supplier level, this 
SECTION also changes the tax from two percent of the price of the fuel to one 
and one-half cents per gallon. 

♦ Change the term "dealer" to the applicable industry terms. 

♦ Include provisions covering the due date. 

♦ Include provisions that the commissioner pay the money over to the state treasurer. 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 34, p.36.] 

11. SECTION 11-p. 17 -CREATE NEW SECTION: 

57-43.2-03.1 - Inventory Tax 
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♦♦ The new section provides that distributors and retailers currently licensed with the tax 
commissioner and who have tax free fuel in inventory at the time the new collection point 
for the tax becomes effective be required to pay the applicable tax on that inventory. The 
purpose is to collect the tax and place everyone except the supplier on a tax paid status. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 2, p. 3, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 20 p. 27.) 

12. SECTION 12 - p. '17 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.2-04.1 - Tax credit allowance. 

♦♦ The intent of this amendment is to provide the supplier with a tax credit equal to 
seven-tenths percent of the tax due. The supplier is required to pass five-tenths percent of 
the allowance on to the distributor. The credit is for the purpose of covering costs of 
collecting the tax and for covering product shrinkage or evaporation. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 6, p. 8.) 

13. SECTION 13- p. 17 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.2-04.4 - Credit for taxes paid on worthless accounts and refunds. 

♦ ♦ SB2177 (in SECTION 84, p. 76) requests the repeal of section 57-43 .1-42.1 where 
the provisions now appear. This SECTION reenacts those provisions in a more 
appropriate place within the tax chapter. The amendments provide a tax credit for 
suppliers only. Other persons are entitled to a refund. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 13, p. 17, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 23, p. 29.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 38, p.39.] 

14. SECTION 14 - p. 18 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.2-05 - Refiner, supplier, distributor, importer, exporter, and terminal 
operator required to secure license - license fees. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦♦ Clarify who must be licensed. The amendment specifically excludes retailers from the 
licensing requirements. 

♦ Delete the term "dealer" and to replace it with specific industry terms. 

♦ Combine provisions covering who must be licensed, what is required on an application 
for a license, signature requirements, and license fees into one section for purposes of 
clarity. 
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♦ Require terminal operators to be licensed. This provision is compatible with motor fuel 
tax laws in other states and is used to assure total accountability of fuel available for sale 
in the state. 

♦ Change the license fee for special fuel from fifteen dollars to twenty dollars in line with 
the current license fees for motor vehicle fuel. 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 39, p.15 .] 

15 . SECTION 15 - p. 19 -AMEND1\1ENT: 

Section 57-43.2-07 - Bond or letter of credit required. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦♦ Limit the bonding requirement to suppliers and importers. 

♦ Retain the mandatory requirement that a security must be submitted with an application 
for a new license but change the minimum time period after which the Commissioner 
may waive the bond requirement from three years to five years. Three years is 
insufficient time to determine whether a business is financially secure. 

♦ Combine the security requirements for liquefied petroleum from 57-43 .2-25 into this 
section. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 4, p. 4, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 21, p. 27.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 40, p.40.] 

16. SECTION 16 - p. 21 -AMEND1\1ENT: 

Section 57-43.2-11 - Report by refiner, supplier, importer, or exporter required. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦♦Limit reporting requirements to a refiner, supplier, importer, or exporter. a distributor 
or retailer would no longer be required to file a report. 

♦ Provide that when the due date of a tax report and tax payment fall on a weekend or a 
holiday, the due date is extended to the first working day after the weekend or holiday. 

♦ Allow a post mark by a service other than the U.S. Postal Service as proof of timely 
mailing. 

♦ Allow reports to be filed electronically. 

♦ Clarify what information needs to be reported. 
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♦ Delete obsolete language. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 5, p. 7, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 22, p. 28 .) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 46, p.45.] 

17. SECTION 17 - p. 23 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.2-21 - Inventory gains - losses. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦ Require physical inventories. 

♦ Provide for tax for suppliers on fuel not accounted for. 

♦ Provide for tax on gains sold. 

♦ Provide for a tax credit on actual losses due to casualties. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 7, p. 9, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 24, p. 29.) 

18. SECTION 18 - p. 24- CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.2-38 - Dyed special fuel - Penalties - Inspections. 

The intent of the new section is to: 

♦ Provide for enforcement for existing dyed fuel provisions. 

♦ Provide penalties for use of dyed fuel in licensed vehicles. 

♦ Provide authority for the Highway Patrol, by agreement with the Tax Commissioner, to 
be the enforcer. 

19. SECTION 19 - p. 26 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.3-02 - Tax imposed on aviation fuel. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦♦Require that the tax be collected by a supplier all sales to a distributor, on direct sales 
to a retailer, and on all direct sales to a consumer. The tax would be passed on down the 
sales chain to the ultimate consumer ( end user). Currently the tax is collected by a 
"licensed dealer" which can be any person in the fuels sales and distribution chain 
including a retailer. 
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♦ Change the term "dealer" to the applicable industry terms. 

♦ Require that the tax be collected by a supplier or distributor on all sales to a retailer or 
to a consumer, and to specifically state that a retailer who paid the tax to the supplier or 
distributor shall pass the tax on to the consumer. 

♦ Include a due date for tax remittance. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 1, p. l , and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTIONS 9, p. 13, and 10, 
p. 15.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 60, p.60.] 

20. SECTION 20 - p. 27 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

57-43.3-02.2 - Inventory Tax 

♦♦The new section provides that distributors and retailers currently licensed with the tax 
commissioner and who have tax free fuel in inventory at the time the new collection point 
for the tax becomes effective be required to pay the applicable tax on that inventory. The 
purpose is to collect the tax and place everyone except the supplier on a tax paid status. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 2, p. 3, and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 11, p. 17.) 

21. SECTION 21-p. 27 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.3-09 - Bond or letter of credit required. 

The intent of the new section is to: 

♦♦ Limit the bonding requirements to suppliers and importers. 

♦ Create security requirements for aviation fuel taxes compatible with those in the Motor 
Vehicle Fuel and Special Fuel tax chapters. 

♦ Set the minimum security at an amount not less than $500. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 4, p. 4, and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 15, p. 19.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 64, p.63.] 

22. SECTION 22 - p. 28 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.3-14 - Monthly report by refiner, supplier, importer, or exporter 
required. 
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The new section is intended to: 

♦♦ Create a reporting requirement for aviation fuel but limit it to a refiner, supplier, 
importer, or exporter. 

♦ Provide that when the due date of a tax report and tax payment fall on a weekend or a 
holiday, the due date is extended to the first working day after the weekend or holiday. 

♦ Allow a post mark by a service other than the U.S . Postal Service as proof of timely 
mailing. 

♦ Allow reports to be filed electronically. 

♦ Clarify what information needs to be reported. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 5, p. 7, and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 16, p. 21.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 69, p.65.] 

23. SECTION 23 - p. 29- CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.3-18 (should be 57-43.3-17 as 3-18 already exists in SB2177 as 
Commissioner to audit reports and assess tax) - Credit for taxes paid on worthless 
accounts and refunds. 

♦ The intent of the new section is to provide credits or refunds for aviation fuel taxes paid 
on worthless accounts in the same manner as provided for motor vehicle fuel and special 
fuel. Credits are provided for suppliers. All other persons are entitled to a refund. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 3, p. 4, and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 13, p. 17.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 72, p.70.] 

24. SECTION 24 - p. 29 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.3-28 (should be 57-43.3-26 as 3-28 already exists in SB2177 as 
Erroneously or illegally collected taxes)- Inventory gains - losses. 

♦ The intent of the new section is to provide the same inventory gain and loss 
requirements for aviation fuel as required for motor vehicle fuel and special fuel.. 

♦ Require physical inventories. 

♦ Provide for tax for suppliers on fuel not accounted for. 

♦ Provide for tax on gains sold. 
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♦ Provide for a tax credit on actual losses due to casualties. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 7, p. 9, and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 17, p. 23 .) 

25. SECTION 25 - p. 30 - CREATE NEW CHAPTER: 

Chapter 57-43.4 - Alternative Fuels. 

This SECTION of the bill creates a new tax chapter covering taxation of "Alternative 
Fuels. 11 Except as pointed out below, the provisions for this Chapter are identical to 
existing language in the Special Fuel tax Chapter and not amended or repealed in SB2177 
or identical to the Special Fuel tax provisions as amended in SB2177. The following are 
exceptions: 

57-43.4-01 - Definitions. 

♦ Subsection 2: Defines "alternative fuels" .. as compressed natural gas (CNG) and 
liquefied petroleum gases (propane/butane). 

♦ The remaining definitions are identical to those proposed for special fuels in SB2177, 
SECTION 31, p. 29.) 

57-43.4-02 - Tax imposed. 

♦The tax imposed is identical to 57-43 .2-02 in the Special Fuels tax Chapter (as amended 
in SB2177) except that the collection of the tax remains at the supplier, distributor, 
importer, or retailer level. 

57-43.4-05 - Special excise tax levied. 

♦ The tax imposed is identical to 57-43 .2-03 in the Special Fuels tax Chapter (as amended 
in SB2177) except that the collection of the tax remains at the supplier, distributor, 
importer, or retailer level. 

57-43.4-06 - Tax credit allowance. 

♦ The tax credit allowance for alternative fuels is one percent of tax due rather than 
seven-tenths percent for special fuel. The reason is that their is a greater potential for 
shrinkage or evaporation. Whichever person is liable for remitting the tax on alternative 
fuel is entitled to this allowance; therefore, there is no provision for passing it on to a 
person purchasing it for resale. 

57-43.4-10 - Refiner, supplier, distributor, importer, exporter, terminal operator, or 
retailer required to secure license - License fees. 

♦ The tax imposed is identical to 57-43 .2-05 in the Special Fuels tax Chapter (as amended 
in SB2177) except that the licensing requirement includes a retailer. 
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57-43.4-13 - Bond or letter of credit. 

♦ The tax imposed is identical to 57-43 .2-07 in the Special Fuels tax Chapter (as amended 
in SB2 l 77) except that the bonding requirement includes a distributor or retailer. 

57-43.4-16 - Report by refiner, supplier, distributor, importer, exporter, or retailer 
required. 

♦ The tax imposed 'is identical to 57-43 .2-11 in the Special Fuels tax Chapter (as amended 
in SB2 l 77) except that the reporting requirement includes a distributor or retailer. 

57-43.4-27 - Inventory gains - Losses. 

♦ Requires physical inventories. 

♦ Provides for a tax credit on actual losses due to casualties. 

♦ Provides for the same inventory gain and loss procedures as the motor vehicle fuel and 
special fuel tax chapters. 

26. SECTION 26 - p. 51 - REPEAL: 

♦ This section provides for the repeal of an obsolete section and of a section created in 
SB2 l 77 which would no longer apply should this bill be adopted. 

27. SECTION 27 - p. 51 - EFFECTIVE DATE: 

♦ In order to allow sufficient time for the Tax Commissioner and the persons in the fuel 
industry to develop an appropriate understanding of the changes made, to 
administratively provide for those changes, and to accomplish data processing changes 
and forms design needed, it is requested that the effective date of this bill be delayed to 
taxable events occurring after December 31, 1999. 
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Testimony on HB 1462 

ND Motor Carriers Association, Inc. 

February 3, 1999 

Before the House Finance and Taxation Committee 

Chairman Belter and members of the committee, thank you for the 

opportunity to express the trucking industry's input regarding HB 1462. 

The North Dakota Motor Carriers Association is the state trade 

association of the trucking industry representing every type of motor 

carrier in the state. Combined with NDMCA's allied members, we are an 

association of several hundred members-- most of which are small 

businesses. 

The trucking industry plays a central role in our state's economy-

employing one out of every 11 workers and paying more than $563.9 

million in salaries a year. Trucks move 85.8% or 89,281 tons of essential 

manufactured freight each business day and projections are that we will 

transport 9.1 % more goods by the year 2000 ·· serving every 

community in North Dakota. 



We support the principle of highway user taxes and the highway trust 

fund, because truck operators believe it is an equitable method of 

allowing those who benefit from the use of the highway system to pay 

for it. North Dakota truckers are big customers of that system, 

contributing over $105.8 million in 1996 in state and federal taxes and 

fees -- this equates to a weekly tax bill of $2.3 million. 

Mr. Chairman, those who work in the trucking industry would strongly 

agree that we must invest in our infrastructure if we are going to ensure 

that our state remain competitive in the coming decade. But, increasing 

highway user fees and fuel taxes is not always a painless way to pay for 

such improvements. NDMCA is, however, on record supporting RB 1183, 

which increases vehicle registration fees. 

A number of states have changed the point of taxation in recent years to 

mirror the structure of the federal fuel tax system which moved the 

point of taxation effective January 1, 1994. 

It would seem that taxing fuels at "higher levels" in the distribution 

chain reduces the number of taxpayers and the number of potential 

audits. 



We have put together a chart from the Western Highway Institute 

showing which states have moved fuel tax collections to the terminal 

rack and the reported increases in the tax collection: 

Fuel Tax Collection at Terminal Rack, as of 1/1/98 

Michigan 1/1/93 21 % increase 

Indiana 10/1/93 16 % increase 

Florida 1/1/96 9% increase 

Iowa 1/1/96 23 % increase 

Nevada 1/1/96 25 % increase 

South Dakota 1/1/96 19% increase 

North Carolina 1/1/96 10% increase 

Montana 1/1/96 20% increase 

California 7/1/96 19% increase 

South Carolina, Oklahoma, Idaho, and Wyoming have also changed their 

point of collection in 1996 and 1997, but we have no reports on their 

percentage (increase or decrease) of fuel tax collections. 

Mr. Chairman and committee members, we at NDMCA support HB 1462 

and request your favorable consideration of this legislation which we 

feel will streamline the fuel tax collection and auditing process in 

addition to possibly increasing highway funding revenues. 



~.il:llT C 

*MONTANA* 

Diesel - Distributor's report 
Old Tax New Tax 

CY93 CY94 
Gallons Gallons 

Jan 8,972,341 10,269,044 
Feb 11,428,340 8,662,038 
Mar 13,163,030 14,198,610 
Apr 9,207,682 13,434,525 
May 9,417,336 12,833,612 
Jun 8,611,200 13,416,076 
Jul 7,191,865 14,569,478 
Aug 12,976,389 12,098,821 
Sep 10,964,471 14,340,690 
Oct 10,918,949 12,924,742 
Nov 13,370,725 13,928,594 
Dec 11, 139,450 13,100,968 
Total 127,361,778 153,777,198 

• Percent Change from Prior Year 

• 



NORTH DAKOTA PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOCIATION 

REPRESENTING: 

Bulk 011 Jobbers 
convenience Stores 
service Stations 
Truck stops 

• 

1025 N. 3rd St.• P.O. Box 1956 • Bismarck. ND 58502 
Telephone 701 -223-3370 • WATS 1-800-472-0512 • FAX 701-223-5004 

HB 1462 
House Finance and Taxation 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee my name is Ron Ness, I am the 
President of the ND Petroleum Marketers Association. I appear before you in 
opposition to HB 1462. 

Petroleum Marketers recognize the concern of the legislature in trying to find 
the needed federal highway matching funds without increasingtaxes. We 
applaud this effort and support the majority of ideas being considered to locate 
the needed funds . However, petroleum marketers are extremely concerned 
about HB 1462 and the dangers that coincide with changing the point of 
taxation. 

We believe that if tax evasion is occurring the violators should be caught and 
punished. Currently there is little or no enforcement mechanism in place. The 
changes made to dyed diesel in the 1997 legislative session has increased the 
amount of taxes collected but has led to a huge increase in refunds being 
claimed by consumers. 

The majority of states that report increases in motor fuel revenues say the 
increase is due to strict dyed diesel enforcement. Kansas has not moved their 
point of taxation to the rack but reported huge revenue increases due to a new 
dyed diesel enforcement program. We have also heard reports about the 
effectiveness of the dyed diesel enforcement efforts in SD. 

To address tax evasion we suggest that legislature consider the following 
options instead of moving the point of taxation: 

• Provide the Tax Department the resources to perform audits on 
marketers tax reports, dyed diesel refund requests, and cross
checks on imports and exports of loads of fuel with other states. 

• Adopt the dyed diesel provisions of this bill. 
• Empower the Highway Patrol and DOT to enforce the laws. 

The revenue impact of changing the point of taxation is unknown. The 
attached documents show that moving the point taxation does not guarantee the 
"golden egg" that every state is searching for as the answer to finding the 
needed highway funds. 



Changing the point of taxation does not guarantee more revenue. 
• 16 states have moved their tax collection to the rack. 
• Of course, there is going to be jump in revenues the first year 

because the state will collect more than 2. 7 million inventory taxes 
from marketers once the law takes effect. 

• Many states including South Dakota have not seen increases in 
subsequent years after the change. 

• On the other hand, 10 states that did not change reported increases 
in excess of 10% in 1996. 

• Factors that cause increases in revenues might include: 
• Growth in the economy 
• Enforcement 
• Tax increases 

• New Jersey moved their point of taxation down to the retailer and 
experienced larger gains than any state. 

• Evasion usually occurs on the importing & exporting of fuel, 
moving to the rack does not change this ability to cheat unless the 
states coordinate their information - currently not done well. 

• Ohio, recently defeated a rack tax bill but got tough on enforcement 
-- their recent increase was one of the highest in the nation. 

• ND's taxable gallons are a fraction of most other states whose 
taxation point has been moved up - ND cannot expect the same 
types of revenue increases even if cheating is occurring and is 
stopped as a result of the move. 

• Minnesota and Montana do not tax at the rack. 

Moving the point of taxation to the rack does not stop cheaters. Cheaters find a 
ways to cheat - more and new enforcement is the answer. Changing the 
current system may only disrupt the business operations of honest business 
people who are following the rules. 

The changes that will occur in the industry as a result of this lengthy bill could 
drastically impact marketers across the state. Many of whom are already 
struggling to survive in a time of business closings, mergers, costly 
government regulations, and low margins in the industry. We urge the 
committee to keep and enhance the enforcement provisions of this bill and 
leave the taxation point at the current location. 

Thank you, I would be happy to answer any questions. 



.~ 
PETROLEUM 
MARKETERS 
ASSOCIATION OF 
AMERICA 

1901 N. FORT MYER ST. ■ SUITE 1200 ■ ARLINGTON, VA 22209 ■ 703-351-8000 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

January 14, 1999 

State Association Executives 
Motor Fuels Committee 

John J. Huber 

SUBJECT: State Tax Collection Procedures 

E-99-2 

Attached is an updated chart analyzing the collection procedures for diesel. Many states continue to 
examine whether moving their point of collection to the rack will increase revenues. The attached data does 
not show a strong correlation between increased collections and a movement in the point of collection. 

Attached to the chart and after discussions with different state associations, it appears that there are a 
number of items identified as being factors in increased collections. First, most believe that adoption of the 
dye system for diesel is helpful in collections. Second, enforcement plays a major role, and accurate and 
thorough information gathering is vital to an efficient and effective system. Third, actions in other states 
and the regional economy appear to be important to an effective system. 

I believe that the assertion's of the state agencies that movement of the point of collection will yield 
significant revenue gains is unsupported. and I am unaware of any comprehensive study to validate such a 
claim. In the states where such information has been requested during consideration, the information does 
not materialize. 

I will be circulating the attached tables to some of the state taxing authorities for comment. If you have any 
questions or need further information, please feel free to call me. 



To: 
From: 
Subject: 
Date: 

MEMORANDUM 

John Huber 
Ethel Hornbeck 
Updated Diesel Fuel Sales Data by State 
December 9, 1998 

Attached please find updated information on state-level sales of diesel fuel. As 
discussed previously (see memos prepared on 1 /96 and 9/97), the data continue to show no 
discernible pattern in states that have changed their point of taxation compared with those 
that have not. 

Of particular interest are the five states that made a collection procedure change in 
1996. ·1n each case but one, the increase in sales was actually below the national average 
increase of 7.8 percent : Iowa's sales increased 4.4 percent, North Carolina 5 percent; South 
Carolina 5.7 percent; while South Dakota's sales declined. Florida's increase of9.4 percent 
was somewhat higher than the national average. 

As in previous years, there are a number of states that made no change, that 
experienced larger than average sales increases. Fourteen states registered increases of 10 
percent or more (although in some cases data reporting may account for some of the 
changes). 



TESTIMONY OF JOHN HUBER/ 
VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF COUNSEL 

PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

I. Background on Federal Tax Changes 
a) Widespread Evasion and Lack of Enforcement 
b) Uncertain System with Problems 

II. Review of State Collection Problems 
a) Border Issues 
b) Lack of Enforcement 
c) Lack of Clarity in Rules 

III. Review of Tax Collection Results in States 
a) States that Have Changed 
b) States with Significant Collection Gains 
c) What does Data Mean- Lack of Baseline Analysis 

IV. Need to Determine the Problem and Develop Solutions 
a) Border Issue 
b) Inadvertent Non-Compliance 
c) Criminal Non-Compliance 

V. Global Needs for All Systems 
a) Information from All Levels of Distribution 
b) Real Time Analysis of Information 
c) Strong Voluntary Compliance 
d) Meaningful Enforcement 

VI. Rack System 
a) Limited Number of Payers 
b) Difficult to Ensure Tax Free Sales 

VII. Justification for Change and Alternatives 



STATE A STATE B 
1. Export w / o tax but no export ► 

2. Import no tax collection ... Export 
I 

Terminal 

I 
~ 

1. No identified export but actually -"" ..... 

imported 

Rack System 'Targeted at Pre-collection of 'Taxes_. No Impact on These Problems 



SALES OF SPECIAL FUELS BY ST A TE, I 993-1997 (000000 Gallons) 
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 %CH94 %CH95 %CH96 %CH97 %CH93-97 Explanation 

AL 587.4 659.0 696.4 650.7 659.9 12.2 5.7 -6.6 1.4 12.3 

142.5 30.4 63.8 67.9 48.4 -78.7 109.9 6.4 -28.7 -66.0 

-474.5 "63.5 478.3 529.3 688.9 -2.3 3.2 10.7 30.2 46.2 . 
428.0 472.2 490.8 497.7 534 .7 10.3 3.9 1.4 7.4 24 .9 

7195 1,853 3 2 ,0356 2,109.7 2 .133 9 2,297 8 9.8 3.6 1.1 7.7 24 .0 

263.5 269.4 285.8 280.6 292.7 2.2 6.1 -1 .8 4.3 11 .1 

CT 197.3 186.5 200.7 222.7 244.9 -5.5 7.6 11 .0 100 24 .1 

DE 55.1 62.3 63.4 59.7 63.5 13.1 1.8 -5.8 6.4 15.2 

DC 20.9 21 .9 21 .4 21 .1 21 .7 4.8 -2 .3 -1 .4 2.8 3.8 

FL-7/96 932.5 963.4 1,008 8 1,038.8 1,136.0 3.3 4.7 3.0 9.4 21 .8 

GA 1,003 7 1,050.2 1,115.6 1,173.3 1,192.3 4.6 6.2 5.2 1.6 18.8 

HI 26.0 31 .7 27.5 30.8 28.8 21 .9 -13.2 12.0 -6.5 10.8 
I) · 164.5 ·:~-4 , ·188.1 . .. •·r188.0 

:pt~~ -= ~-:~':!: ::~~7~r:\l1!~·.:·;•~::-~~ · 1':;/,' : · ., .. ,. 
L 1,012.3 918.5 1,124.8 1,139.5 
IN-10/93 855.5 937.7 875.0 941 .6 1,017 .6 9.6 -6.7 7.6 8.1 18.9 

IA-1/98 349.3 380.8 413.9 440.8 ; ( 490.1 9.0 a.7 8..5 _ . 4.~ , i; : J-:,t-7 • 
KS 321.4 300.4 345.9 355.3 381 .0 -6.5 15.1 2.7 7.2 18.5 

KY 689.0 590.6 582.1 598.5 684.6 -14 .3 -1 .4 2.8 14.4 -0.6 

LA 409.7 446.7 484.9 511 .6 528.7 9.0 8.6 5.5 3.3 29.0 

ME 115.5 129.5 130.7 136.2 139.3 12.1 0.9 4.2 2.3 20.6 

MD 343.3 310.9 326.0 357 .7 418.0 -9.4 4.9 9.7 16.9 21 .8 

MA 271.4 297.7 317.0 315.8 345.4 9 .7 6 .5 -0.4 9.4 27.3 

Ml-1/93 726.7 731 .5 742.7 778.4 816.9 0.7 1.5 4.8 4.9 12.4 

MN 374.9 422.1 457.3 -485.2 503.1 12.6 a.3 e..1 s.7 34.2 
MS 349.1 362.2 378.2 403.7 434.7 3.8 4.4 6.7 7.7 24.5 

MO 691 .1 736.6 743.4 772.2 881 .7 6.6 0.9 3.9 14.2 27.6 

MT 139.4 156.7 159.6 154.6 175.7 12.4 1.9 -3.1 13.6 26.0 

NE 260.5 285.8 314.4 338.9 318.3 9.7 100 7.8 -6.1 22 .2 

NV 176.3 174.7 176.7 220.1 223.9 -0.9 1.1 24.6 u 27.0 

~ 
53.9 56.6 63.6 61.3 116.4 5.0 12.4 -3.6 89.9 116.0 

460.6 561 .9 801.9 600.6 682..6 22.0 7.1 -0.2 13.7 48.2 . 
241.5 226.1 300.5 317.1 342.9 ~ .4 32..9 5.5 8.1 42.0 • 

NY 863.2 917.3 921 .8 931 .0 908.5 6 .3 0.5 1.0 -2.4 5.2 

NC-1/96 666.3 772.0 780.5 817.6 858.8 15.9 1.1 4.8 5.0 28.9 

)f, ND 111 .5 131 .5 134.4 137.1 138.7 17.9 2.2 2.0 1.2 24.4 

/OH 1,CXXl.3 1,115.3 1,203.5 1,245.2 1,,408.2 11 .5 7.9 3.5 13.1 40.8 . 
OK 433.0 478.3 497.6 511 .9 563.3 105 4.0 2.9 10.0 30.1 

OR 349.1 340.5 371 .1 388.7 400.7 -2.5 9.0 4.7 3.1 14.8 

PA 1,092 .5 1,155.8 1,204.7 1,169.3 1,241 .1 5.8 4.2 -2 .9 6.1 13.6 

RI 38.4 42.2 44.5 44.6 43.6 9.9 5.5 0.2 -2.2 13.5 

SC-5196 410.0 524.4 463.6 461 .2 487.4 27 .9 -11 .6 -0.5 5.7 18.9 

SD-1/96 114.5 137.4 137.6 143.1 141 .6 20.0 0.1 4.0 -1 .0 23.7 

TN 648.2 678.4 730.1 755.8 778.1 4.7 7.6 3.5 3.0 20.0 

TX 1,705.5 1,964.4 2.035.0 2,.2e9.5 2.273.8 15.2 u 11.5 0.2 SS.3 
UT 191 .1 211.4 280.1 2Se.8 2515.0 10.8 23.0 -1 .3 14.9 54.4 

VT 70.6 74.0 63.9 96.1 77.9 4.8 -13.6 50.4 -18.9 10.3 

VA. 629.6 682..2 890.9 7'60.7 836.8 &.4 u 10.1 10.0 SU 
WA. 352.7 485.3 498.8 482..3 489.4 31.9 D.3 13 -2.7 33.1 

WI/ 212.6 212.6 222.0 188.2 253.1 0.0 4.4 -15.2 34.5 19.0 

Wl-4/94 522.6 565.6 589.9 594 .9 635.1 8.2 4.3 0.8 6.8 21 .5 

WY 207.8 198.8 214.9 239.2 260.1 -4.3 8.1 11 .3 8.7 25.2 

us 23,610.2 25,098.8 26,302.6 27,318.1 29,442.4 6.3 4.8 3.9 7.8 24.7 

Gross sales volwnes of special fuels, primarily diesel fuel, reported by state motor fuel tax agencies. Data reflect retail sales except in 
a few states where taxes are applied at the wholesale level. Effective dates are indicated for states that have changed their point of 
taxation. 
Source: Federal Highway Administration, Office of Information Management. Most recent available data as of I 2/98. 

~ tlanation is on.Jbe.Jollowiqg_page ·· - - - -



Arizona 
Arizona's taxes are collected at the rack and this has been very effective as far as an increase in the collection 
and a decrease in evasion. Also they stopped charging tax based on ton-per-mile standards . 

.. ho 

.. point of taxation change has increased the amount of revenue collected and reduced evasion. 

Illinois 
Illinois changed their reporting requirements so it is not as easy to evade; also the distributor collects the tax. 

Iowa 
As of January 1996, Iowa moved to a rack collection system. The increase appears to be attributed to the dyed 
diesel requirements enabling the state department of revenue see that the evasion was taking place in the 
agricultural sector and allowing revenue collectors to tighten up their system. 

Minnesota 
Minnesota attributes their increase to the dyed fuel requirements. 

New Jersey 
In 1993 the tax collection point was changed to the retail level, which could account for some of the increase. 
New Jersey is also corridor state and is currently enjoying a healthy economy. 

New Mexico 
There have been a lot of audits going on in the state and that seems to be the only available explanation for the 
increase in the amount of taxes collected . 

. 10 

Ohio is also enjoying a healthy economy, the dyed diesel requirements and a tightening up of the enforcement 
has caused the increase. 

Texas 
The strong economy in Texas and the fact that the state department ofrevenue is doing a good job of collecting 
the taxes are the reasons for the increase in the amount of revenue collected. 

Virginia 
Virginia is a corridor state and has a relatively low tax rate of .16 they have not increased their rate since 1986 
while the surrounding states have. Virginia also has a very efficient tax collection system. 



state Motor Fuel Tax Legislation (Updated 4/30/98) 

State 
Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas9 
California 

Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
District of 

Columbia 
Floridaa 

Collection Point 

Gasoline 
Distributor 
Distributor 
Terminal 
Distributor 
Refinery 

Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 

Terminal 

Diesel 
Distributor 
Distributor 
Terminal 
Distributor 
Terminal 

Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 

Terminal 

Georgiad Distributor Distributor 
Hawaii Distributor Distributor 

Dyed Fuel 
Penalties 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Effective 
Date 
10/01/95 

1/01/98 
4/06/95 
7/01/95 

7/01/96 

7/01/95 

Idah~ Terminal Terminal -=--==-===-=-="------=-==-===-='----.....:..:..=------~~ Nob 1/01/96 
Illinoisd Distributor Distributor 
Indiana9 Distributor Terminal Yes 10/01/93 

. (e) 
r owa£..t ~ ~ 1 v \ ,.TE..,,,e_rm~i .... n..,,a .... 1......_ __ T...,.,.e._r..,m .... i..._..n..,.a...,1.__ __ __._.,,._.,,.c...,.... ____ ~..f-J,J. 

Kansasd ff(YY'\- ~ibutor Distributor 
Yes 1/01/96 
YesJ. 

Kentucky Distributor Distributor 
Louisiana Distributor Distributor Yes 
Maine Distributor Distributor Yes 

Maryland Distributor Distributor 
Massachusetts Distributor Distributor/ 

Bulk User 
NoJ Mi ch igan • , Te...,r ..... m .... i ..... n .... a .... 1..__ __ .... T .... e ... r ... m ... i .... n...,a .... 1...._ __ ---&.l..>o:.....----

,..,-Minnesota _ .. -Distributor Distributor 
Mississippi Distributor Distributor 

Missourid 
Montanad,t 
Nebraskad '<-
Nevada 
New Hampshire 

Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 

Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 

New Jersey Distributor Retailer 
New Mexico Distributor Distributor 
New York 1st Receipt 1st Receipt 
North Carolina d,f _T_..e,..rn ........ i .... n...,a .... 1...._ __ T.-..xe .... rm ....... i..._n..,,a ..... 1 
North Dakota Distributor Distributor 

Ohio~ 
Oklahomad 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 

Distributor 
Terminal 
Distributor 
Distributor 
Distributor 

Distributor 
Terminal 
Retailer 
Distributor 
Distributor 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

7/01/95 

10/01/95 
6/21/95 

1/01/93 
l:t el t 51 ~ 
7/01/95 

1/01/~B 
7/01/9~ 
1/01/96 
1/01/97 

1/01/96 
4/01/97 

10/01/96 
10/01/96 

10/01/97 

f;d /9~ 



state Motor FUel Tax Legislation 
Collection Point 

State Gasoline Diesel 

South Carolinad Terminal Terminal 
South Dakota2 Terminal Terminal 
Tennesseed 1st Receipt Terminal 
Texasd Distributor Distributor 
Utah1 Distributor Terminal 

Vermont Distributor Distributor/ 
Bulk User 

Virginia Distributor Distributor 
Washington Distributor Retailer 
Washingtond,r Terminal Terminal 
West Virginia Distributor Distributor 
Wisconsind Terminal Terminal 

Wyoming2 Terminal Terminal 

Total 
Terminal or higher 14 16 
Below Terminal 37 35 
With dye provisions 

Dyed Fuel 
Penalties 

Yes 
Yes 
Yesc 

Nob 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

28 

Effective 
Date 

5LQlL~H~ 
lLQlLS!fi 
lLQlLS!S 

7L01L97 

1LQlLS!5 

lLQlLS!S! 
fiLl5LS!fi 
4LQ1LS!4 

lLQ1LS!1 

Underlining indicates items changed on effective date shown. 

The term "distributor" includes "suppliers" and "wholesalers". 

aNorth Carolina dyed fuel penalties effective 1/01/95. 

bDyed fuel when used for highway purposes is assessed the highway 
tax rate. 

cTennessee dyed fuel penalties effective 1/01/96. 

dDestination State required on shipping documents (effective 
1/01/98 for Tennessee). 

eThe distributor first receiving taxable product is responsible 
for remitting the tax. 

fcontrary to the Federal rule, farmers must purchase dyed fuel to 
be exempt from State diesel fuel tax. 

Prepared by Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Contact 
Stephen Baluch (202-366-9243) or Linda Morris (202-366-9234) to 
report updates or corrections. 

f:\HPP10\TAX\STATUS\STATELAW.WPD 
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TER'1INAL 

PIPE'LIHE 

END USER 

MOTOR FUEL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
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- - - -------- . --------

NEBRASKA 

COLORADO 

NEW MEXICO 

,,,. D 

HAWAII 

lt:::i: j Terminal or higher (gas & diesel) ~ Terminal (diesel) 

STATE MOTOR FUEL TAX--COLLECTION POINT 
(April 30, 1998, STATETAX.US) 

4 



,--------------------- ·--- -- · ··--------------- ------

NEW MEXICO 

TEXAS 

{) 
HAWAII 

Ii !:iii Dyed fuel penalty ~ Tax due, no penalty 

ST ATE DYED FUEL PENAL TIES 
(April 30, 1998, STATETAX.US) 

5 



Tax Collection Allowance 
Revenue Effect 

Motor Fuels 

Current Proposed 
Average Credit 

Collections Allowance 

69,943,360.95 X 3.50% = 
69,943,360.95 X 3.00% = 
69,943,360.95 X 2.90% = 
69,943,360.95 X 2.80% = 
69,943,360.95 X 2.70% = 
69,943,360.95 X 2.60% = 
69,943,360.95 X 2.50% = 
69,943,360.95 X 2.00% = 
69,943,360.95 X 1.50% = 
69,943,360.95 X 1.00% = 
69,943,360.95 X 0.50% = 

Special Fuels 

Current Proposed 
Average Credit 

Collections Allowance 

35,106,090.71 X 3.50% = 
35,106,090.71 X 3.00% = 
35,106,090.71 X 2.50% = 
35,106,090.71 X 2.00% = 
35,106,090.71 X 1.50% = 
35,106,090.71 X 1.00% = 
35,106,090.71 X 0.70% = 
35,106,090.71 X 0.50% = 

Liquefied Petroleum · 

Current Proposed 
Average Credit 

Collections Allowance 

1,605,648.43 X 3.50% = 
1,605,648.43 X 3.00% = 
1,605,648.43 X 2.50% = 
1,605,648.43 X 2.00% = 
1,605,648.43 X 1.50% = 
1,605,648.43 X 1.00% = 

Total 
Allowance 

2,448,017.63 -
2,098,300.83 -
2,028,357.47 -
1,958,414.11 -
1,888,470.75 -
1,818,527.38 -
1,748,584.02 -
1,398,867.22 -
1,049,150.41 -

699,433.61 -
349,716.80 -

Total 
Allowance 

1,228,713.17 -
1,053,182.72 -

877,652.27 -
702,121.81 -
526,591.36 -
351,060.91 -
245,742.63 -
175,530.45 -

Total 
Allowance 

56,197.70 
48,169.45 -
40,141.21 -
32,112.97 -
24,084.73 -
16,056.48 -

Current 
Commissions/ Revenue 

Shrink Effect 

1,901,746.82 = (546,270.81) 
1,901,746.82 = (196,554.01) 
1,901,746.82 = (126,610.64) 
1,901,746.82 = (56,667.28) 
1,901,746.82 = 13,276.08 
1,901,746.82 = 83,219.44 
1,901,746.82 = 153,162.80 
1,901,746.82 = 502,879.60 
1,901,746.82 = 852,596.41 
1,901,746.82 = 1,202,313.21 
1,901,746.82 = 1,552,030.02 

Current 
Average Revenue 

Commissions Effect 

235,385.92 = (993,327.25) 
235,385.92 = (817,796.80) 
235,385.92 = (642,266.35) 
235,385.92 = (466,735.89) 
235,385.92 = (291,205.44) 
235,385.92 = (115,674.99) 
235,385.92 = (10,356.71) 
235,385.92 = 59,855.47 

Current 
Average Revenue 

Commissions Effect 

16,763.84 = (39,433.86) 
16,763.84 = (31,405.61) 
16,763.84 = (23,377.37) 
16,763.84 = (15,349.13) 
16,763.84 = (7,320.89) 
16,763.84 = 707.36 



Special Fuels 
2% Special Fuel Excise Tax 

Gallons Sold - 2% Excise Tax 
By Type 

Fiscal Total Excise 
Year Heating Agricultural Industrial Railroad Gallons 

1996 117,654,128 120,683,986 37,905,828 69,210,464 345,454,406 
1997 117,189,928 128,897,056 35,287,393 64,580,910 345,955,287 
1998 95,847,855 114,474,441 44,559,335 79,751,897 334,633,528 

Total 330,691,911 364,055,483 117,752,556 213,543,271 1,026,043,221 

2% Tax Revenue 
Gallons Sold X Average Price Per Gallon 

Fiscal Total 
Year Heating Agricultural Industrial Railroad Excise Tax 

1996 1,129,009.01 2,046,800.40 652,814.17 870,113.95 4,698,737.54 
1997 2,228,952.43 2,070,086.72 531,710.44 889,666.62 5,720,416.20 
1998 1,708,775.56 1,594,400.01 539,257.07 895,773.31 4,738,205.95 

Total 5,066,737.00 5,711,287.14 1,723,781 .68 2,655,553.88 15,1 57,359.69 

Average Price Per Gallon Paid (Without Tax) 

Fiscal 
Year Heating Agricultural Industrial Railroad Average 

1996 0.4798 0.8480 0.8611 0.6286 0.6801 
1997 0.9510 0.8030 0.7534 0.6888 0.8268 
1998 0.8914 0.6964 0.6051 0.5616 0.7080 

Average 0.7661 0.7844 0.7320 0.6218 0.7386 



MFFYPER2 

MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL 
TAX COLLECTED 
FISCAL YEAR COMPARISON SUMMARY WITH PERCENT INCREASE OR -DECREASE OVER PRIOR FISCAL YEAR 
NOTE: Data does not include license fees, aviation fuel taxes, ins ection fees. and petroleum cleanu fund tariffs, or cash bonds .. ________ _ [ I MOTOR VEHICLE F~UE=L~~----

MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL PERCENT MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL PERCENT TAX PERCENT TOTAL PERCENT 
FISCAL TAX INCREASE TAX INCREASE GASOLINE/GASOHOL INCREASE MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL INCREASE 
YEAR GASOLINE _ _ -DECREASE __ GASOHOL _ -DECREASE _ A_G_R_I_. P_E_R_M_I_T_H_O_L_D_E_R_S_~_-_D_EC_ R_ E_A_S_E~~--T_AX_ C_O_L_L_E_C_T_E_D __ ~ ·D_E_C_R_EA_ S_E~ 

July 1980 - June 1981 
------ -- ---·--·- -- - - -- ----- - -- ---

27,829,108.14 No Stats 505,784.23 
July 1981 -- June 1982 

--
29,236,348.09 --- 5.06% - -- --

~§_Q,I?§_.Q1 
~ 1982 -- June 1983 

- ---
29,883,175.13 ---2.21% ---- -- - - ----

rn~.?g.~4 -- --
--46.85% 

---- ------ -
July 1983 -- June 1984 43,884,605.59 368,242.QQ 
July 1984 -- June 1985 44,083,890.35 ---0.45% -

588,245.13 
July 1985 -- June 1986 38,016,899.15 -13.76% 2,884,495.57 
July_ 1986 -- June 1987 37,244,146.20 -2.03% 3,995,247.25 
i_.!!!IY.! 987 -- June 1988 51 ,066,997.11 37.11% 5,128,159.17 
July !988 =-June 1989 50,299,048.34 -1.50% 5,393,764.26 
July 1989 -- June 1990 51,408,040.98 2.20% 5,792 ,983.59 ----
~ 1990 -- June 1991 49,828,376.92 -3.07% 7,028,484.38 
~y_ 1991 -- June 1992 47,487,264.1 3 -4 ."70% 9,352 ,922.18 
~Y. 1992 -- June 1993 _ 48,853,293.10 2.88% 

-·· 
9,031,514.65 

50,654,636.46 
------ -------

~ 1993 -- June J 994 3.69% - 9,613.~52.7? 
July 1994 -- ~ne 1995 51 ,610,794.37 - 1.89% 10,496,392.61 ------ - -
July 1995 -- June 1996 54,810,085.85 6.20% 11,220,439.51 
~ 1996 -- June 1997 60,449,880.82 10.29% 10,391 ,442.55 
~y 1997 =---'_IJ_~ 1_!l_~ -- -- 62,865,933.07 4.00% 9,553,106.19 

MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL 
PENAL TY AND INTEREST COLLECTED 

PERCENT [ -- ---

FISCAL 
YEAR 

- -- -- ----J ------- I 
MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL INCREASE MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL 

PENAL TIES -DECREASE INTEREST --- --- - ---- - -

- . --- - --- --~--- No siats 
- -- ---- -

_July 1980 -- June 1981 -------- No Stats ---
~ 1981 -- Jun~J ~? No Siiiis - No Stats -
~ 1982 -- June 1983 No Stats ---No Stats 

-

--------- ------ - ·-·-
No Stats 
No Siais 

-- No Stats 
July_ 1983 -- June 1984 No Stats No Stats No Stats -----
July 1984 -- June 1985 No Stats No Stats - -
~uly 19~~ -- Jun~ 1 ~~~ No siats - No Stals 

No Stats 
- --- ---- --· -

July_ 1986 -- June 1987 No Stats 

No Stats ---· No Stats 
No Stats 

~ 987 -- June 1988 No Stats No Stats - No Stats 
~y 1988 -- June 1989 No Slats No Stats -
July 1989 -- June_ 1990 No Stats ---Nosiais 

~y !990 -- June 1991 No Stats ---No Stats -

-

No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 

~l!!Y..! 991 - June 1992 No Stats No Stats - No Stats 
Ju!Y_ 1992 -- June 1993 No Stats No Stats 
JuJy_ 1993 -- June 1994 No Stats No Stats 

-- NoSiats --------- --
July 1994 - June 1995 No Stats --

No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 

July 1995 -- June 1996 19,217.51 No Stats 14,730.36 
..!ulY. 1996 -- June 1997 _ 31,376.?J 63.27% ------- - 17,229.35 

--NoSiais 
-----··- ------------ --

20,947.40 
-30.66% 

---
168,470.34 

--- -44.91% - --·--
168,704.28 ----

90.59% 
----- - ---

- 204,360.44 
--59.74% 

--
191,025.69 

390.36% 178,275.70 
38.51% 178,765.35 
28.36% 158,745.25 

5.18% 128,903.60 
7.40% 218,913.47 

21 .33% 260,024.85 
33.07% 440,573.58 
-3:44% 397,964.20 
6.44% 380,567.01 

---9.18°/4 345,261 .37 - ----------
6.90% 319,510.43 

-7.39% 219,684.42 
-8.07% 0.00 ------

-----
No Stats 

--704.25% 
---0 .14% --
-- --21.14% --

--
-6.53% 
-6.67% 
0.27% 

-11 .20% 
-18.80% 
69.83% 
18.78% 
69.44% 
-9.67% 
-4.37% 
-9.28% --
-7 .46% 

-31.24% 
-100.00% 

28,355,839.TT- No Stats 
29,755,543.44 4.94% 
30,245 ,091 :ss ~-

1.65% 
44,457,208.03 46.99% 
44,863:161 .17 0.91% 
41,079,670.42 -8.43% 
41 ,418,158.80 0.82% 
56,353,901.53 36.06% 
55,821 ,716.20 -0.94% 
57,419,938.04 2.86% 
57,116,886.15 -0.53% 
57,280,759 .89 0.29% 

1.75% 58,282,771 .95 
>---4.06% 60,648,756.19 

62,452 ,448.35 
66,350,035.79 
71,061 ,007.79 

__ ..1.?,_419,039.26 

TAX PLUS 
PEN. & INT. 

2.97% 
6.24% 
7.10% 
1.91% 

------ 1 · -- --- I ---1 ---TJTAL :~:] ____ _ 
PERCENT TOTAL PERCENT MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL PERCENT 
INCREASE MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL INCREASE TAX PLUS INCREASE 

-DECREASE _ PEN~L TY & INTEl!l;~_'L -DECREAS£ . __ PENAL TY & INTE~EST__ :_DECRE~SE 

--- -- -- -· - . -- - ---- - ----- - --- - ---
No Stats 8,985.18 No Stats 28,364,824.95 No Stats --------- -
No Stats 13,988.12 

--
--55.68% 29,769,531.56 

-- -· - ----
4.95% 

No Stats 13,031 .06 -6.84% 30,258,122.61 ~ --1.64% 

No Stats 22,084.92 69.48% 44,479,292.95 47.00% -
No Stats 52,994.53 139.96% 44,916,155.70 0.98% 

--- Nosiais --
49,323.92 -6.93% 

---
41,128,994.34 

f-- ·-=s.4W. 
---

No Stats 51,482.85 4.38% 41,469,641 .65 0.83% 
~ Nosiais 42,109.03 -18.21% 56,396,010.56 35.99% 

No Stats 28,946.76 -31 .26% 55,850,662.96 -0.97% 
No Stats 50,510.08 74.49% 57,470,448.12 2.90% 

--Nosiais 25,541.35 -49.43% 57,142,427.50 -0.57% 
No Stats 70,264.24 175.10% 57,351 ,024.13 0.37% 
No Stats 115,970.74 65 .05% 58,398,742.69 1.83% 
No Stats 53,656.10 -53.73% 60,702.412.29 3.94% 
No Stats 52,351 .71 -2.43% 62,504,800.06 2.97% 
No Stats 33,947.87 -35.15% 66,383,983.66 6.21% 
16.96% 

-· 
48,605.62 43.18% 71 ,109,613.41 ~- 7.12% 



MFFYPER3 

MOTOR VE E FUEL 
NONTAXABLE GALLONS • SALES 
FISCAL YEAR COMPARISON SUMMARY WITH PERCENT INCREASE OR -DECREASE OVER PRIOR FISCAL YEAR 

GALLONS 
FISCAL MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL 
YEAR SOLD FOR RESALE 

July 1980 - June 1981 No Stats 
Ju y 1981 - June 1982 No Stats 
Juy 1982 -June 1983 No Stats 
Juy 1983-June 1984 No Stats 
Juv 1984 -June 1985 No Stats 
Juy 1985-June 1986 No Stats 
Ju v 1986 - June 1987 No Stats 
July 1987 - June 1988 No Stats 
Julv 1988 - June 1989 No Slats 
Julv 1989 - June 1990 No Stats 
July 1990- June 1991 No Stats 
July 1991 - June 1992 No Stats 
July 1992 - June 1993 No Stats 
July 1993 - June 1994 No Slats 
July 1994 - June 1995 No Slats 
July 1995 - June 1996 No Stats 
July 1996 - June 1997 No Stats 
July 1997 - June 1998 No Stats 

MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL 
TAXABLE GALLONS -SALES 

PERCENT GALLONS 
INCREASE MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL 

-DECREASE EXPORTED 

No Stats 44,996,615 
No Stats 64,470,953 
No Stats 58,244,687 
No Stats 77,931 ,214 
No Stats 68,675,018 
No Slats 99,590,086 
No Slats 119,224,260 
No Stats 106,019,864 
No Slats 103,436,397 
No Stats 88,929,374 
No Slats 91,077,869 
No Stats 105,983,232 
No Stats 116,700,412 
No Stats 113,223,269 
No Stats 107,929,757 
No Slats 110,845,840 
No Slats 108,082,326 
No Stats 139,780,355 

I PERCENT I GALLONS 
INCREASE MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL 

-DECREASE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

No Stats 3,000,016 
43.28% 3,349,547 
-9.66% 3,235,694 
33.80% 3,512,253 

-11 .88% 3,124,449 
45.02% 3,204,558 
19.71% 3,086,174 

-11 .08% 2,707,842 
-2.44% 2,615,161 

-14.03% 2,661 ,597 
2.42% 2,360,998 

16.37% 2,276,288 
10.11% 2,400,553 
-2.98% 2,390,567 
-4.68% 2,132,105 
2.70% 2,213,640 

-2.49% 2,048,550 
29.33% 1,593,051 

I 
GALLONS PERCENT GALLONS PERCENT _ I _ M_O_T_o:e~~~~~ ;UE_L __ 

FISCAL MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL INCREASE MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL INCREASE AGRI. PERMIT HOLDERS 

~-~Y~EA~ R __ _i __ ~ G~A=S=O=Ll~N=E--~-·=D=EC= R~EA~ S=E~~--=G=A=SO= H~O= L~--~-D=-E=-C=R=EA= SfL GASOLINE/GASOHOL 

PERCENT GALLONS PERCENT 
INCREASE MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL INCREASE 

-DECREASE NONTAXABALE SHRINK. -DECREASE 

No Stats 2,149,664 No Slats 
._!1'§5% 2,370,718 10.28% 

-3.40% 2,245,588 -5.28% 
8.55% 2,115,013 -5.81% 

-1 1.04% 2,099,039 -0.76% 
2.56% 2,116,340 0.82% 

-3.69% 2,072,391 -2.08% 
-12.26% 1,830,517 -11 .67% 
-3.42% 1,862,510 1.75% 
1.78% 1,797,608 -3.48% 

-11 .29% 1,518,716 -15.51% 
-3.59% 1,563,540 2.95% 
5.46% 1,502,609 -3.90% 

-0.42% 1,554,589 3.46% 
-10.81% 1,552,230 -0.15% 

3.82% 1,604,437 3.36% 
-7.46% 1,722,359 7.35% 

-22.24% 1,702,297 -1 .16% 

TOTAL 
MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL 

NONTAXABLE GALLONS 

50,146,295 
70,191 ,219 
63,725,969 
83,558,480 
73,898,506 

104,910,984 
124,382,825 
110,558,223 
107,914,068 
93,388,579 
94,957,583 

109,823,060 
120,603,574 
117,168,425 
111 ,614,092 
114,663,917 
111 ,853,235 
143,075,703 

TAXABLE PLUS 
NONTAXABLE • 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
39.97% 
-9.21% 
31.12% 

-11.56% 
41 .97% 
18.56% 

-11 .11% 
-2.39% 

-13.46% 
1.68% 

15.65% 
9.82% 

-2.85% 
-4.74% 
2.73% 

-2.45% 
27.91°A. 

PE~~~; I TOTAL PERCENT G!~~~~s PERCENT 
INCREASE MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL INCREASE MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL INCREASE 

-DECREASE ·. ---~G"'-A=L=L=O~N=Sc.-_ _ __,__·D= E=-C=Rc.cEA= S=E~ ,~ _TccAXA= -"B=L=E=-&= N=O~N'-'T=AXA= =B=L=E_,_-=D-=E=C'-'R=EA= SE=---> 

July 1980 - June 1981 358,588,029 No Slats 12,902,250. No Stats 16,004,368 ---Na- s, als 387,554,647 No Stats 437,700,942 No Stats 
~ 1981 - _June 1982 372,929,439 400% 8,946,823 -30.66% 15,140,980 

1982 - June 1983 -- --- -- 380,904,607 2.14% 4,919,733 -45.01% 14,?@.!l~ 
Ju_!)'_ 19e3.::·Junei984 - ·-- 360,638,497 ~-----5.32% 4,743,557 - ~ .58% ---· 13,460,122 
July 1984 - June 1985 345,276,999 -4.26% 8,01 5,536 68.98% 12,518,813 
JulyJ 985 - June 1986 ----- 297,706,306 -13.78% 55,418,485 

- ------
10,195,254 591 .39% 

Julv 1986 - June 1987 290,357,041 -2.47% 79,311 ,890 ---43.11% 12,274,318 
Jul): 1987 - June 1988 314,305,105 41 ,312,096 

----
8.25% -47.91% 10,814,986 

July 1988 - June 1989 304,105,041 -3.25% 42,132,864 1.99% 8,768,782 
~_)989_- June 1990 304,769,235 0.22% 35,693,382 -15.28% 8,844,002 
JulY 1990-June 1991 295,215,229 -3.13% 41 ,928,358 17.47% 8,815,600 
July 1991 - June 1992 285,764,046 -3.20% 56,011 ,327 33.59% 7,740,iI!!. 
JulY 1992 - June 1993 292,960,341 2.52% 54,258,110 -3.13% 7,752,099 
July 1993 - June 1994 299,429,026 2.21% 55,787 ,170 2.82% 7,411 ,166 
July 1994 - June 1995 292,598,601 -2.28% 59,699,822 ----7:oi% 6,749,244 
Julv 1995 - June 1996 297,884,825 1.81% 60,795,402 1.84% 6,181 ,271, 
July 1996 - June 1997 308,901,843 3.70% 53,084,191 -12.68% 4,158,187 
July 1997 - June 1998 316,897,464 2.59% 48,731 ,524 -8.20% (135,317 

-5.7 

----·-§.J: 
-5.2 

5% 
9% 
4% 
9% ~ ---- -6.9 

---18.-
--20.3 

-11 .8 

56% 
9% 
9% 
2% -18.9 

o· 86% 
- 2% -0.3 

-12.2 --o1 
t----~ .4 

0% 
5% 
0% 
3% 
2% 

~ -:S.9 
~ ......:!!.4 

-32.7 
-103.2 

3% 
5% 

397,017 ,242 2.44% 
400,028,168 0.76% 
378,842,176 -5.30% 
365,811 ,348 -3.44% 
363,320,045 -0.68% 
381 ,943,249 5.13% 
366,432,187 -4.06% 
355,006,687 -3.12% 
349,306,619 -1.61% 
345,959,187 -0.96% 

' 349,515,851 1.03% 
354,970,550 1.56% 
362,627 ,362 2.16% 
359,047,667 -----0.99% 
364,861 ,501 1.62% 
366,144,221 0.35% 
365,493,671 -0.18% 

467,208,461 ---S:74% 
463,754, 137 -0.74% 
462,400,656 -0.29% 
439,709,854 -4.91% 
468,231 ,029 6.49% 
506,326,074 8.14% 
476,990,410 -5.79% 
462,920,7~ _ -2.95% 
442,695, 198 -4.37% 
440,916,770 -0.40% 
459,338,911 - -~~ 
475,574,124 3.53% 

- 479,795,7~ ---- _Q.89',l, 
470,661 ,759 -1 .90% 
479,525,418 ··1.ee% 
477,997,456 - -0.32% 
508,569,374 6.40% 



MFFYPER4 

MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL (GASOLINE/GASOHOL) 
TAX REFUNDS TO CONSUMERS 
FISCAL YEAR COMPARISON SUMMARY WITH PERCENT OF INCREASE OR -DECREASE OVER PRIOR FISCAL YEAR 

AGRICULTURAL 
TAX GALLONS 

NUMBER PERCENT REFUNDED PERCENT REFUNDABLE PERCENT 
FISCAL REFUNDS INCREASE PER REFUNDS INCREASE PER REFUNDS INCREASE 
YEAR ISSUED -DECREASE AGRICULTURAL -DECREASE AGRICULTURAL -DECREASE 

1Yii-i980 - June 1981 
-·-~- ---

22 898 No Stats __ 3,377111.68 No_~tats __ 4,1,870,284 No Stats 
Julv 1981 -- June 1982 22 268 -2.75% 3 019 393.00 -10.59% 40 370,458 -5.83% 
Julv 1982 - June 1983 20 224 -9.18% 2 568 480.13 -14.93% 36 778 443 -8.90% 
Julv 1983 -- June 1984 19442 -3.87% 2 876 631 .85 12.00% 33 781 124 -8.15% 
Julv 1984 - June 1985 18 681 -3.91% 3 376 900.94 17.39% 31 504 309 -6.74% 
Julv 1985 - June 1986 18 153 -2.83% 3 397 594.86 0.61% 30,368,152 -3.61% 
Julv 1986 - June 1987 16 584 -8.64% 3 187 434.52 -6.19% 28 296 284 -6.82% 
Julv 1987 - June 1988 16 944 2.17% 3 504 497.86 9.95% 27 563 673 -2.59% 
July 1988 - June 1989 15 789 -6.82% 3 340 648.49 -4.68% 22 891 505 -16.95% 
i,!.\!!Y_.1981!=- June 1990 14 812 -6.19% __ 3,101 ,066.70 -7.17% 21 300 527 -6.95% 
July_ 1990 -- June 1991 14 375 -2.95% 2,948 013.07 __ -1.94% --i1m.Q.ll.?_ -1 .27% 
J.\!!y_ 1991 -- June 1992 14 314 -0.42% 2,531,230.Q§ ~ H-.H04 __ 2Q,§~M87 -2.20% 
1l1lY_ 1992 - June 1993 13 148 -8.15% 2,305,951 .88 -8.90% __ J~,l?3, 780 -3.96% 
Julv 1993 - June 1994 12 348 -6.08% -----1,257 888.14 -2.08% 19 173 036 -2.94% 
Julv 1994 -- June 1995 11 843 -4.09% 2 255 638.69 -0.10% 18 645 316 -2.75% 
Julv 1995 - June 1996 11 071 -6.52% 2118939.05 -6.06% 17 311 455 -7.15% 
Julv 1996 - June 1997 10 417 -5.91% 2 185 343.31 3.13% 15 242 213 -11 .95% 
Julv 1997 -- June 1998 11 759 12.88% 2 390 792.22 9.40% 19 098 855 25.30% 

uu ... _ ... I 

NUMBER PERCENT TAX PERCENT GALLONS PERCENT 
FISCAL REFUNDS INCREASE REFUNDED INCREASE REFUNDABLE INCREASE 
YEAR ISSUED -DECREASE GOVERNMENT -DECREASE GOVERNMENT -DECREASE 

,My _1 980 -- June 1981 99 No Stats 88 840.93 No Stats 1121 615 No Stats 
1li]y__1 981 -- J(!ne 1982 114 15.15% 103 304.65 16.28% ___ 1,293,402 15.32% 
Julv 1982 -- June 1983 101 -11 .40% 83 385.42 -19.28% 1 042 500 -19.40% 
_,My_ 1983 -- June 1984 113 11 .88% 138 147.51 65.67% 1386283 32.98% 
,My 1984 -- June 1985 110 -2.65% 134 722.06 -2.48% 1 079 485 -22.13% 
Julv 1985 -- June 1986 104 -5.45% 128 125.60 -4.90% 985 842 -8.67% 
Julv 1986 - June 1987 121 16.35% 143 099.58 11.69% 1 100 954 11 .68% 
Julv 1987 -- June 1988 101 -16.53% 127 685.11 -10.77% 890170 -19.15% 
Julv 1988 -- June 1989 94 -6.93% 121 318.90 -4.99% 773 508 -13.11% 
Julv 1989 -- June 1990 101 7.45% 125 516.74 3.46% 784 833 1.46% 
Julv, 1990- June 1991 66 -34.65% 73 322.60 -41 .58% 463 727 -40.91% 
Julv 1991 -- June 1992 62 -6.06% 80 366.30 9.61% 502 400 8.34% 
Julv 1992 - June 1993 68 9.68% 84 942.52 5.69% 530 583 5.61% 
July_J 993 - June 1994 61 -10.29% 80 095.56 -5,11% 498 639 -6.02% 
Julv 1994 -- June 1995 64 4.92% 74602.12 -6.86% 441 096 -11 .54% 
Julv 1995 - June 1996 62 -3.13% 78 240.12 4.88% 460 236 4.34% 
Julv 1996 - June 1997 62 0.00% 85 181 .47 8.87% 453 155 -1 .54% 
July 1997 -- June 1998 141 127.42% 103,856.47 21 .92% 546,613 20.62% 

INDUSTRIAL 

NUMBER PERCENT TAX PERCENT GALLONS PERCENT 
REFUNDS INCREASE REFUNDED INCREASE REFUNDABLE INCREASE 

ISSUED -DECREASE INDUSTRIAL -DECREASE INDUSTRIAL -DECREASE 

----------
No Stais ___ 33§ - - No Stats __ _j_.1£1§!!_. 10 No Stats 1 546112 

292 -12.84% 101 195.50 -17.17% 1 330 876 -13.92% 
265 -9.25% 81 330.95 -19.63% 1 155 174 -13.20% 
265 0.00% 129 965.07 59.80% 1 509 706 30.69% 
278 4.91% 122 976.48 -5.38% 1 134 106 -24.88% 
283 1.80% 136 709.83 11 .17% 1 189 761 4.91% 
236 -16.61% 118 673.08 -13.19% 1033653 -13.12% 
216 -8.47% 119 141 .60 0.39% 918 475 -11 .14% 
202 -6.48% 165 246.04 38.70% 1 107 502 20.58% 

___ 2.1Q 3.96% 159 877.96 -3.25% 1 036 951 -6.37% 
207 -1.43% 235 538.79 47.32% 1 540 568 48.57% --
186 -10.14% 186,295.63 -20.91% 1 201 910 -21 .98% 
204 9.68% 153,330.40 -17.70% 989 230 -17.70% 
155 -24.02% 136 190.19 -11 .18% 869 546 -12.10% 
178 14.84% __ 147, 191 .02 8.08% 901 439 3.67% 
150 -15.73% 82 241 .45 -44.13% 498 435 -44.71% 
154 2.67% 85 159.74 3.55% 476 622 -4.38% 
198 28.57% 100 596.33 18.13% 543 764 14.09% 

TOTALS 
ALL CATEGORIES 
____ , 

- -
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 

NUMBER PERCENT TAX PERCENT GALLONS PERCENT 
REFUNDS INCREASE REFUNDED ALL INCREASE REFUNDED ALL INCREASE 

ISSUED -DECREASE CATEGORIES -DECREASE CATEGORIES -DECREASE 

--
_ 23,~~ No Stats 3,588,120.71 No Stats 43 991 899 No Stats 

22 674 -2.82% __ 3,223 893.15 -10.15% 41 663,860 -5.29% 
__ 2Q,590 -9.19% 2 733 196.50 -15.22% 37 820 943 ~~Q 
--1l!,820 -3.74% 3 144 744.43 15.06% 35 167 408 -7.02% 
~.069 -3.79% 3 634 599.48 15.58% 32 583 794 -7.35% 

18,540 -2.77% 3 662 430.29 0.77% 31 353 994 -3.77% 
16 941 -8.62% 3 449 207.18 -5.82% 29 397 238 -6.24% 
17 261 1.89% 3 751 324.57 8.76% 28 453 843 -3.21% 
16 085 -6.81% __l,627 213.43 -3.31% 23 665 013 -16.83% 
15 123 -5.98% 3 386 461 .40 -6.64% 22 085 360 -6.68% 
14 648 -3.14% 3 256 874.46 -3.83% 21494499 -2.68% 
14 562 -0.59% 2 797 891 .98 -14.09% 21 070 887 -1 .97% 
13 420 -7.84% 2 544 224.80 -9.07% 20 284 363 -3.73% 
12,564 -6.38% 2 474 173.89 -2.75% 19 671 675 -3.02% 
12 085 -3.81% 2 477 431 .83 0.13% 19 086412 -2.98% 
11 283 -6.64% 2 279 420.62 -7.99% 17 771 691 -6.89% 
10 633 -5.76% 2 355 684.52 3.35% 15 695 368 -11 .68% 
12,098 13.78% 2,595,245.02 10.17% 19,645,468 25.17% 



SFFYPER1 

SPECIAL F S 
TAXES COLLECTED 
FISCAL YEAR COMPARISON SUMMARY WITH PERCENT INCREASE OR -DECREASE OVER PRIOR FISCAL YEAR 

TAX PLUS 
PEN. & INT. 

NOTE: Data does not include license fees, aviation fuel taxes, ins~oection fees, oetroleum cleanuo fund tariffs, or cash 

I 

PER GALLON PER GALLON 
TAX PER GALLON PER GALLON TAX PERCENT 

FISCAL SPECIAL FUELS TAX TAX SPECIAL FUELS INCREASE 
YEAR (EXCEPT LP) LP IMPORTERS TOTAL -DECREASE ------

~~@_- June 1981 7,711 ,117_~ In SF Data 
-- lnSF Data Ju~ 81 - June 1982 __ 8,733,473.71 

In SF Data ----- -
In SF Data 

__ 7,~!!, 
8,733, 

117.16 ---NoStats 
473.71 -- 13.26°/4 
558.31 -- - :3.25'/4 i,!;Jl}'_!!l_~~ = June 1983 8,449,558.31 ---- in SF Data ----

July 1983 - June 1984 12,028,539.13 In SF Data 
July 1984 •• June 1985 12,568,502.10 In SF Data 
July 1985 -June 1986 11 ,203,003.83 437,017.35 
July 1986 - June 1987 __ i},876,299.15 360,114.12 
July 1987 - June 1988 14,981 ,462.94 452,768.66 
~ :- June 1989 16,393,081 .06 481 ,152.31 
~',!IY 1989 - June 1990 ,___ 17,025,~54 38 413,450.17 
d!!ly_-1 990 - June 1991 18,163,848.96 403,592.12 
July 1991 - June 1992 19,548,158.25 --~'~! -93 
July 1992 - June 1993 20,621 ,562.97 504,092.04 
Julv 1993 - June 1994 23,159,143.16 401 ,874.08 
~! 994 - June 1995 ~ - 25,682,674.41 356,253.18 
_,!uly 1995 - June 1996 28,531 ,331 .50 376,938.59 
July 1996 - June 1997 31 ,710,432.55 339,816.40 

306,338.19 

In sFbata 
lrl SF Data 
In SF Data 

1,363,113.~ 
1,085,533 §~ 
1,285,058.49 
1,207,447.12 

--1-,010,00890 
f-----299,714 81 

153,058.11 
___ 1~ .775~ 

159,071.46 
122,991 .61 

17,885.95 
6,920.23 

0.00 

--8- ,449, 

~ .028, 
12,§§~. 

~.QQ~. 
_ _1 3,32 ! , 

_ __!~ I!~, 
__!I!,~!, 
~ ,449, 

18,867, 
20,086, 

__ 2_1,27! , 
23,720, 
26,161 , 

~926, 

----- -- - - ---
539.13 42.36% 
502.10 - ----- 4.49°~ 
134.71 3.46% 
946.96 - - 2 45°/o 
290.09 25 50% 
680 49 ---8.15% 
113.45 --2.03% 
155.89 2.27% 
468.29 - --6.46% 
430.64 5.90% 
088.70 - 11 .51% 
919.20 10.29% 
156.04 10.57% 

32,057, 169.18 10.82% 
33,994, 257.15 6.04% --------JuJyJ997 - June 1998 _ 33,687.9_1.!lJl§__~ 

NOTE: "Importers" means motor earners taxed on fuel purchased ,n another Junsd1ct1on and used ,n ND. 

SPECIAL FUELS 
PENAL TY AND INTEREST COLLECTED 

Jul)' 1980-June 1981 _____ No Stats - No Stats In SF Data 5,780.53 
July_ 1981 •• June 198_2 _____ No Stats _ _ No Stats _______ In SF Data ___ 10,302.55 
Ju))' 1982 - June 1983 ___ No Stats ___ No Stats In SF Data _ 10,596.54 
Ju!l_ 1983 - June 1984 __ _ _ No Stats , _ No Stats ___ In SF Data ______ 16, 156.18 
~ 1984-June 1985 _ _ No Stats ___ No Stats ____ In SF Data ____ 21 ,67309 
July_ 1985-June 1986 _ No Stats No Stats 5,418.48 33,626.28 
July_1~6-June1987 NoStais No~tats - ~._?_?Q,~9_ ___ 2Cl,~~~ 
July1987-June1988 _____ NoStats No Stats ___ 4,817.69 ___ 38,371 .55 
.l_ul)'19~8 :: J_un~ 19~ ----~fo §t~ts --~§~~ ---- ___ i,4§899 30,91?08 
~ y1989-June1990 ____ NoStats ____ NoStats ___ 4,908.58 ____ 27,411 .91 
Jl,!iY.1990 - June 1991 No Stats No Stats 2,841 .00 17,216.81 
Ju!l_ 1991 - June 1992 __ _ No Stats ______ No Stats 2,017.20 ___ 46,610.19 
,!;Jly_ !9_92 -- June 1993 No Stats No Stats 1,§.§9_.~ ___ ~.57§ ~ 
July ! 993 _:: .l_~ 1994 No Stats No Stats 1,962 !lQ 41 ,756 §!l 
Jul)I J994 = Jun~ 1995 No St~ ____ __!:lo Stats 1,§Q9_2§_ ___ 8~,!i~~! 
,!;JI)'~!!? ::_June 1996 22,86~.§_~ 24,040.22 ___ 6~~ 47,§!l§ 1<1 
July_1!l!l6_ - June 1997 __ 19,276.~1_ >----- ---~ 0551 .59 467.59 j Q,295 52 
Jul 1997 •· June 1998 __ __ 13,406.12 ~- _ 53,033.13 _____ 10.00 ____ 66,449.25 

2%EXCISE E 
TAX 2% EXCISE 

SPECIAL FUELS TAX 
_ jEXCEPT LP) _ LP ___ _ 

TOTAL 
2% EXCISE TAX 

__!!'_Eg lAL FUEL 

TOTAL 
PER GALLON 
PLUS 2'/4 TAX 

SPECIAL FUELS 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

--6,390,079~20 -- - [ri SF Data -- 6,390,079.20 14,101 ,196.36 No Slats 
7,638,319.19 - In SF Data 7,638,319.19 16,371 ,792.90 16.10% 
6,324,924.49 In SF Data 6,324,924.49 14,774,482.80 __ -~ 7~t 
6,084,200 75 ~ - In SF Data 6,084,200.75 18, 112.739.88 1 ____ 22.59% 
5,751 ,403.34 In SF Data 5,751 ,403.34 18,319,905.44 ____ 1.14'/4 
3,955,150.68 1,183,755.44 5,138,906.12 18,142,040.83 -0.97% 

__ 2.764,521_94 ___ 857.521 _37 I- 3.622.043.31 - 1 6.943,soo.21 ----=s_sO¾ 
___ 3,168,800 26_ --- 783,276.25 -- 3,952,076.51 ~1,36660 22.00% 
___ 2,596,256.64 1-- - 725,152.49 -- 3,321,409.13 - 2 { 403,08962 ----~ 54% 
_ 3,188,378.37 >--- 818,513.86 -- 4,006,892.23 22,456,005.68 4.92% 
-- 3,635,569.40 ----957,924.29 4,593,493.69 --23,460,649 58 --- --4.47% 
--2,968,076.08 --- 795,177.59 -- 3,763,253.67 - --~23~·~84~9.721 96 1.66% 
__ 3,340,189 !!2_~ 1,066,516.49 -- 4,406,706.31 25,678,136.95 --- 7.67% 
_ 3, 158,01 5.08_>--- ~ 80,297 23 -- 4,238,312.31 - 27,958,401 01 ------8.88% 

3,064,387.20 975,160.83 4,039,548.03 30,201,467.23 ---~8.02% 
--3,542,990.69 1,155,864.25 4,698,854.94 --33.625:oio.98 11 .34% 

4,159,781 .66 1,560,844.§r_ 5,720,626.33 37,777,795.51 12.35% 
__ 1_,6§1001058 1,077,143.19 4J ~!!, 153.77 _ 38,732,41Q92 -- _l_53'/4 

• TOTAL 
TAXES PLUS 
PENALTY& 
INTEREST 

PERCENO 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

14,106,976.89 No-Stats 
---16,382,095 45 16.13% 

14,785,079.34 :9.75o}." 
-- 18.128,896.06 22.62% 

18,341 ,578.53 1.17%-
18,177,209.45 -0.90% 

- 16,965,225.13 :S.67% 
- 2Q,711,198.33 2208% 

21 ,434,784.79 ~A9% 
- 22,485)17.95 4.90% 

23,478,993.38 4.42% 
23,897,798.93 - 178% 
25.744,063.63 '7:73% 

- 28,005,056.23 8.78% 
~.300,965.00 8 .20% 
-- 33,675,463.37 --- 11 .14% 

37,820,653.31 12.31% 
~ 809,603 ~ _ ~-- - 2.61% 

1--- _____ [ _____ I PENALTY PLUS I --- 1--- --- I TOTAL -- i 
PENAL TY INTEREST INTEREST TOTAL TOTAL PENAL TY PLUS 

SPECIAL FUELS SPECIAL FUELS SPE- CIAL FUELS P_ ENAL TY_ INTERE_ ST INTEREST 
__ _...!,!'_ _ _ _ _ ___ LP ________ L~---- ~PE9_AL FUl;_LS SPECIAL F_!JELS SPECIAL FU~ S_ 

PERCENT I 
INCREASE 

-Q_ECREAS~ _ _ 

No Stats - - No Stats - in SF Data - - No Stats - ---- No Stats 

No siats No Stais In SF Data - Na Stats --- - No Stats 
-- - No Stats - No siats in SFData No Stats No stais 
. -- - No Stats -- --- - No Stats fr, Si= Data 

No Stats No Stats In SF Data 
--- No Stats --- No Stats 

No Stats No Slats 
No Stats No Stats - 'f:542.34 - No Stats No Stats 

- - - No siais -- -No siats - a s<i:36 No Stais -- - No siats 
-- -- No Stats - No Stats ·1 ,460.18 No Stats No Stats 

No Stats No Stats - 7 80.09 No Stats No siais 
No Stats No Stats 2,300.36 No Stats No Stats 
r-lo §!~~ No Stais _j,~~-~9 No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 1,466.78 No Stats No Stats 
No Slats No Stats 11 ,351 .54 No Stats No Slats 
No Stats No Stats 4,898.63 No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 11 ,349.46 No Stats No Stats 
1,581 .50 1,967.12 3,548.62 24,445.05 26,007.34 

----T 9i934 642.§4 - - 2,562.2a - 21,663.27 21,194.53 
2,13~ 1_?__ --- _8,610052 _ 10,743.§9_ 15,54_9.2_9 -- -~1,_§43 65 

5,780.53 
__ 1Q,302.~ _ 

10,596.54 
16,156.18 
21 ,673 09 

-- 35, 168.62 
21,234 86 

- --39,83173 
31 ,695.17 
29,712.27 

--- - 18,343.80 
- - 48,0?G:97 
--·ss."§2s 68 
- 4 6,65522 ---

___ 99,497.77 

50,452.39 
42,857.80 
77 , 192094 

No Stats 
78.23% 
2.85% 

52.47% 
34.15% 
62.27% 
-39.62% 
87.58% 

-20.43% 
-6.26% 

-38.26% 
162 09% 
3Ll3% 

-29.23% 
113.26% 
=.\9.29% 
-1505% 
80.11 % 



SFFYPER2 

SPECIAL F S 
TAXABLE GALLONS 
FISCAL YEAR COMPARISON SUMMARY WITH PERCENT INCREASE OR -DECREASE OVER PRIOR FISCAL YEAR 

GALLONS GALLONS GALLONS GALLONS 
SPECIAL FUEL LP IMPORTERS SPECIAL FUELS 

FISCAL PER GALLON PER GALLON PER GALLON TOTAL 
YEAR TAXABLE TAXABLE TAXABLE TAXABLE 

July 1980 - June 1981 96,440,493 Not Seoarated Not Seoarated 96,440,493 
July 1981 - June 1982 110,262,601 Not Seoarated Not Seoarated t 10,262,601 
July 1982 - June 1983 105,662,309 Not Separated Not Seoarated 105,662,309 
~983-June 1984 98,361,536 Not Separated Not Separated 98,361,536 

984 - June 1985 97,698,000 Not Separated Not Separated 97,698,000 
July 1985 - June 1986 85,899,299 3,353,290 10,872,022 100,124,611 
Ju y 1986- June 1987 91 ,938,070 2,743,464 8,571,415 103,252,949 
Ju y 1987 - June 1988 90,531 ,622 2,771 ,923 8,169,838 101 ,473,383 
JulY 1988 - June 1989 95,909,598 2,739,425 7,237,360 105,886,383 
JulY 1989 - June 1990 100,540,295 2,447,200 6,720,499 109,707,994 
July 1990 - June 1991 107,912,630 2,400,423 1,829,809 112,142,862 
July 1991 - June 1992 115,316,332 2,297,700 893,626 118,507,658 
July 1992 - June 1993 121 ,809,178 2,878,344 849,934 125,537,456 
JulY 1993 - June 1994 134,759,088 3,196,628 921 ,173 138,876,889 
July 1994 - June 1995 147,455,642 2,657,821 680,390 150,793,853 
JulY 1995 - June 1996 152,548,467 3,039,516 97,555 155,685,538 
JulY 1996 - June 1997 160,552,766 1,771 ,501 35,681 162,359,948 
JulY 1997 - June 1998 168,031 ,391 1,560,585 0 169,591 ,976 .. 
NOTE: "Importers" means motor earners taxed on fuel purchased in another Junsd1ct1on and used ,n ND. 

SPECIAL FUELS 
NONTAXABLE GALLONS (Include Liquefied Petroleum) 

GALLONS 
SPECIAL FUEL GALLONS 

FISCAL SOLD FOR SPECIAL FUEL 
YEAR RESALE EXPORTED 

July 1980 - June 1981 - No Stats 65,037,640 
~ 981 - June 1982 No Stats 90,010,365 
~J982-June 1983 No Stats 102,176,018 
~1983-June 1984 No Stats 102,774,942 

1984 - June 1985 No Stats 122,883,695 
~ 1985 - June 1986 No Stats 129, 113,563 
July 1986 - June 1987 No Stats 128,875,287 
July 1987 - June 1988 No Stats 91 ,059,917 
Julv 1988 - June 1989 No Stats 79,848,721 
July 1989 - June 1990 No Stats 122,132,631 
July 1990- June 1991 No Stats 141,233,404 
July 1991 - June 1992 No Stats 153,457,113 
July 1992 - June 1993 No Stats 176,912,378 
Ju y 1993 - June 1994 No Stats 145,825,276 
Ju y 1994 - June 199~ No Stats 147,415,238 
JulY 1995 - June 1996 No Stats 133,272,723 
Ju v 1996 - June 1997 No Stats 141,329,113 
Ju y 1997 - June 1998 No Stats 185,163,444 

GALLONS 
SPECIAL FIEL 

FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT 

35,5~~~QQ_ 
33,384,775 
23,373,742 
24,967,241 
30,444,332 
32,407,659 
46,562,407 
52,821 ,658 
55,421,596 
42,511,044 
31 ,771,894 
42,542,396 
43,933,470 
33,874,142 

9,490,344 
5,540,230 
5,427,997 
5,474,443 

GAL LONS 
SPECIA L FUEL 

TIVE 
RICAN 

NA 
AME 

In Fed. Gov. - In Fed. Gov. 
In Fed. Gov. 

199,313 
836,810 
944,539 

1,393,243 
922,460 

1,544,398 
1,630,515 
1,730,515 
2,746,557 
3,261 ,033 
3,484,573 
3,362,934 
4,091,310 
3,907,687 
3,685,442 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
14.33% 
-4.17% 
-6.91% 
-0.67% 
2.48% 
3.12% 

-1 .72% 
4.35% 
3.61% 
2.22% 
5.68% 
5.93% 

10.63% 
8.58% 
3.24% 
4.29% 
4.45% 

TOTAL 
GALLONS 

SPECIAL FUEL 
NONTAXABLE 

100,573,840 
123,395,1 40 
125,549,760 
127,941 ,496 
154,164,837 
162,465,761 
176,830,937 
144,804,035 
136,814,715 
166,274, 190 
174,735,813 
198,746,066 
224,106,881 
183,183,991 
160,268,516 
142,904,263 
150,664,797 
194,323,329 

GALLONS 
SPECIAL FUEL 

2°/4 EXCISE 
TAXABLE 

357,906,988 
400,279,309 
354,171 ,187 
353,355,254 
328,613,914 
233,557,171 
224,217,340 
230,078,970 
200,080,093 
221,937,062 
216,279,457 
207,337,485 
225,938,041 
224,367,095 
221,529,386 
247,238,844 
248,569,721 
247,151 ,399 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
22.69% 

1.7~~ 
1.91% 

20.50% 
5.38% 
8.84% 

-18.11% 
-5.52% 
21 .53% 

5.09% 
13.74% 
12.76% 

-18.26% 
-12.51% 
-10.83% 

5.43% 
28.98% 

GALLONS GALLONS 
LP SPECIAL FUELS PERCENT 

2% EXCISE TOTAL2% INCREASE 
TAXABLE TAXABLE -DECREASE 

Not Separated 357,906,988 No Stats 
Not Seoarated 400,279,309 11 .84% 
Not Seoarated 354,171 ,187 -11.52% 
Not Seoarated 353,355,254 -0.23% 
Not Seoarated 328,613,914 -7.00% 

100,409,618 333,966,789 1.63% 
92,686,808 316,904,148 -5.11% 
93,015,466 323,094,436 1.95% 
88,173,375 288,253,468 -10.78% 
84,131 ,624 306,068,686 6.18% 
82,091 ,476 298,370,933 -2.52% 
79,996,236 287,333,721 -3.70% 

100,282,106 326,220,147 13.53% 
98,575,450 322,942,545 -1.00% 
96,349,270 317,878,656 -1.57% 
98,215,562 345,454,406 8.67% 
97,385,566 345,955,287 0.14% 
87,482,129 334 633,528 -3.27% 

GALLONS 
PER GALLON & 2% EXCISE 

TOTAL 
TAXABLE 

454,347,481 
510,541 ,910 
459,833,496 
451 ,716,790 
426,311 ,914 
434,091 ,400 
420,157,097 
424,567,819 
394,139,851 
415,776,680 
410,513,795 
405,841 ,379 
451 ,757,603 
461 ,819,434 
468,672,509 
501,139,944 
508,315,235 
504,225,504 

TAXABLE PLUS 
NONTAXABLE 

t 
TOTAL GALLONS 
SPECIAL FUELS 
TAXABLE PLUS 
NONTAXABLE 

554,921 ,321 
633,937,050 
585,383,256 
579,658,286 
580,476,751 
596,557,161 
596,988,034 
569,371 ,854 
530,954,566 
582,050,870 
585,249,608 
604,587,445 
675,864,484 
645,003,425 
628,941 ,025 
644,044,207 
658,980,032 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
12.37% 
-9.93% 
-1.77% 
-5.62% 
1.82% 

-3.21% 
1.05% 

-7.17% 
5.49% 

-1 .27% 
-1.14% 
11 .31% 
2.23% 
1.48% 
6.93% 
1.43% 

-0.80% 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
14.24% 
-7.66% 
-0.98% 
0.14% 
2.77% 
0.07% 

-4.63% 
-6.75% 
9.62% 
0.55% 
3.30% 

11 .79% 
-4.57% 
-2.49% 
2.40% 
2.32% 



SFFYPER3 

SPECIAL FUELS 
2% EXCISE TAXABLE GALLON BREAKDOWN (Includes LP) 
FISCAL YEAR COMPARISON SUMMARY 

GALLONS I GALLONS GALLONS 
SPECIAL FUELS SPECIAL FUELS PERCENT SPECIAL FUELS 

FISCAL 2%EXCISE 2%EXCISE INCREASE 2%EXCISE 
YEAR UNIDENTIFIED HEATING -DECREASE AGRICULTURAL 

Ju~ 1980 - June 1981 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
Ju~ 1981 - June 1982 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
July 1982 - June 1983 No Data 157,137,284 No Data 111,279,075 
July 1983 - June 1984 No Data 147,870,112 -5.90% 119,009,821 
July 1984 - June 1985 0 133,965,683 -9.40% 113,024,748 
July 1985 - June 1986 7,304,592 117,143,315 -12.56% 138,309,999 
Julv 1986- June 1987 0 101 ,748,760 -13.14% 142,508,585 
Julv 1987 - June 1988 0 104,940,303 3.14% 132,347,321 
July 1988 - June 1989 0 112,805,740 7.50% 101,397,369 
Tuiv 1989 - June 1990 0 106,923,964 -5.21% 105,905,609 
July 1990- June 1991 40,816 101 ,538,556 -5.04% 109,017,945 
July 1991 - June 1992 961,555 98,058,994 -3.43% 110,791,443 
July 1992 - June 1993 1,515,990 110,670,942 12.86% 127,744 784 
July 1993 - June 1994 2,010,063 116,252.411 5.04% 122,522,625 
July 1994 - June 1995 923,764 102,222,704 -12 .07% 118,261,391 
Julv 1995 - June 1996 2,678,396 114,975,732 12.48% 120,683,986 
July 1996- June 1997 232,437 116,957,491 1.72% 128,897,056 
July 1997 - June 1998 (1 ,957,402) 97,805,257 -16.38% 114,474,441 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Data 
No Data 
No Data 

6.95% 
-5.03% 
22.37% 

3.04% 
-7.13% 

-23.39% 
4.45% 
2.94% 
1.63% 

15.30% 
-4.09% 
-3.48% 
2.05% 
6.81% 

-11 .19% 

GALLONS • GALLONS TOTAL 
SPECIAL FUELS PERCENT SPECIAL FUELS PERCENT GALLONS PERCENT 

2%EXCISE INCREASE 2%EXCISE INCREASE SPECIAL FUELS INCREASE 
INDUSTRIAL -DECREASE RAILROAD -DECREASE 2% EXCISE -DECREASE 

No Data No Data No Data No Data 357,906,988 No Data 
No Data No Data No Data No Data 400,279,309 11 .84% 

54,068,970 No Data 31 ,685,858 No Data 354, 171 , 187 -11 .52% 
48,837,391 -9.68% 37,637,930 18.78% 353,355,254 -0.23% 
47,007,039 -3.75% 34,616,444 -8.03% 328,613,914 -7.00% 
37,431 ,385 -20.37% 33,777,498 -2.42% 333,966,789 1.63% 
38,536,013 2.95% 34,110,790 0.99% 316,904,148 -5.11% 
45,422,789 17.87% 40,384,023 18.39% 323,094,436 1.95% 
35,078,451 -22.77% 38,971,908 -3.50% 288,253,468 -10.78% 
37,333,074 6.43% 55,906,039 43.45% 306,068,686 6.18% 
34,965,893 -6.34% 52,807,723 -5.54% 298,370,933 -2.52% 
31 ,1 73,334 -10.85% 46,348,395 -12.23% 287,333,721 -3.70% 
30,339,319 -2.68% 55,949,112 20.71% 326,220,147 13.53% 
30,828,911 1.61% 51 ,328,535 -8.26% 322,942,545 -1.00% 
33,424,634 8.42% 63,046,163 22.83% 317,878,656 -1.57% 
37,905,828 13.41% 69,210,464 9.78% 345.454,406 8.67% 
35,287,393 -6.91% 64,580,910 -6.69% 345,955,287 0.14% 
44,559,335 26.28% 79,751 ,897 23.49% 334,633,528 -3.27% 



SFFYPER4 

SPECIAL ELS - DIESEL, LPG, ETC. 
REFUNDS TO CONSUMERS 
FISCAL YEAR COMPARISON SUMMARY WITH PERCENT INCREASE OR -DECREASE OVER PRIOR FISCAL YEAR 

FISCAL 
YEAR 

NUMBER 
REFUNDS 

ISSUED 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

AGRICULTURAL 
TAX PERCENT 

REFUNDED INCREASE 
AGRICULTURAL -DECREASE ~------~---~-----~-----~------

July 1980 - June 1981 
July 1981 - June 1982 
July 1982 - June 1983 
July 1983 - June 1984 
July 1984 - June 1985 
July 1985 - June 1986 
Jutv 1986 - June 1987 
July 1987 - June 1988 
July 1988 - June 1989 
July 1989 -- June 1990 
Julv 1990 - June 1991 
July 1991 - June 1992 
~~992 -- June 1993 
July 1993 -- June 1994 
July 1994 - June 1995 
July 1995 - June 1996 
July 1996 -- June 1997 
Julv 1997 -- June 1998 

-· 

FISCAL 
YEAR 

July 1980-- June 1981 
July 1981 -- June 1982 
M_~ 982 - June 1983 
~ 1983 -- June 1984 
~ 984 -- June 1985 
~ 1985 -- June 1986 
July 1986 - June 1987 
~!~Z - June 1988 
July t988 - June 1989 
July_ 1989 - June 1990 
~ 1990-- June 1991 
July 1991 - June 1992 
July 1992 -- June 1993 
July 1993 - June 1994 
Jutv ,1994 -- June 1995 
July 1995 -- June 1996 
July 1996 - June 1997 
July 1997 - June 1998 

No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 

15 
29 
25 
27 
22 
40 

928 

NUMBER 
REFUNDS 

ISSUED 

39 
76 
76 
81 
86 
74 
94 
81 
89 
90 
88 
76 
97 
91 

103 
95 

104 
212 

No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
93.33% 

-13.79% 
8.00% 

-18.52% 
81 .82% 

2220.00% 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
94.87% 

0.00% 
6.58% 
6.17% 

-13.95% 
27.03% 

-13.83% 
9.88% 
1.12% 

-2.22% 
-13.64% 
27.63% 
-6.19% 
13.19% 
-7.77% 
9.47% 

103.85% 

--
No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 
No Stats No Stats 
7,940.46 No Stats 

15,973.20 101.16% 
15,800.87 -1.08% 
14,141 .78 -10.50% 
11,900.08 -15.85% 
21,984.04 84.74% 

890,483.10 3950.59% 

GOVERNMENT 
TAX PERCENT 

REFUNDED INCREASE 
GOVERNMENT -DECREASE 

136,498.06 No Stats 
176,397.83 29.23% 
181,991 .28 3.17% 
272,051 .54 49.49% 
325,410.55 19:61% 
338,449.74 4.01% 
375,442.59 1093% 
381 ,581 .76 1.64% 
442,332.29 15.92% 

__ jZ2,4§9.8Z ~-~~!~ 
417,219.74 -11.69% 
356,259.04 -14.61% 
464,230.01 30.31% 
489,207.19 5.38% 
582,144.50 19.00% 
449,734.41 -22.75% 
547,580.70 21 .76% 
664,907.84 21.43% 

GALLONS 
REFUNDED 

AGRICULTURAL 

No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 

55,474 
109,863 
107,554 

91 ,473 
60,466 

130,836 
5,076,140 

GALLONS 
REFUNDED 

GOVERNMENT 

2,043,725 
2,204,973 
2,274,891 
2,621 ,706 
2,237,567 
2,603,457 
3,143,600 
2,735,125 
2,693,977 
2,952,912 
2,607,623 
2,226,619 
2,901,569 
3,045,516 
3,453,249 
2,644,245 
2,940,782 
3,653,630 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
No Stats 
98.04% 
-2.10% 

-14.95% 
-33.90% 
116.38% 

3779.77% 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
7.89% 
3.17% 

1525% 
-14.65% 
16.35% 
20.75% 

-12.99% 
-1.50% 
9.61% 

-11 .69% 
-14.61% 
30.31% 
4.96% 

13.39% 
-23.43% 
11.21% 
24.24% 

NUMBER 
REFUNDS 

ISSUED 

128 
130 
114 
120 
113 
125 
111 
137 
195 
191 
171 
151 
184 
157 
199 
205 
235 
340 

TOTAL 
REFUNDS 

ISSUED 

167 
206 
190 
201 
199 
199 
205 
218 
284 
281 
259 
242 
310 
273 
329 
322 
379 

1,480 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
1.56% 

-12.31% 
5.26% 

-5.83% 
10.62% 

-11 .20% 
23.42% 
42.34% 
-2.05% 

-10.47% 
-11.70% 
21 .85% 

-14.67% 
26.75% 

3.02% 
14.63% 
44.68% 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
23.35% 
-7.77% 
5.79% 

-1 .00% 
0.00% 
3.02% 
6.34% 

30.28% 
-1 .06% 
-7.83% 
-6.56% 
28.10% 

-11 .94% 
20.51% 
-2.13% 
17.70% 

290.50% 

INDUSTRIAL 
TAX 

REFUNDED 
INDUSTRIAL 

175,641 .17 
156,331 .91 
106,997.58 
120,920.26 
131 ,642.92 
172,570.41 
124,179.30 
172,394.39 
423,455.54 
329,230.64 
363,584.05 
350,631 .38 
451,695.27 
440,429.94 
473,538.76 
495,634.34 
732,117.59 
646,433.36 

TOTAL 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
-10.99% 
-31 .56% 
13.01% 

8.87% 
31 .09% 

-28.04% 
38.83% 

145.63% 
-22.25% 
10.43% 
-3.56% 
28.82% 
-2.49% 
7.52% 
4.67% 

47.71% 
-11 .70% 

GALLONS 
REFUNDED 
INDUSTRIAL 

2,793,797 
2,796,734 
2,152,039 
1,831,825 
1,423,323 
1,729,141 
1,283,748 
1,463,765 
2,992,978 
2,245,592 
2,526,851 
2,432,533 
3,110,347 
3,020,495 
3,110,805 
3,183,727 
4,444,837 
3,720,079 

PERCENT 
INCREASE 

-DECREASE 

No Stats 
0.11% 

-23.05% 
-14.88% 
-22.30% 
21 .49% 

-25.76% 
14.02% 

104.47% 
-24.97% 
12.52% 
-3.73% 
27.86% 
-2.89% 
2.99% 
2.34% 

39.61% 
-16.31% 

ALL CATEGORIES 

TOTAL 
TAX 

REFUNDED 

312,139.23 
332,729.74 
288,988.86 
392,971 .80 
457,053.47 
511 ,020.15 
499,621 .89 
553,976.15 
865,787.83 
801 ,690.51 
780,803.79 
714,830.88 
931,898.48 
945,438.00 

1,069,825.04 
957,268.83 

1,301,682.33 
2,201,824.30 

PERCENT TOTAL PERCENT 
INCREASE GALLONS INCREASE 

-DECREASE REFUNDED -DECREASE ~ -----~~---~ 
No Stats 4,837,522 No Stats 

6.60% 5,001,707 3.39% 
-13.15% 4,426,930 -11 .49% 
35.98% 4,453,531 0.60% 
16.31% 3,660,890 -17.80% 
11 .81% 4,332,598 18.35% 
-2.23% 4,427,348 2.19% 
10.88% 4,198,890 -5.16% 
56.29% 5,686,955 35.44% 
-7.40% 5,198,504 -8.59% 
-2.61% 5,134,474 -1 .23% 
-8.45% 4,714,626 -8.18% 
30.37% 6,121,779 29.85% 

1.45% 6,173,565 0.85% 
13.16% 6,655,527 7.81% 

-10.52% 5,888,438 -11 .53% 
35.98% 7,516,455 27.65% 
69.15% 12,449,849 65.63% 



HB 1462 - First Engrossment 

Testimony by: Joan Y. Galster 
Motor Fuel Tax Section Supervisor 
Office of State Tax Commissioner 

Senate Finance & Tax Committee - March 16, 1999 

This bill is a companion bill to SB2177 and does not stand alone. 

The following testimony and explanation of the bill are based on the First Engrossment as 
amended and passed by the House. 

The tax chapters involved are "Motor Vehicle Fuel" (gasoline/gasohol) Chapter 57-43 .1, 
starting on page l, ,"Special.Euet' (heating-:-criesel, kerosene) Chapter 57-43 .2, starting on page 
10, "~iation E:vel" (aviation gasoline, jet fuel) Chapter 57-43 .3, starting on page 17, and the 
newly created "Alternative Fue)s'~(liquefied petroleum, compressed natural gas) Chapter 
57-43.4, starting on page 32. 

SB2177, which has passed the Senate and the House, covers technical changes to delete 
obsolete language, restate and reorganize existing provisions for purposes of clarity, to add 
provisions lacking under current law, and to create or amend definitions . This bill is a 
companion to SB2 l 77. Only those provisions which contain alterations to the language of 
SB2 l 77 are included in this bill. 

Terms such as "supplier," "distributor," and "retailer" created in SB2 l 77 for the motor 
vehicle fuel and special fuel tax chapters are used throughout this bill. A complete set of those 
definitions can also be found in the newly created alternative fuel tax chapter found in SECTION 
25, page 32 of the engrossed version of this bill. For discussion purposes, those terms can be 
summarized as follows : 

A "supplier" is a refiner or major oil company which distributes fuel from a terminal. A 
terminal being a fuel storage and distribution facility supplied by a refinery or pipeline. 

A "distributor" is a person, other than a retailer, who acquires fuel from a refiner or 
supplier for wholesale distribution. 

A "retailer" is a person who acquires fuel from a supplier or distributor for resale to a 
consumer at a retail location. 

This bill does four specific things SB2177 does not do: 

1. It moves the point at which motor vehicle fuel, special fuel, and aviation fuel taxes are 
'2.. 1 • () collected and remitted from anywhere in the fuel distribution chain (supplier, distributor, 
;; or retailer level) to the "supplier" level. 

2. It changes the special excise tax imposed in Section 57-43 .2-03 ~ma two percent tax on 
the cost of the fuel to a one and two-tenths cents per gallon tax. [In the ongmal vers10n or 

the bill, the tax imposition was one and one-half cents per gallon. The House amenaect1r-------·___ -------···· . ·--·- - ···· . -· -- -------
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to one and two-tenths cents per gallon.] 

3. It creates enforcement and penalty provisions for misuse of dyed special fuel. 

4. It creates a separate tax chapter for taxation of compressed natural gas and liquefied 
petroleum gases under the heading of "alternative fuel." 3 ---i j 0 

The purpose for the changes: 

Reasons for changing the point of tax collection and remittance include: 

1. To decrease the number of times fuel can exchange hands without the tax being collected 
and remitted. 

2. To accelerate timely tax collections. Tax is collected and remitted when it leaves a 
terminal as opposed to when it is sold to a consumer meaning it reaches the Highway 
Distribution Fund sooner. 

3. To improve compliance. Fewer companies remitting taxes means fewer tax returns to 
process on a monthly basis, and fewer tax returns means fewer errors. 

The copy of my testimony handed out to you concludes with a SECTION by SECTION , cl 0 
explanation of the bill. I will not go over each SECTION but I would like to outline specific ) 0 
portions which I feel are important to understanding the intent of this bill. 

I. Tax imposition. The following SECTIONS of this bill change the point of tax collection 
and remittance: 

SECTION 1, p. 1 - Section 57-43 .1-02 for motor vehicle fuels . 
SECTION 9, p. 13 - Section 57-43 .2-02, and SECTION 10, p. 16 - Section 

57-43 .2-03 for special fuels . 
SECTION 19, p. 27 - Section 57-43 .3-02 for aviation fuel. 

A. On in-state sales: 

The point at which motor vehicle fuel and special fuel taxes are collected and 
remitted moves from anywhere in the fuel distribution chain (supplier, distributor, 
or retailer level) to the "supplier" level. 

Only a supplier could make tax free exchanges and tax free purchases, could 
import fuel tax free, and could maintain a tax free inventory. The supplier 
would collect the tax from a distributor or a retailer and remit it to the Tax 
Commissioner. The supplier would also collect the tax from any nonlicensed 
exporter. 

[The original version of the bill allowed a supplier who is also a distributor or 
retailer to maintain a tax free inventory at the distributor or retailer level. This 
language gave the supplier an unfair advantage over distributors or retailers who 
are not also suppliers and was at cross purposes with the intent of this type of 
legislation. A House amendment requires remittance of the tax by the supplier 
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when the fuel leaves the terminal. The amendment is equitable and is in line with 
uniformity among other states and the Federal government who impose the tax at 
the supplier level.] 

This bill also provides a tax float for distributors. Tax must be remitted by the 
supplier on or before the 25th of each month. For example, a report, and the tax 
due, covering business transactions during the month of March 1999 is due on or 
before April 25, 1999. This bill adds an additional provision allowing a 
distributor to delay the payment of the tax to a supplier until one day prior to the 
supplier's due date. %5".!' 

Only a supplier would be required to file detailed monthly tax reports. A 
distributor who is not also an importer or exporter would have no filing 
requirement. A retailer would have no filing requirement. 

This would reduce the motor vehicle fuel and special fuel taxpayers from about 
581 each to approximately 30 each. 

C. On fuel imported into the state: 

A distributor who is an "importer" would be required to remit the tax 
directly to the Tax Commissioner upon import. In other words, the tax on fuel 
imported into the state in March would be due from the "importer" on or before 
the due date of the March report. 

The "importer" would be required to file modified monthly tax reports . 

The current number of importers is approximately 100. 

D. On fuel exported out of the state: 

A person licensed with the Tax Commissioner as an "exporter" would be 
allowed to purchase fuel destined for resale outside the state tax free from a 
supplier. The provisions also allow for a tax refund to an exporter who purchases 
fuel from a supplier or from a distributor tax paid. 

The current number of exporters is approximately 100. 

II. Inventory tax. The following SECTIONS of this bill impose an inventory tax: 

{_7,, !~ 5 SECTION 2, p. 3 - Section 57-43 .1-02.2 for motor vehicle fuels . 
SECTION 11 , p. 17 - Section 57-43 .2-03 .1 for special fuels. 
SECTION 20, p. 28 - Section 57-43.3-02.2 for aviation fuel. 

Tax free purchases, tax free inventories, and monthly reporting requirements for those 
distributors and retailers who are currently licensed with the Tax Commissioner would 
cease to exist. Therefore, an inventory tax would be levied on all untaxed motor vehicle 
fuel and special fuel in a distributor or retailer's inventory on the effective date of this bill. 
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[The proposed effective date of this bill is January l , 2000. The original version of the 
bill required that the tax on December 31 , 1999 inventories be paid by January 25 , 2000. 
A House amendment extends the deadline for the inventory tax to February 25 , 2000.] 

Tax credit allowances. The following SECTIONS of this bill provide for tax credit 
allowances : 

SECTION 6, p. 9 - Section 57-43 .1-24 for motor vehicle fuel. 
SECTION 12, p. 18 - Section 57-43 .2-04.1 for special fuel. 

Changing the point of tax collection and remittance to the "supplier" level changes the 
administration of · sions and shrinkage or evaporation allowances. Current law 
provides for separate comm1ss1ons or co ec i e tax and separates h rinkage or 
evaporation allowances. This bill would delete those provisions and create a "tax credit 
allowance" which is a combination of the two. The percentages for the tax credits are 
based on an average of combined commissions and shrinkage allowances taken by 
suppliers, distributors, and retailers during the past three fiscal years . The intent is to 
apply a percentage which would render the change relatively revenue neutral to the state. 

A. SECTION 6, p. 9 - Section 57-43.1-24 - Tax credit allowance. 

This amendment creates a motor vehicle fuel tax credit allowance of two and 
seven-tenths percent of the amount of tax due and payable. The supplier would 
take the credit on its tax return and would be required to pass two and five-tenths 
of the allowance on to the distributor. 

The tax credit allowance would replace both the two percent commission 
provided for in current 57-43 .1-24 and the shrinkage allowances currently 
provided for in 57-43.1-26 and 57-43 .1-27. 

B. SECTION 12, p. 18 - Section 57-43.2-04.1 - Tax credit allowance. 

This amendment creates a special fuel tax credit allowance of seven-tenths percent 
of the amount of tax due and payable. The supplier would take the credit on its 
tax return and would be required to pass five-tenths of the allowance on to the 
distributor. 

The tax credit allowance would replace both the two percent commission 
provided for in current 57-43 .2-04.1 and the shrinkage allowances currently 
provided for in 57-43 .2-21. 

C. Under current law, there are no commission or shrinkage allowances for aviation 
fuels. In order to maintain revenue neutrality to the state, this bill also does not 
provide for a tax credit allowance for aviation fuel taxes. An allowance was 
created in SB2177 as Section 57-43 .3-24. This bill would repeal that provision. 

Licensing, bonding, reporting, inventories. SECTIONS 5, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,21,22,23, 
and 24, cover changes in licensing, bonding, and reporting requirements. 

No retailer would be required to be licensed or bonded. Inventory requirements would 
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hold suppliers accountable for tax on unexplained losses and would hold all persons 
selling fuel accountable for tax on product gains sold. 

Dyed fuel enforcement - special fuels. SECTION 18, p. 26 - creates dyed fuel penalties 
and enforcement as 57-43.2-38 - Dyed special fuel - Penalties - Inspections. 

In 1997, the Legislature enacted law providing that the $.20 per gallon tax imposed under 
57-43 .2-02 applies on all sales of special fuel not dyed for federal fuel tax exemption 
purposes, and providing that the 2% special excise tax imposed under 57-43.2-03 applies 
on all sales of special fuel dyed for federal fuel tax exemption purposes. The undyed 
special fuel is assumed for use in licensed vehicles. Dyed fuel is for use exclusively in 
nonlicensed equipment for an agricultural, industrial, or railroad purpose, or as heating 
fuel. [Consumers who purchase undyed special fuel and use it in nonlicensed equipment 
for an agricultural, industrial or railroad purposes or as heating fuel may file a claim with 
the Tax Commissioner for a refund of the $.20 per gallon tax. When the refund is 
granted, the consumer is assessed the 2% tax which is deducted from the refund.] 

The 1997 legislation did not include penalty and enforcement provisions for policing the 
use of dyed fuel to assure that it is not used in licensed vehicles . This SECTION creates 
such penalties and enforcement provisions. It provides for the Highway Patrol, by 
agreement with the Tax Commissioner, to be the enforcer. The provisions are in line 
with those enacted by the Federal Government and by other states which have similar 
statutes . 

Alternative Fuels. SECTION 25, pp. 30 - 51 creates a new tax Chapter covering 
taxation of alternative fuels. 

With a few exceptions, the proposed provisions for this Chapter are uniform with the 
special fuel and motor vehicle fuel tax chapters based on existing law and based on the 
changes to those chapters in SB2177. 

A. What are alternative fuels and why segregate them from the special fuel tax 
chapter? 

1. Alternative fuels are those special fuels commonly known as compressed 
natural gas (CNG) and liquefied petroleum gases (propane). 

2. Alternative fuels are subject to the same tax imposition as other special 
fuels . However, alternative fuels are not dyed for purposes of determining 
which tax rate applies. This means that the tax rate cannot be determined 
until the product is sold to a consumer. 

3. A sale to a consumer can occur anywhere in the sales distribution chain 
and occurs most often at the retail level. This means that the tax cannot be 
applied at the "supplier" level but must remain with the person ultimately 
selling the product to the consumer. 

4 . Because the tax imposition cannot be backed up to the supplier level, all 
persons in the sales distribution chain would acquire the products tax free 
and would, therefore, need to be licensed and bonded, and subject to 
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reporting requirements . 

B. Elimination of tax collection and remittance by a person not in the motor fuel 
sales business but who sells small containers of propane. 

C. 

1. Under current law any person who sells propane is required to be licensed 
with the Tax Commissioner and to file tax reports. This includes such 
entities as camp grounds, hardware stores, mini marts, discount stores, and 
the like. This provision is impossible to enforce and is, at best, a 
voluntary system. The Tax Commissioner currently has approximately 35 
licensees which fall under this category. The tax revenue from these 35 
companies is very minimal with some of them reporting as little as $5 . 00 -
$30.00 per quarter. 

2. The provisions in this Chapter are designed to eliminate this type of 
business from the tax reporting and remittance requirements but cutting 
the requirements off at the "retail fuel dealer" level. These companies 
would become consumers who would pay the tax to the seller and who 
would be able to pass the tax they paid on to their customers in whatever 
manner they choose. 

Section 57-43.4-06 - Tax credit allowance - p. 37 would provide for a tax credit 
allowance uniform with that provided in the motor vehicle fuel and special fuel 
tax chapters. The allowance would be one percent of the tax due and would be 
taken by the person charging and remitting the tax. 

************************************************************ 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE BILL: 

SECTIONS 23 and 24, covering aviation fuel taxes, assign section numbers which are not 
1 o<Jompatible with those assigned in SB2177. These section numbers should be corrected through 

f: \ \P an amendment to this bill. However, if there are no other amendments to this bill, Legislative 
~ Council can correct the numbers when the legislation is consolidated. 

• 

SECTION 25 of the bill creates an alternative fuels tax chapter. The tax imposition 
Section 57-43.4-02 is based on current law copied from the "special fuel" tax Chapter. However, 
the Legislature has passed a separate bill - HB 1130 which deletes the sunset of the $.20 per 
gallon tax and makes the tax permanent. Those changes need to be applied to the provisions of 
57-43.4-02 as well. 

The Tax Commissioner's Office will work with the Committee on these issues . 
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************************************************************ 

The following is a SECTION by SECTION explanation 
which may be used as a companion to the bill 

MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL (GASOLINE/GASOHOL) - TAX CHAPTER 57-43.1. 

1. SECTION 1 - p. 1 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.1-02 - Tax imposed on motor vehicle fuels. 

The intent of this amendment is to : 

♦♦Require that the tax be collected and remitted by a supplier on direct sales to a 
distributor, on direct sales to a retailer, and on direct sales to a consumer. The tax would 
be passed on down the sales chain to the ultimate consumer ( end user). Currently the tax 
is collected by a "licensed dealer" which can be any person in the fuels sales and 
distribution chain including a retailer. 

♦♦Allow a tax float for distributors. Tax must be remitted by the supplier on or 
before the 25th of each month. For example, a report, and the tax due, covering business 
transactions during the month of March 1999 is due on or before April 25, 1999. This 
bill adds an additional provision allowing a distributor to delay the payment of the tax to 
a supplier until one day prior to the supplier's due date. 

[The original version of the bill allowed a supplier who is also a distributor or retailer to 
maintain a tax free inventory at the distributor or retailer level and to remit the tax when 
the product was sold at either of those levels. Per a House amendment, the tax is to be 
remitted by the supplier when the fuel leaves a terminal destined for a distributor or retail 
location. The amendment is equitable and is in line with uniformity among other states 
and the Federal government who impose the tax at the supplier level.] 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2 l 77 and are intended to: 

♦ Change the term "dealer" to the applicable industry terms. 

♦ Combine language covering tax imposition and tax remittance into one section. 
Currently 57-43 .1-02, 57-43 .1-20, and 57-43 .1-23 cover this topic. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTIONS 9, 
p. 13, and 10, p. 16, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 19, p. 27.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 2, p.7.] 

2. SECTION 2 - p. 3 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

57-43.1-02.2 - Inventory Tax 
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♦♦ The new section provides that distributors and retailers currently licensed with the tax 
commissioner and who have tax free fuel in inventory at the time the new collection point 
for the tax becomes effective be required to pay the applicable tax on that inventory. The 
purpose is to collect the tax and place everyone except the supplier on a tax paid status. 
(Per a House amendment, the payment of the inventory tax is deferred to February 25 
rather than the original January 25 date.] 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 11 , 
p.17, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 20 p. 28 .) 

3. SECTION 3 - p. 4 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.1-12.1 - Credit for taxes paid on worthless accounts and refunds. 

♦♦ A provision for a bad debt allowance existed as Section 57-43 .1-42.1. That Section 
was repealed and reenacted as a NEW Section 57-43 .1-12.1 in SB2177. That is why it is 
in this bill as a NEW Section. The intent of changes to the language in SB2177 are as 
follows : 

♦ To provide a distributor or retailer, even though they are not the tax remitter under the 
provisions of this bill, with a right to file a claim with the Tax Commissioner for a refund 
of motor vehicle fuel taxes in the event that an account is written off as noncollectible. 
This is done to provide equity for all persons in the fuel distribution chain . 

♦To provide recourse for a supplier in the event that a distributor defaults on a payment 
of motor fuel taxes to the supplier. The supplier would receive a credit for unpaid taxes 
from the Tax Commissioner, and the Tax Commissioner would, in turn, pursue collection 
of the delinquent taxes directly from the distributor. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 13, 
p. 18, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 23, p. 31 .) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 8, p.6.] 

4. SECTION 4 - p 4 - AMENDI\1ENT: 

Section 57-43.1-14 - Bond or letter of credit required. 

The intent this amendment is to: 

♦♦ Limit the bonding requirement to suppliers, distributors, and importers. [The original 
bill deleted distributors from the bonding requirements. A House amendment changed 
the requirement to include distributors due to the amendments to SECTION 3 which 
require the Tax Commissioner to collect delinquent taxes from distributors.] 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2177 and are intended to: 
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♦ Retain the mandatory requirement that a security must be submitted with an 
application for a new license but change the minimum time period after which the 
Commissioner may waive the bond requirement from three years to five years. 
Three years is insufficient time to determine whether a business is financially 
secure. 

♦ Remove provisions regarding licenses and relocate those provisions to 
57-43 .1-13 . (See SECTION 9, p. 11 of SB2177 for 57-43 .1-13 .) 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 15, 
p. 20, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 21 , p. 28.) 

5. SECTION 5 - p. 7 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.1-16 - Monthly report by refiner, supplier, importer, or exporter 
required. 

The intent of this amendment is to : 

♦♦Limit reporting requirements to a refiner, supplier, importer, or exporter. a distributor 
or retailer would no longer be required to file a report. 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2177 and are intended to: 

♦ Provide that when the due date of a tax report and tax payment fall on a 
weekend or a holiday, the due date is extended to the first working day after the 
weekend or holiday. 

♦ Allow a post mark by a service other than the U.S. Postal Service as proof of 
timely mailing. 

♦ Allow reports to be filed electronically. 

♦ Clarify what information needs to be reported. 

♦ Delete obsolete language. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 16, 
p. 22, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 22, p. 29.) 

6. SECTION 6 - p. 9 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.1-24 - Tax credit allowance. 

♦♦The intent of this amendment is to provide the supplier with a tax credit equal to two 
and seven-tenths percent of the tax due. The supplier is required to pass two and five
tenths percent of the allowance on to the distributor. The credit is for the purpose of 
covering costs of collecting the tax and for covering product shrinkage or evaporation. 
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7. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 12, 
p. 18.) 

SECTION 7 - p. 9 - AMENDl'vfENT: 

Section 57-43.1-26 - Inventory gains - losses. 

The intent of this amendment is to : 

♦ Require physical inventories. 

♦ Provide for tax for suppliers on fuel not accounted for. 

♦ Provide for tax on gains sold. 

♦ Provide for a tax credit on actual losses due to casualties. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 17, 
p. 24, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 24, p. 31.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 23 , p.25 .] 

SPECIAL FUEL (DIESEUHEATING/CNG/LP)-TAX CHAPTER 57-43.2 . 

8. SECTION 8 - p. 10 - AMENDl'vfENT: 

Section 57-43.2-01. Definitions. 

♦ Current Subsection 10: The definition of "kerosene" is deleted. Kerosene is 
specifically defined as a special fuel under the amended definition of "special fuel" found 
in SB2177. a separate definition is not needed. 

♦♦ Subsection 17: Compressed natural gas is deleted from the definition of a special fuel. 
It and liquefied petroleum gases become part of the "alternative fuel" definition in the 
newly created Alternative Fuel tax chapter. 

♦ Other amendments to the definitions are found in SECTION 31 , p. 29 of SB2 l 77. 

9. SECTION 9 - p. 13 - AMENDl'vfENT: 

Section 57-43.2-02 - Tax imposed. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦♦Require that the tax be collected by a supplier all sales to a distributor, on direct sales 
to a retailer, and on all direct sales to a consumer. The tax would be passed on down the 
sales chain to the ultimate consumer ( end user). Currently the tax is collected by a 
"licensed dealer" which can be any person in the fuels sales and distribution chain 
including a retailer. 
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♦♦Allow a tax float for distributors. Tax must be remitted by the supplier on or 
before the 25th of each month. For example, a report, and the tax due, covering business 
transactions during the month of March 1999 is due on or before April 25 , 1999. This 
bill adds an additional provision allowing a distributor to delay the payment of the tax to 
a supplier until one day prior to the supplier's due date. 

[The original version of the bill allowed a supplier who is also a distributor or retailer to 
maintain a tax free inventory at the distributor or retailer level and to remit the tax when 
the product was sold at either of those levels. Per a House amendment, the tax is to be 
remitted by the supplier when the fuel leaves a terminal destined for a distributor or retail 
location. The amendment is equitable and is in line with uniformity among other states 
and the Federal government who impose the tax at the supplier level.] 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2 l 77 and are intended to : 

♦ Change the term "dealer" to the applicable industry terms. 

♦ Combine language covering the per gallon tax imposition and tax remittance 
into one section. Currently 57-43 .2-02, and 57-43 .2-04 cover this topic. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 1, p. l, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 19, p. 27.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 32, p.34.] 

SECTION 10 - p. 16 - AMEND.l\1ENT: 

Section 57-43.2-03 - Special excise tax levied. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦♦ Require that the special excise tax imposed in lieu of that in 57-43.2-02 be 
collected by a supplier all sales to a distributor, on direct sales to a retailer, and on 
all direct sales to a consumer. The tax would be passed on down the sales chain to 
the ultimate consumer (end user). Currently the tax is collected by a "licensed 
dealer" which can be any person in the fuels sales and distribution chain including 
a retailer. In order that this tax can be collected at the supplier level, this 
SECTION also changes the tax from two percent of the price of the fuel to one 
and one-half cents per gallon. 

♦♦Allow a tax float for distributors. Tax must be remitted by the supplier on or 
before the 25th of each month. For example, a report, and the tax due, covering business 
transactions during the month of March 1999 is due on or before April 25, 1999. This 
bill adds an additional provision allowing a distributor to delay the payment of the tax to 
a supplier until one day prior to the supplier's due date. 

[The original version of the bill allowed a supplier who is also a distributor or retailer to 
maintain a tax free inventory at the distributor or retailer level and to remit the tax when 
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the product was sold at either of those levels. Per a House amendment, the tax is to be 
remitted by the supplier when the fuel leaves a terminal destined for a distributor or retail 
location. The amendment is equitable and is in line with uniformity among other states 
and the Federal government who impose the tax at the supplier level.] 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2177 and are intended to: 

♦ Change the term "dealer" to the applicable industry terms. 

♦ Include provisions covering the due date. 

♦ Include provisions that the commissioner pay the money over to the state 
treasurer. 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 34, p.36.] 

11. SECTION 11 - p. 17 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

57-43.2-03.1 - Inventory Tax 

♦♦The new section provides that distributors and retailers currently licensed with the tax 
commissioner and who have tax free fuel in inventory at the time the new collection point 
for the tax becomes effective be required to pay the applicable tax on that inventory. The 
purpose is to collect the tax and place everyone except the supplier on a tax paid status. 
[Per a House amendment, the payment of the inventory tax is deferred to February 25 
rather than the original January 25 date.] 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 2, p. 3, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 20 p. 28.) 

12. SECTION 12 - p. 18 -AMENDMENT: 

13 . 

Section 57-43.2-04.1 - Tax credit allowance. 

♦♦The intent of this amendment is to provide the supplier with a tax credit equal to 
seven-tenths percent of the tax due. The supplier is required to pass five-tenths percent of 
the allowance on to the distributor. The credit is for the purpose of covering costs of 
collecting the tax and for covering product shrinkage or evaporation. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 6, p. 9.) 

SECTION 13 - p. 18 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.2-04.4 - Credit for taxes paid on worthless accounts and refunds . 

♦♦A provision for a bad debt allowance existed as Section 57-43 .2-35 .1. That Section 
was repealed and renacted as a NEW Section 57-43 .2.04.4 in SB2177. That is why it is 
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in this bill as a NEW Section. The intent of changes to the language in SB2177 are as 
follows : 

♦ To provide a distributor or retailer, even though they are not the tax remitters under the 
provisions of this bill, with a right to file a claim with the Tax Commissiner for a refund 
of special fuel taxes in the event that an account is written off as noncollectible. This is 
done to provide equity for all persons in the fuel distribution chain. 

♦ To provide recourse for a supplier in the event that a distributor defaults on a payment 
of special fuel taxes to the supplier. The supplier would receive a credit for unpaid taxes 
from the Tax Commissioner, and the Tax Commissioner would, in turn, pursue collection 
of the delinquent taxes directly from the distributor. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 13, p. 17, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 23 , p. 29.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 38, p.39.] 

14. SECTION 14- p. 19-AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.2-05 - Refiner, supplier, distributor, importer, exporter, and terminal 
operator required to secure license - license fees. 

The intent of this amendment is to: 

♦♦ Clarify who must be licensed. The amendment specifically excludes retailers from the 
licensing requirements. 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2177 and are intended to : 

♦ Delete the term "dealer" and to replace it with specific industry terms. 

♦Combine provisions covering who must be licensed, what is required on an 
application for a license, signature requirements, and license fees into one section 
for purposes of clarity. 

♦ Require terminal operators to be licensed. This provision is compatible with 
motor fuel tax laws in other states and is used to assure total accountability of fuel 
available for sale in the state. 

♦ Change the license fee for special fuel from fifteen dollars to twenty dollars in 
line with the current license fees for motor vehicle fuel. 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 39, p.15 .] 

15. SECTION 15 - p. 20-AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.2-07 - Bond or letter of credit required. 
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The intent this amendment is to : 

♦♦ Limit the bonding requirement to suppliers, distributors, and importers . [The original 
bill deleted distributors from the bonding requirements . A House amendment changed 
the requirement to include distributors due to the amendments to SECTION 13 which 
require the Tax Commissioner to collect delinquent taxes from distributors .] 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2 l 77 and are intended to : 

♦ Retain the mandatory requirement that a security must be submitted with an 
application for a new license but change the minimum time period after which the 
Commissioner may waive the bond requirement from three years to five years . 
Three years is insufficient time to determine whether a business is financially 
secure. 

♦ Combine the security requirements for liquefied petroleum from 57-43 .2-25 into 
this section. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 4, p. 5, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 21, p. 28.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 40, p.40.] 

SECTION 16 - p. 22 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.2-11 - Report by refiner, supplier, importer, or exporter required. 

The intent of this amendment is to : 

♦♦ Limit reporting requirements to a refiner, supplier, importer, or exporter. A 
distributor or retailer would no longer be required to file a report. 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2 l 77 and are intended to: 

♦ Provide that when the due date of a tax report and tax payment fall on a 
weekend or a holiday, the due date is extended to the first working day after the 
weekend or holiday. 

♦ Allow a post mark by a service other than the U.S . Postal Service as proof of 
timely mailing. 

♦ Allow reports to be filed electronically. 

♦ Clarify what information needs to be reported . 

♦ Delete obsolete language. 
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(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 5, p. 7, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 22, p. 29.) 

[In SB2 l 77, see SECTION 46, p.45 .] 

17. SECTION 17 - p. 24 -AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.2-21 - Inventory gains - losses. 

The intent of this amendment is to : 

♦ Require physical inventories. 

♦ Provide for tax for suppliers on fuel not accounted for. 

♦ Provide for tax on gains sold. 

♦ Provide for a tax credit on actual losses due to casualties. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 7, p. 9, and for the Aviation Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 24, p. 31 .) 

18. SECTION 18 -p. 26 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.2-38 - Dyed special fuel - Penalties - Inspections. 

The intent of the new section is to: 

♦ Provide for enforcement for existing dyed fuel provisions. 

♦ Provide penalties for use of dyed fuel in licensed vehicles. 

♦ Provide authority for the Highway Patrol, by agreement with the Tax Commissioner, to 
be the enforcer. 

19. SECTION 19 - p. 27 - AMENDMENT: 

Section 57-43.3-02 - Tax imposed on aviation fuel. 

The intent of this amendment is to : 

♦♦Require that the tax be collected by a supplier all sales to a distributor, on direct sales 
to a retailer, and on all direct sales to a consumer. The tax would be passed on down the 
sales chain to the ultimate consumer ( end user). Currently the tax is collected by a 
"licensed dealer" which can be any person in the fuels sales and distribution chain 
including a retailer. 

♦♦Allow a tax float for distributors. Tax must be remitted by the supplier on or 
before the 25th of each month. For example, a report, and the tax due, covering business 
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transactions during the month of March 1999 is due on or before April 25, 1999. This 
bill adds an additional provision allowing a distributor to delay the payment of the tax to 
a supplier until one day prior to the supplier's due date. 

[The original version of the bill allowed a supplier who is also a distributor or retailer to 
maintain a tax free inventory at the distributor or retailer level and to remit the tax when 
the product was sold at either of those levels. Per a House amendment, the tax is to be 
remitted by the supplier when the fuel leaves a terminal destined for a distributor or retail 
location. The amendment is equitable and is in line with uniformity among other states 
and the Federal government who impose the tax at the supplier level.] 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2 l 77 and are intended to: 

♦ Change the term "dealer" to the applicable industry terms. 

♦ Require that the tax be collected by a supplier or distributor on all sales to a 
retailer or to a consumer, and to specifically state that a retailer who paid the tax 
to the supplier or distributor shall pass the tax on to the consumer. 

♦ Include a due date for tax remittance. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 1, p. l , and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTIONS 9, p. 13, and 10, 
p. 16.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 60, p.60.] 

20. SECTION 20 - p. 28 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

57-43.3-02.2 - Inventory Tax 

♦♦The new section provides that distributors and retailers currently licensed with the tax 
commissioner and who have tax free fuel in inventory at the time the new collection point 
for the tax becomes effective be required to pay the applicable tax on that inventory. The 
purpose is to collect the tax and place everyone except the supplier on a tax paid status. 
[Per a House amendment, the payment of the inventory tax is deferred to February 25 
rather than the original January 25 date.] 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 2, p. 3, and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 11, p. 17.) 

21. SECTION 21 - p. 28 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.3-09 - Bond or letter of credit required. 

The intent this amendment is to: 
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♦♦ Limit the bonding requirement to suppliers, distributors, and importers. [The original 
bill excluded distributors from the bonding requirements . A House amendment changed 
the requirement to include distributors due to the amendments to SECTION 23 which 
require the Tax Commissioner to collect delinquent taxes from distributors .] 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2 l 77 and are intended to : 

♦ Create security requirements for aviation fuel taxes compatible with those in the 
Motor Vehicle Fuel and Special Fuel tax chapters. 

♦ Set the minimum security at an amount not less than $500. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 4, p. 5, and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 15, p. 20.) 

[In SB2 l 77, see SECTION 64, p.63 .] 

22. SECTION 22 - p. 29 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.3-14 - Monthly report by refiner, supplier, importer, or exporter 
required . 

The new section is intended to : 

♦♦ Create a reporting requirement for aviation fuel but limit it to a refiner, supplier, 
importer, or exporter. 

♦ Because this Section was repeated in its entirety in this bill, the following amendments 
are identical to those made in SB2 l 77 and are intended to : 

♦ Provide that when the due date of a tax report and tax payment fall on a 
weekend or a holiday, the due date is extended to the first working day after the 
weekend or holiday. 

♦ Allow a post mark by a service other than the U.S . Postal Service as proof of 
timely mailing. 

♦ Allow reports to be filed electronically. 

♦ Clarify what information needs to be reported. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 5, p. 7, and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 16, p. 22.) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 69, p.65 .] 
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23 . 

24. 

SECTION 23 - p. 31 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.3-18 (should be 57-43.3-17 as in SB2177) - Credit for taxes paid on 
worthless accounts and refunds. 

♦♦ This Section was created in SB2177 as Section 57-43 .3.17. The intent of the new 
section is to provide credits or refunds for aviation fuel taxes paid on worthless accounts 
in the same manner as provided for motor vehicle fuel and special fuel. Credits are 
provided for suppliers. All other persons are entitled to a refund. The intent of changes 
to the language in SB2 l 77 are as follows : 

♦ To provide recourse for a supplier in the event that a distributor defaults on a payment 
of aviation fuel taxes to the supplier. The supplier would receive a credit for unpaid taxes 
from the Tax Commissioner, and the Tax Commissioner would, in tum, pursue collection 
of the delinquent taxes directly from the distributor. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 3, p. 4, and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 13, p. 18 .) 

[In SB2177, see SECTION 72, p.70.] 

SECTION 24 - p. 31 - CREATE NEW SECTION: 

Section 57-43.3-28 (should be 57-43.3-26 as in SB2177)- Inventory gains - losses . 

♦ The intent of the new section is to provide the same inventory gain and loss 
requirements for aviation fuel as required for motor vehicle fuel and special fuel. . 

♦ Require physical inventories. 

♦ Provide for tax for suppliers on fuel not accounted for. 

♦ Provide for tax on gains sold. 

♦ Provide for a tax credit on actual losses due to casualties. 

(For comparable provisions in this bill for the Motor Vehicle Fuel tax chapter see 
SECTION 7, p. 9, and for the Special Fuel tax chapter see SECTION 17, p. 24.) 

25 . SECTION 25 - p. 32 - CREATE NEW CHAPTER: 

Chapter 57-43.4 - Alternative Fuels. 

This SECTION of the bill creates a new tax chapter covering taxation of II Alternative 
Fuels. 11 Except as pointed out below, the provisions for this Chapter are identical to 
existing language in the Special Fuel tax Chapter and not amended or repealed in SB2 l 77 
or identical to the Special Fuel tax provisions as amended in SB2 l 77. The following are 
exceptions: 
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57-43.4-01 - Definitions. 

♦ Subsection 2: Defines "alternative fuels" as compressed natural gas (CNG) and 
liquefied petroleum gases (propane/butane). 

♦ The remaining definitions are identical to those proposed for special fuels in SB2 l 77, 
SECTION 31 , p. 29.) 

57-43.4-02 - Tax imposed. 

♦ The tax imposed is identical to 57-43 .2-02 in the Special Fuels tax Chapter (as amended 
in SB2 l 77) except that the collection of the tax remains at the supplier, distributor, 
importer, or retailer level. 

57-43.4-05 - Special excise tax levied. 

♦ The tax imposed is identical to 57-43 .2-03 in the Special Fuels tax Chapter (as amended 
in SB2 l 77) except that the collection of the tax remains at the supplier, distributor, 
importer, or retailer level. 

57-43.4-06 - Tax credit allowance. 

♦ The tax credit allowance for alternative fuels is one percent of tax due rather than 
seven-tenths percent for special fuel. The reason is that their is a greater potential for 
shrinkage or evaporation. Whichever person is liable for remitting the tax on alternative 
fuel is entitled to this allowance; therefore, there is no provision for passing it on to a 
person purchasing it for resale. 

57-43.4-10 - Refiner, supplier, distributor, importer, exporter, terminal operator, or 
retailer required to secure license - License fees. 

♦ The tax imposed is identical to 57-43 .2-05 in the Special Fuels tax Chapter (as amended 
in SB2 l 77) except that the licensing requirement includes a retailer. 

57-43.4-13 - Bond or letter of credit. 

♦ The tax imposed is identical to 57-43.2-07 in the Special Fuels tax Chapter (as amended 
in SB2 l 77) except that the bonding requirement includes a distributor or retailer. 

57-43.4-16 - Report by refiner, supplier, distributor, importer, exporter, or retailer 
required . . 

♦The tax imposed is identical to 57-43 .2-11 in the Special Fuels tax Chapter (as amended 
in SB2 l 77) except that the reporting requirement includes a distributor or retailer. 

57-43.4-27 - Inventory gains - Losses. 

♦ Requires physical inventories. 
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♦ Provides for a tax credit on actual losses due to casualties . 

♦ Provides for the same inventory gain and loss procedures as the motor vehicle fuel and 
special fuel tax chapters. 

26. SECTION 26 - p. 53 - REPEAL: 

♦ This section provides for the repeal of an obsolete section and of a section created in 
SB2177 which would no longer apply should this bill be adopted. 

27. SECTION 27 - p. 53 - EFFECTIVE DATE: 

♦ In order to allow sufficient time for the Tax Commissioner and the persons in the fuel 
industry to develop an appropriate understanding of the changes made, to 
administratively provide for those changes, and to accomplish data processing changes 
and forms design needed, it is requested that the effective date of this bill be delayed to 
taxable events occurring after December 31, 1999. 
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Tax Facts 
Motor Fuel Tax Collection a -. 

Office of State Tax Commissioner 

Information on HB 1462 - Changing the point of taxation for motor fuel tax collection 

♦ What does HB 1462 do? 
It changes the point of motor fuel tax collection from anywhere in the distribution chain, to the 
supplier level. If adopted, the supplier would be responsible for collecting the tax, and then passing 
it down the chain - eventually to the consumer. 

♦ What prompted this proposed change? 
This has been studied nationally. Two main factors have contributed to it. First, during the mid-
1980's the federal government and states began discovering major motor fuel tax evasion problems; 
individuals and organized crime were going into the fuel business specifically with the intent to make 
a profit from the evasion of motor fuel taxes. Second, states began to search for an easier way to 
administer motor fuel taxes. Many states had motor fuel tax compliance sections with the ability to 
do little more than process returns and issue refunds. 

The two circumstances started the process of looking for a new way to collect the tax. One of the 
solutions which came out of that review is the one before the legislature today: moving the point of 
taxation up in the distribution chain so that the fuel cannot exchange hands so many times without 
the tax being collected and remitted. 

♦ What is the rationale for this change? 
For the State 
• Better compliance. 
• The tax free transactions are limited to major oil companies and major marketers. 
• Fewer reports to process (estimated drop from 1200 returns/month to 260 

returns/month). 
• Cuts down on cross-checking transactions between buyers and sellers. This allows 

for a greater concentration of the Tax Department's time on imports and exports. 
• Allows the Tax Department to do a more thorough job concentrating on the 

remaining accounts and their refunds. 
• Provides better opportunity for joint compliance efforts with surrounding states and 

the Federal government. 

For the Industry 
• Decreases paperwork. Distributors and retailers no longer would need to file 

reports. 
• Simplifies reporting for importers and exporters. 
• Takes the guesswork out of what tax to charge. Distributors and retailers simply 

pass on the tax charged by the supplier. 

♦ Have other states made this change? 
Yes. Approximately 17 states have moved the point of taxation up the chain of distribution. 
Additionally, the Federal government has taxed at the supplier level for approximately ten years in 
the case of gasoline, and approximately two and a half years in the case of diesel. 



Tax Facts 
Motor Fuel Tax Collection 
Office of State Tax Commissioner 

Effects of HB 1462 
With Passa e ofHB 1462 

l!llil~~~Eii!l~iili~I~~* ) Special excise taxes imposed in Section 

Hl~lmi1l&ill~lltt~~~~1~1mi \ ;::;J~~~ assessed at the rate of 1 2/10 cents 

Creates enforcement (with the cooperation of 
•:::::::t:::c:::c:,cCc:::::::::i highway patrol) and penalties for the misuse 

of dyed special fuel. 

Creates a separate tax chapter for taxation of 
compressed natural gas and liquefied 
petroleum gases under the heading of 

. "alternative fuel. " 

AtlUB~~~~iffthijdisiiibGtio11 clifilricdritiriu~\ Only suppliers and importers will be 
~;!i~(~qt.iif&i1gr~miitl and filJ im$11tltly> ···.· accountable for remitting the tax and filing 
ififclffii]<.·•·•••••••••••<• <••••••>••.·/ >•·•······ monthly returns. 

••liji••ml•Pi■lt•••~tlA~~•••#PPrP~ateJy••••••· 
Jt22r~vl•m§#te•g§meriyp.~i•••••••••••tTr .... 

·••tffi'§µsh.§4tJlj~ w~trip4ti§n•··cruuriJ t••••••••••••••••••••·••••·····•·· 

The Tax Department processes about 260 
returns per month from only major oil 
companies, major petroleum marketers, 
importers and exporters. 

ll!t4altl~~1111,i~1;;!J ~~::~~ti::;::: :;::::~~~~1:Y 0!~he 
ll■l~llfit;~i!Blii~r < ~=:~e;~::0

1
~tZs::~:~st:us::::r\!~~ 

~ifiljijti6ri ~ij~J t .·· · · // the day before the supplier must remit it to the 
state (the 24th). Supplier or importer is 
alwa s the remitter to the state. 

3/16/99 



NORTH DAKOTA PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOCIATION 

.. EPRESENTING: 

Bulk OIi Jobbers 
convenience Stores 
Service stations 
Truck stops 

1025 N. 3rd St.• P.O. Box 1956 • Bismarck, ND 58502 
Telephone 701-223-3370 • WATS 1-800-472-0512 • FM 701-223 -5004 

HB 1462 
Senate Finance and Taxation 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee my name is Ron Ness, I am the 
------------.:. 

President of the ND Petroleum Marketers Association. I appear e ore you in 
opposition to HB 1462. 

Petroleum Marketers recognize the concern of the legislature in trying to find 
the needed federal highway matching funds without increasing taxes. We 
applaud this effort and support the majority of ideas being considered to locate 
the needed funds. However, petroleum marketers are extremely concerned 
about HB 1462 and the dangers that coincide with changing the point of 
taxation. Fuel dealers in North Dakota affected by this bill are mostly small 
family owned businesses. These small businesses cannot afford to take another 

ti 
1
? 1 hit. The low oil prices along with the high costs to upgrade their under-ground 

r storage tanks and all the other costly government regulations coupled with the 
tough rural economy have put these businesses in tough financial shape. Can 
we afford to place more financial stress on these small businesses and 
potentially have more fuel dealers put out of business? 

We believe that if tax evasion is occurring the violators should be caught and 
penalized. Currently there is little or no enforcement mechanism in place. The 
changes made to dyed diesel in the 1997 legislative session has increased the 
amount of taxes collected but has led to a huge increase in refunds being 
claimed by consumers. 

The majority of states that report increases in motor fuel revenues say the 
increase is due to strict dyed diesel enforcement. Kansas has not moved their 
point of taxation to the rack but reported huge .revenue increases due to a new 
dyed diesel enforcement program. We have also heard reports about the 
effectiveness of the dyed diesel enforcement efforts in SD. 

To address tax evasion we suggest that legislature consider the following 
options instead of moving the point of taxation: 

• Provide the Tax Department the resources to perform audits on 
marketers tax reports, dyed diesel refund requests, and cross
checks on imports and exports of loads of fuel with other states. 

• Adopt the dyed diesel provisions of this bill. 
• Empower the Highway Patrol and DOT to enforce the laws. 



The revenue impact of changing the point of taxation is unknown. Moving the 
point taxation does not guarantee the "golden egg" that every state is searching 
for as the answer to finding the needed highway funds . 

Changing the point of taxation does not guarantee more revenue. 
• 16 states have moved their tax collection to the rack. 
• Of course, there is going to be jump in revenues the first year 

because the state will collect more than 2.7 million inventory taxes 
from marketers once the law takes effect. 

• Many states including South Dakota have not seen increases in 
subsequent years after the change. 

• On the other hand, 10 states that did not change reported increases 
in excess of 10% in 1996. 

• Factors that cause increases in revenues might include: 
• Growth in the economy 
• Enforcement 
• Tax increases 

• New Jersey moved their point of taxation down to the retailer and 
experienced larger gains than any state. 

• Evasion usually occurs on the importing & exporting of fuel, 
moving to the rack does not change this ability to cheat unless the 
states coordinate their information - currently not done well. 

• Ohio, recently defeated a rack tax bill but got tough on enforcement 
-- their recent increase was one of the highest in the nation. 

• ND's taxable gallons are a fraction of most other states whose 
taxation point has been moved up - ND cannot expect the same 
types of revenue increases even if cheating is occurring and is 
stopped as a result of the move. 

• Minnesota and Montana do not tax at the rack. cJ.. ~ i 0 

Moving the point of taxation to the rack does not stop cheaters. Cheaters find a 
ways to cheat - more and new enforcement is the answer. Changing the 
current system may only disrupt the business operations of honest business 
people who are following the rules. 

The changes that will occur in the industry as a result of this lengthy bill could 
drastically impact marketers across the state. Many of whom are already 
struggling to survive in a time of business closings, mergers, costly 
government regulations, and low margins in the industry. We urge the 
committee to keep and enhance the enforcement provisions of this bill and 
leave the taxation point at the current location. 

Thank you, I would be happy to answer any questions. 
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Testimony on HB 1462 ~~ 
ND Motor Carriers Association, Inc. 

March 16, 1999 

Before the Senate Finance and Taxation Committee 

Chairman Urlacher and members of the committee, thank you for the 

opportunity to express the trucking industry's input regarding HB 1462 . 

The North Dakota Motor Carriers Association is the state trade 

association of the trucking industry representing every type of motor 

carrier in the state. Combined with NDMCA's allied members, we are an 

association of several hundred members-- most of which are small 

businesses. 

The trucking industry plays a central role in our state's economy·· 

employing one out of every 11 workers and paying more than $563.9 

million in salaries a year. Trucks move 85.8% or 89,281 tons of essential 

manufactured freight each business day and projections are that we will 

transport 9.1 % more goods by the year 2000 ·· serving every 

community in North Dakota . 



We support the principle of highway user taxes and the highway trust 

fund, because truck operators believe it is an equitable method of 

allowing those who benefit from the use of the highway system to pay 

for it. North Dakota truckers are big customers of that system, 

contributing over $105.8 million in 1996 in state and federal taxes and 

fees -· this equates to a weekly tax bill of $2.3 million. 

Mr. Chairman, those who work in the trucking industry would strongly 

agree that we must invest in our infrastructure if we are going to ensure 

that our state remain competitive in the coming decade. But, increasing 

highway user fees and fuel taxes is not always a painless way to pay for 

such improvements. NDMCA is, however, on record supporting HB 1183, 

which increases vehicle registration fees. 

A number of states have changed the point of taxation in recent years to 

mirror the structure of the federal fuel tax system which moved the 

point of taxation effective January 1, 1994. 

It would seem that taxing fuels at "higher levels" in the distribution 

chain reduces the number of taxpayers and the number of potential 

audits. 



We have put together a chart from the Western Highway Institute 

showing which states have moved fuel tax collections to the terminal 

rack and the reported increases in the tax collection: 

Fuel Tax Collection at Terminal Rack, as of 1/1/98 
Michigan 1/1/93 21 % increase 

Indiana 10/1/93 16 % increase 

Florida 1/1/96 9% increase . 

Iowa 1/1/96 23 % increase 

Nevada 1/1/96 25 % increase 

South Dakota 1/1/96 19 % increase 

North Carolina 1/1/96 10 % increase 

Montana 1/1/96 20 % increase 

California 7 /1/96 19% increase 

South Carolina, Oklahoma, Idaho, and Wyoming have also changed their 

point of collection in 1996 and 1997, but we have no reports on their 

percentage (increase or decrease) of fuel tax collections. 

Mr. Chairman and committee members, we at NDMCA support HB 1462 

and request your favorable consideration of this legislation which we 

feel will streamline the fuel tax collection and auditing process in 

addition to possibly increasing highway funding revenues. 



EXHIBIT C 

*MONTANA* 

Diesel - Distributor's report 
Old Tax New Tax • CY93 CY94 

Gallons Gallons 
Jan 8,972,341 10,269,044 
Feb 11,428,340 8,662,038 
Mar 13,163,030 14,198,610 
Apr 9,207,682 13,434,525 
May 9,417,336 12,833,612 
Jun 8,611,200 13,416,076 
Jul 7,191,865 14,569,478 
Aug 12,976,389 12,098,821 
Sep 10,964,471 14,340,690 
Oct 10,918,949 12,924,742 
Nov 13,370,725 13,928,594 
Dec 11,139,450 13,100,968 
Total 127,361,778 153,777,198 

• Percent Change from Prior Year 20.74°/o 

• 



SENA TE FINANCE AND T A.X,ATION COl\-11\IITTEE 
1\'larch 16, 1999 

North Dakota Department of Transportation 
i\ilarshall W. l\iloore, Director 

HB 1462 

Mr. Chairman and members of the comminee: HB 1462 changes the point of taxation of motor 
fuels. NDDOT suppons this bill as a significant move, along with other measures, to halt tax 
evasion on motor fuels in North Dakota. 

The Transportation Equity Act for the 21" Century ~l) was a major vindication for federal 
efforts to control fuel tax evasion over the previous ten years. TEA-21 increased federal funding 
to the states by a billion dollars a year as a result of increased fuel tax revenue since dyed diesel 
and tax-at-the-rack took effect January 1, 1994. 

Under TEA-21, up to 1/4 of 1 percent of state transportation planning funds may be used at the 
discretion of state DO Ts for projects to "halt the evasion of payment of motor fuel taxes." These 
funds are available for states to use in the enforcement effort. Procedures for using these funds 
were published in the Federal Register on October 9, 1998. The Federal Highway Administration 
recommends that every state set aside some of these funds in their statewide transponation 
improvement program. NDDOT is working with the ND Tax Department to find the best way to 
coordinate this effon in North Dakota. 

Revised apportionment formulas, for the first time, incorporate motor fuel use. Each additional 
gallon reported and taxed by North Dakota increases our state's share of the total federal dollars. 

The state of Wyoming passed legislation. similar to HB 1462, which went into effect January 1, 
1997. We have anached a letter from Mr. Gene Roccabruna, Wyoming DOT director, indicating 
that in the first full year their collection of fuel taxes increased $6 million due to the change of 
reponing the tax at the rack. 

We have also anached a Federal Highway Administration report by Mr. Stephen Baluch on 
TEA-21 incentives for the state motor fuel tax collection program. 
,__.---

l\tlinimizing fuel tax e\·asion is an important public policy priority. It improves the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the tax system. reduces revenue losses. and provides a level playing field for all 
honest ta'<payers. 
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Wyoming moved the poim ofta.ution for motor fuels to the supplier (refinery) level effecti\,·e Ji'nuaiyl, 1997. 
The Wyoming Depar-..ment of Transportation worked closely with t?te suppliers, distributors. importer, and 
exporters to achiev~ this go!l. It :s still a work. in progress and wiU probably always be due to the issue being 
taxation. 

Adjusting for normal iJ'Owtr-. Wyoming has seen an increase of over S6 million dollars credited to moving the 
of taxation to the supplier te-.eJ (rack). (See attached). 

Wyoming's petroleum industry had numerous concerns about moving to the rack and Wyoming worked directly 
with the Colorado Wyoming Petroleum Marketers As3ociation to address these concern~. A review of your 
proposed lcgi$lation indicates that Nonh Dakota is striving to .;cttle the same concerns. 

Cor.cerns that are still an issue are the increased paper.York and no handling allowance for being the state's tax 
agent. This legislative session, Wyoming agreed to allow the distributors and importers, having bulk storag~ in 
Wyoming, to c!aim a 1 % shrir..kage credit on the monthly tax retu:ns. Mc·,ing the point of taxation to the 
supplier le-,el increased Wyoming's rep.:ming requirements. The department is constantly reviewing the 
paperwork to insure that n~.55at)' infor:mtion is coilected and that the information collected is necessary. 

Wyoming's philosophy is that the: increased revenues outweigh the additivnal :Jdn-jnistr=1tive burdens on the 
industry and t!1c state. Part of the sute's administrative burden is to partner with tl~e indust:-y and educate them 
as to benefits they reap also . 

Good iuck in this effort. Marshal and if we can be of further assiitance, please don ·r hesitate to contact us. 

l,-<..--2:::a~~oe.--..... ____ _ 

. runa.. .. 

• Director 

GRR.'njw 
A~rachment 
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• 
TEA-21 INCENTIVES FOR STATE MOTOR FUEL TAX COLLECTION PROGRAMS 

Stephen J. Baluch, Federal Highway Administration 
AASHTO Annual Meeting, November 9, 1998 

Motor fuel tax evasion has been around as long as motor fuel 
itself. It was not .until the mid-1980's, when the tax went up 
over a nickel a gallon, that it became a major money maker for 
organized crime in the United States. Billion dollar losses of 
tax revenue, and the major criminal investigations and 
prosecutions that followed, have been widely reported in the last 
10 years. So you may be thinking, •r thought we had that under 
control." Much progress, yes. Under control? No. In fact, the 
clearest lesson from the past 10 years' effort has been that tax 
evasion is something that will never be •under controlff as long 
as 40 to 50% of the price of motor fuel is tax. 

Why the renewed interest in fuel tax compliance projects since 
TEA-21? 

The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) was a 
major vindication for our efforts to control fuel tax evasion 
over the past 10 years. TEA-21 substantially increased Federal 
funding to the States with the increase coming largely from two 
sources of revenue: a billion dollars a year from increased 
diesel fuel tax revenue since dyed diesel and tax-at-the-rack 
took effect on January 1, 1994, and several billion more from 
moving the 4.3 cents per gallon deficit reduction tax to the 
Highway Trust Fund (HTF). 

• EA-21 is loaded with other incentives that make revenue 
enforcement even more important to every State (Exhibit 1). 
Funding authorization and obligation limitation will increase 
automatically if HTF revenues increase. Therefore, all the 
additional revenue collected by IRS as a result of cooperation 
with your State revenue agency increases the Federal dollars to 
be distributed. 

Revised apportionment formulas, for the first time, incorporate 
motor fuel use (Exhibit 2). Therefore, each additional gallon 
reported and taxed by your State increases your share of the 
total Federal dollars. Furthermore, every State is guaranteed a 
minimum of 90.5% of the State's percent share of HTF revenue, 
which translates to roughly 80 to 90 cents for every additional 
5 gallons taxed and reported by the State. 

To help the States capitalize on these incentives, TEA-21 
provided authority for State OOT's to use up to 1/4 of 1% of 
Surface Transportation Program for projects to wnalt the evasion 
of payment of motor fuel taxesn (Exhibit 3.) In FY 1998, this 
amounted to $13.3 million and that will increase annually. 

• 1 



There have been monumental changes in motor fuel tax collection 
and enforcement in the last 10 years. State revenue agencies 
quickly signed on to the project when FHWA funding first became 
available under Intermodal Su=face Transportation Efficiency Act 
(ISTEA) of 1991 (Exhibit 4). All States but one now actively 
participate, along with IRS counterparts, in one or more of the 
nine regional enforcement task forces. The Highway Trust Fund 
(HTF) and the States have been well rewarded for these efforts. 

IRS audit results in nine target States have yielded over 
$300 million in fuel tax assessments, an average of $45 per 
dollar spent performing the audits (Exhibit 5). State audit 
efforts have shown additional tax assessments of over 
$100 million per year, with a yield of better than 10 to 1 
(Exhibit 6.) 

In the peak criminal investigation years, over 200 persons were 
indicted in Federal fuel tax fraud cases that accounted for over 
$370 million in estimated tax losses (Exhibit 7). In the same 
period, States convicted another 67 persons for fuel tax fraud 
with estimated tax losses of over $100 million (Exhibit 8) . 

• 
But perhaps the single event with the largest impact on motor 
fuel tax collections in the U.S. was the Federal tax-at-the-rack 
and diesel fuel dyeing law effective January 1, 1994. This law 
moved the tax incidence for diesel fuel to the terminal rack, 
where fuel is loaded from bulk storage into tanker tracks for 
delivery to retail outlets. Only red dyed diesel fuel is exempt 
from the tax. The dyed diesel fuel is available to consumers for 
home heating, trains, construction equipment and other non-taxed 
uses. Those caught with dyed fuel in highway vehicles are 
subject to a minimum $1,000 fine (Ex.~ibit 9.) Federal diesel 
fuel tax revenue increased over $1 billion in the first year 
under the new law, with about $650 million of that attributed to 
improved compliance (Exhibit 10). State diesel fuel tax revenue 
increased as well, as a spillover benefit. Overall, tax 
compliance efforts have demonstrated a $1.2 billion revenue 
benefit to State and Federal transportation revenues. 

What is the~e yet to do? 

The progress of recent years has clearly made a substantial dent 
in the magnitude of motor fuel tax evasion. Evasion of Federal 
diesel fuel taxes, not so long ago estimated to be over 20% of 
the total fuel consumed, is most likely now in the 5-10% range. 
States that have enacted piggyback legislation on point of 
taxation (Exhibit 11) and dyed fuel provisions (Exhibit 12) have 
also seen substantial improve~ents. Unfortunately, evidence 

. shows that fraud schemes have quickly adapted to take advantage 
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•
of remaining loop holes. State fuel tax revenues are 
particularly vulnerable to these new schemes. 

State lines are probably now the single most exploited evasion 
opportunity. Wherever a substantial rate differential exists at 
the border (Exhibit 13), a common scheme is to pay the lower tax 
rate and ship the fuel to the higher tax State and pocket the 
differential. 

Native American reservations offer another variation on this 
theme (Exhibit 14). Because of the Federal preemption of taxing 
authority with respect to Native American tribes, fuel is often 
sold on reservation without collection of State taxes. 

International borders provide another opportunity to underreport 
or mislabel motor fuel products to avoid payment of Federal, 
State, and provincial taxes (Exhibit 15). 

Blending untaxed additives to motor fuel is another popular 
evasion strategy. The recent Federal requirement to dye untaxed 
kerosene, for example, is designed to deter blending untaxed 
kerosene in diesel fuel. 

So even though much progress has been achieved, States will 
continue to see substantial evasion. The magnitude will be 

•
highly variable from State to State. 

What is the role of the state DOT? 

Under TEA-21, up to 1/4 of 1% of STP funds may be used at the 
discretion of State DOT's for projects to •halt the evasion of 
payment of motor fuel taxes." Up to $13 million a year is 
available, and States would be well-rewarded for devoting some of 
these funds to the enforcement effort. The implementation 
procedures for using these funds were published in the Federal 
Register on October 9, 1998 (Exhibit 16 and 17), a copy of which 
is attached. FHWA recommends that every State set aside some of 
these funds in the Statewide transportation improvement program 
(STIP), as several States have already done (Exhibit 18). 

No State need reinvent the wheel on how to design effective anti
evasion programs. The Federation of Tax Administrators (FTA) 
Uniformity Committee has developed - _ a how-to guide, called 
the "11-Point Plan" (Exhibits 19-20). The first important step 
that the DOT can take is to establish a regular dialog with the 
revenue agency. This will be the nucleus for a •state advisory 
group", Point #10. This group will ultimately expand to include 
related enforcement agencies and industry groups, and will 
coordinate the multi-faceted compliance program and develop 
effective legislative strategies, where needed . 

• 3 



Some important elements of a comprehensive program that could be 
considered for STP funding include: on-road diesel fuel 

•
nspections, International Fuel Tax Agreement {IFTA) enforcement 
ctivities, and increased audits. State DOT should also make 

sure that construction contractors abide by dyed fuel 
restrictions on State jobs {Exhibit 21). 

And finally, State DOT's need to revisit the motor fuel reporting 
process, since correct and complete reporting of motor fuel 
gallons to FHWA on the FHWA-551M is essential to assure that the 
State receives its fair share of the Federal dollars. FHWA has 
just convened a study committee to evaluate and recommend 
improvements to this process. 

r:\HPPlO\TAX\PE:NOING\AASHTO.NOV 

• 

• 
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TEA-21 TAX COMPLIANCE INCENTIVES 

•
utomatic funding increases if revenues 

ncrease. 

* Apportionment formulas based on motor 
fuel use. 

* State minimum guarantee of 90.5% of 
State %share of Highway Trust Fund rev. 

* Up to 1 /4% STP at State DOT request: 
•to halt the evasion of ... motor fuel taxes• . . 

EXHIBIT 1 

TEA-21 (As amended) 
TAX EVASION PROJECTS 

- Added to 23 USC Section 143. 

- $10 .0 million, FY 1998 
$ 5.0 million per year FY 1999-FY 2003. 

•
Up to 1 /4% STP per State DOT request: 

100% Federal share. 
Average $13.9 million max. per year. 

- •to halt evasion of ... motor fuel taxes". 

- ExFIRS funded as first priority. 

EXHIBIT 3 

IRS JOINT PROJECT AUDITS 

Fiscal Tax Assessed Tax Assessed 
Year ($Millions) per $1 Spent 

1991 $ 1.20 $12 
1992 23.80 38 
1993 18.15 14 
1994 26.65 14 
1995 36.94 24 
1996 47.68 30 
1997-10mo.161.79 197 

. otal $316.21 $45 

EXHIBIT 5 
5 

APPORTIONMENT FORMULAS 

$Bil. Lane VMT Fuel Other 
Miles Use 

IM 1/3 1/3 1/3 
> $9.8 (Commercial HTF) 

NHS 25% 35% 30% 10% 
(Diesel) 

STP $6.3 25% 40% 35% 
(Total HTF) 

MG .!2.8 100% 
Total $18.9 (Total HTF) 

EXHIBIT 2 

Fiscal 
Year 

JOINT PROJECT FUNDING 
(in $Million) 

States Funding Funding 
Funded to States Total 

1990-91 12 $0.30 $1.17 
1992 34 1.95 5.99 
1993 46 3.15 5.00 
1994 48 3.44 5.07 
1995 49 3.21 5.04 
1996 50 2.54 4.37 
1997 50 3.14 5.00 

Total $17.73 $31.64 

EXHIBIT 4 

STATE AUDIT/RECONCILIATION RESULTS 
Tax 

Fiscal States Tax Assessed Assessec 
Year Reporting ($Millions) /$1 cost 

1991 12 $38.0 $20.70 
(2nd half) 
1992 13 31.4 13.70 

1993 42 115.3 12.70 

1994 47 141.2 10.70 

1995 49 81.4 12.20 
(1st half) 

EXHIBIT 6 



FEDERAL FUEL TAX FRAUD INDICTMENTS STATE FUEL TAX FRAUD INDICTMENTS 

. al Year 
Persons 
Indicted 

1993 71 

1994 77 

1995 63 

Total 211 

EXHIBIT 7 

• 

FUEL ON 
THE HIGHWAY 

., .1=--
r., ---

ft = .... -----· - - - -
. -.-=. ;_·-:-:::·:=.:·. --

EXHIBIT 9 

6 

Estimated Estimated 
Tax Loss Fiscal States Persons Tax Loss 
($Millie ns) Year Reporting Convicted ($Millions) 

1993 42 23 $48.6 
$204.7 

1994 47 25 49.8 
25.6 

1995 49 19 23.1 
140.0 

Total 67 $111 .5 
$370.3 

EXHIBIT 8 

REVENUE ENHANCEMENT SUMMARY 
(Annual Impact. $Million) 

Enforcement Federal 
Strategy States (IRS) Total 

Audits $140 
(Assessments) 

Criminal Inv. 50 
(Est. tax loss) 

Dyed Fuel 1 50 
(Revenue increase) 

$100 

120 

650 

$240 

170 

800 

Total $340 $870 $1,210 

EXHIBIT 10 

EXHIBIT 11 
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... ..... 
0 Oyed fuel penalty ~ Tax due, no penalty 

ST ATE DYED FUEL PENAL TIES 
1~11, 1998" l, STATETAX.USl 

EXHIBIT 12 

• 

.... .... 
TAX DIFFERENCE OF 5¢ OR MORE WITH BORDER STATE 

• EXHIBiT 13 
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• 

HAWAI 

POSSIBLE STATE TAX LOSSES FOR NATIVE AMERICAN 
UEL SALES._ _______ ____, 

EXHIBIT14 

• 

HAWAI 

• 
STATES WITH INTERNATIONAL LAND BORDERS 

EXHIBIT 15 
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TAX EVASION PROJECTS 
1 /4% STP Pojects 

.aximum amount as published in 
Supplementary Tables. 

- Projects selected by State transportation · 
agency (STA). 

- Federal share: 100% 

- Eligible items include initiatives to halt 
evasion of "motor fuel taxes". 

EXHIBIT 16 

EXHIBIT 18 

11 POINT PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS 

1 . Uniform reporting 
2. Uniform definitions 
3. Standard taxapayer identification 
4. Licensing of afl obtaining tax-free inventory 
5. Total accountability 
6. Uniform electronic reporting 
7. Regional cooperation 
8. Allow intergovernmental data exchange 
9. Require carrier reports 
10. State advisory group 
11 . Adequate enforcement staffing 

• EXHIBIT 20 
9 

1 /4% STP Projects (cont.) 
-Required items: 

Work plan and budget based on A-87 
(Revised 8/29/97). 

Included in Statewide transportation 
improvement program (STIP). 

Intergovernmental review. 

Project agreement (PR-2) signed by FHWA 
& STA. 

Annual narrative report to ST A-data forms 
optional. 

EXHIBIT 17 

FEDERATION OF TAX ADMINISTRATORS 
UNIFORMITY COMMITTEE-11 POINT PLAN 

• To achieve uniformity in administration. 

• To reduce inefficiency. 

• To combat fuel tax evasion. 

EXHIB~T 19 

SUGGESTED ELIGIBLE ITEMS FOR 1 /4% STP 

• Revenue agency audits, investigations 

• Dyed fuel inspections (MC, State police, 
Agr ., Weights and Measures, other) 

• IFT A agency audits, roadside enforcement 

• Motor fuel fraud prosecutions 

• Coordination, advisory group, etc. 

EXHIBIT 21 



• 
STATE 

ALABAMA 
ALASKA 
ARIZONA 
ARKANSAS 
CALIFORNIA 
COLORADO 
CONNECTICUT 
DELAWARE 
Dl:sT. OF COL. 
FLORIDA 
OEOROIA 
ltAWAII 
IDAltO 
ILLIIIOIS 
INOIANA 
IOWA 
KANSAS 
KENTUCKY 
LOUISIANA 
MAIIIE 
MARYLAND 
MASSACIIUSETTS 

~ MICIIIOAN 
0 MINNESOTA 

MISSl:SSlt'PI 
MISSOURI 
MONfANA 
NEBKASKA 
NEVADA 
NEW IIAMl'SIIIRE 
NEW JERSEY 
NEW MEXICO 

NEW YORK 

NOR flt CAROLINA 
NORlll OAKOlA 
01110 

OKLAHOMA 
OREOON 
l'ENNSVLVANIA 
RIIODE ISLAND 
SOUTlt CAROLINA 
soum DAKOTA 
TENNESSEE 
TEXAS 
UTAtt 
VERMONT 
VIROINIA 
WASHINQTOH 
WEST VIROINIA 
Wl$COHSlN 
WYOMINO 

TOTAL 

. ---.-..---..... . ............ ,..., .. , ,-

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL IIIGIIWAY ADMINISTRATION 

LIMITINO AMOUNTS FOR 1/2 OF 1"4 FOR NATIONAL IIIOHWAY INSTITU- ~TION & TRAININO l'ROJECTS AND FOR t/4 Of 1% TO HALT THE EVASION OF l'AYMEN 

FROM SlJttFACE TRANSPORTATION FIIUDS AUTltORIZl:D FOR FISCAL "R IHII; ANDlli% FOR ROADS FUNCllONALLY CLASSIFIED AS MINOR COLLECTORS 

FROM AMOUNTS OULIOA TEO FOR URBAN AREAS LESS TIIAN li ,000 AUTHORIZED FOR FISCAL YEAR IHI 

1/2% LIMllltlO AMOUNT 1/4°4 LIMITING AMOUNT 11% LIMITINO 

NAlh l NAL FOR ltlOIIWAY FOR ROADS CLASSIFIED AS 

IIIOIIWAY 1145 TITUTE TAX EVASION MINOR COLLECTORS 

573,531 '266,169 1,918,lll 
241.519 121,159 0 
416 ,615 219,301 1,601 ,166 
384,643 192,122 1,190,163 

'2,455,966 1,221 ,981 4,016 ,576 
l62 ,ll5 181 ,161 I , 161 ,041 
306,846 151,423 661 ,543 
115,151 61 ,515 419,959 
111 .0JI 58,515 0 

1,299,612 649 ,806 2,510,111 
985,961 492,9111 2,594,445 
132,914 66,481 0 
161 ,533 90,166 I , 192,699 
929,965 464 ,963 2,135,143 
612 ,094 ll6.047 2,246,3119 
353,614 116,631 2,013,691 
189,953 194,971 1,692,539 
461 ,516 2ll,186 1,916.696 
423 ,640 711 ,620 1,603,435 
118 146 69.lll 1135.296 
401 531 203,166 950.922 
411 .254 205,621 896,478 

9-40.193 410.396 2.658,lll 
491.948 H0.914 2,359.323 
367 .354 161.611 1,148,6ll8 
655 ,611 321 .935 2,564.357 
191,659 911 .930 1.1511,564 
240,141 120.370 1,498 .5411 
11111 , 145 94 ,01J ~14.611 
131 .651 65 ,826 419 ,959 

546.916 273,458 66).2115 

24l.686 121.843 1,584,992 
1,061 ,219 530.640 2.910.441 

769.639 384,819 '2,999 ,347 
164,81J 82.437 1,138,021 
ll38.398 469.1ll9 3,049.086 
400,509 '245,255 1.8119.5'21 
343,420 111 .110 1.60,654 
966,086 483 ,043 3,631 ,861 
146.0tiO 13.0lO 419.959 
414.211 237,109 1.545,324 
166.666 93.333 1,241.011 
615.368 307.684 2.259,099 

'2.121 .045 1,060,522 6,064.559 

212,191 106.099 821,449 
12fl',1382 C\4,9 ... 1 41!1,959 

108,122 354.061 2,161,113 
493,721 246,861 1,669,693 

232.251 116,129 1,226,848 

59'1,?22 297 ,Ul 2, 1113,559 

1'29,155 54,1118 1,154,858 
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• 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Federal Highway Administration 

[FHWA Oocxet No. FHWA 9~262] 

Transportation Equity Act for the 21st 
Century; Implementation Procedures 
for the Approval and Administr'atJon of 
Projects To Reduce the Evasion of 
Motor Fuel and Other Highway Use 
Taxes 

AGENCY: federal Highway 
Aaminist..-auon (FHWAl. DO7. 
ACTION: !'iouce: request for comments. 

SUMMARY: Over the vear... funds have 
bei!n authoriZed by ·che Congress for use 
bv the Scates and the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) to reduce the evasion of 
motor fuel and h12nwav use taxes. This 
documem seu icrth re.:.ised orocedures. 

. ant co sec:1ons I l O I and I 114 of 
- ransporcauon Equity Act icr the 

21st Cen:ur, CT::: . .:..-2ll (Pub. L. 105-
liS . 1 !2 Scat. lC,i. for allocauniz these 
funds 10 1he Scates and che IRS a·nd 
provides im!)le~e!ltauon guidance for 
the ao:::roval anc ad:ninistration of such 
pro.1ec:s under 23 L'.S.C. 143. The 
FH\\'.A sttks pi.;:; iic comment from all 
interested parues regarding the revised 
fundimz allocac:or: and administrative 
procedures des:::ibed in this notice. Tne 
proceoures desc:'ibed in this notice may 
be modified baseo on the comments 
received. 
DAT!:S: Comments must be- received on 
or before November 23. 199S. 
ADDRESSES: Your si2?1ed. v.Tiaen 
commems muse reier to the- docket 
number appeanng at the cop of this 
document and vou must submit the 
comments to the Docket Clerk. U.S. 
DOT Dockeu. Room PL-401. 400 
Seventh Screec. S\\· .. WashinflOTl. DC 
20590-0001. All comments rice1ved 
will be availabie ior e-xaminacon at the 
above address between IO a.m. and 3 
p.m .. e.L. Monc:ay through Friday. 
except Federal holidays. Those desiring 
notificauon of receiot of commencs must 
include a self-ac:cre.ssed. stamped 
enve!coe- or postcard. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. 
Sceone!l j . Baii.;::~. Office oi ?oliC\· 
De._;eic::ment. 202-366-0370: or Mr. 
Wilbert Baccus. Office of the Chiei 
Counse!. 202-'.:65-0780: Federal 
Hisznwa,· Adm::iistrauon. 400 Sevemh 
Scr~t. S\\" .. \Vasi'ungton. O.C. 20590. 
Office hours are from i:43 a.m. to 4: 13 
p.m .. e.: .. Mondav through Frida~·
e-xce;:::c Federai holidavs. 
SUPPl..!:MEHTARY INFORMATION: 

Electronic Access 

Internee use.rs ::an access all 
comme-nts received bv the U.S. DOT 
Dockers. Room ?!.-40 I. bv usinl? the 
umve:-sal resource iocacor iURL.1 :http:: 
dms.cot.20'- . it :s availabit- 24 llour:!' 
eac:, ca,•: 363 cavs each vear. Plt:a5t." 
follow che znst::-....::uons onlt~ for mort
inior:nauon anc !ieip. 

An eiectromc ::opy of this document 
mav be downioaded usin2 a modem and 
su1tabie commurucacions ·soitware from 
the- Govemmem ~ntinl? Office·s 
E!ec:.--omc Bullecn Board Service- at 
(2021312-166 i . Internet users mav reach 
the Federal R~er s home paize· at: 
htto1 iwww.nara.2ov/fedr~ and lht
Go;,e-mment ?~r.ung Offic~ s dataoase 
ac: rm;:::i1www.ac::ess.gpo.gov1nara. 

Background 

S~:1ons 11 C ! and 1114 oi the TEA-
21 auc:ionze :·u:,cmiz ior h12hwav use 
ta'C evasion =~::_1e-:-.s ·unde:- 23 L' .S.C 143 . 
This ~once seis :ort:i cer.ain procedures 
ior li iocaung ::-:cse iinds :o the States 

11 

and orovides 2uidan::e ior che aooroval 
anc admims~-auon of pro;ects co ·reduce 
che evasion of mace~ iuel and other 
highway use :axes. Funding authorized 
for highwav i.;se cax evasion projects 
includes SI O ~i!lion ior fiscal vear (FY) 
1998 and S5 million oer vear for FY 
1999 throuah 2003. a·nd uo 10 one--fourth 
of 1 percent oi fur.cis ap9ortioned co the 
Scaces for the Surface Transoonation 
Proszram (ST?l ior ··initiatives co halt the
e-vas1on of oavmem of motor fuel taxes·· 
(23 U.S.C. i~31bl(8ll. 

In accordance \\;th 23 U.S.C. 143(cl. 
the major i:ian of the funding authorized 
in section 110 l (al ( 14 l of TEA-21 for 
hignway use t.a.x evasion projeccs will b~ 
provided co me IRS ior the development 
and maintenance of an automated fuel 
re9orting sys,e-m. Tne Federal Hitzhway 
Administrator. as delegated by the 
Secrecarv oi T ransoorcation (Secretar\'). 
and !he Comm1SS1cner of the IRS hav"~ 
approved a :-.1e-morandum of 
Understanding (MOUi for the purposes 
of implemenung thlS system. A copy of 
the ~OU is orovided as an attachment 
co this notice. The ~OU establishes the 
funding co be orovided co the IRS. As 
Jong as the !RS has met the funding 
n~ds to escabiish and operate the 
au1omacec iuel re:::orung system. 
pursuam rn the Secrecarv·s authoritv 
under 23 L" .S.C. 1~3(b)(2J. the IRS mav 
use a pomon of the funds for · 
conunuac1on of the iRS examination and 
criminal 1nvesmzaucn activities of the 
Joint Federai/Scate '.'v1otor Fuel Tax 
Com9liance ?ro;e-:: tor Joint 
Compliance ?rojec,l . previously funded 
under che lmermodal Surface 
Transoortauon Eff:c:encv Act of 1991 
(1S7E.~l. ?ubiic Law I 02-240. 105 StaL 
191 4. or for any other activity specified 
in 23 U.S.C. 143(bi. 

All funds not provided co the ]RS will 
be allocated co the Scates for et1on.s tO 
r~duce the evasion of h1~hway use
taxe~. mciudmg ccnunued parcicpation 
111 reg1onai motor :uei tax enforcement 
task iorces. Nine such cask forces have 
been organized smce 1991 covering all 
Scates. under the coordination and 
leadershio of the IRS district offices and 
Scace revenue agenc:es in the nine lead 
Staces (California. Florida. Indiana. 
MassachusettS. North Carolina. 
Nebraska. ~ew Je:-sey. Oregon. and 
Texas). 

Thi:: F~\VA imer.ds co distribute the 
availabie iunds so as to provide. if 
possible. ac ieast half of the annual 
funding ailoc;mcr. that was i:irovided 
under tne ISTE . .;.. that is. SS0.000 for 
lead Scates and SZ.:.000 for all other 
States ar.c the D1st:-:c: oi Columbia. In 
~ach fis::.::i i vear. ai!ocauons would be 
made oni:-· :c Scates ,hac have expended 
and biii~ :n~ ?:-:\';A for all but l year·s 
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m of obligaced funds . In order for 
em funds to be available to meet 
rget allocation. che following 

actions are recommended: 

I. Scace revenue agencies are encouraged to 
extend the completion dace for current 
projects unlizing unexpended funds (the 
FHW A will grant reasonable extensions of 
time up to December 2003 for current 
projects) : · 

2. States should submit nmel" 
reimbursement vouchers so the.FHWA can 
crack the balance of unexpended funds for 
use in making annual allocations: and 

3. Funds not obligated by June 30 would 
not be restored in future years. 

The reduced allocations co the Scaces 
will not be sufficient to fully fund some 
of the expenditure items previously 
budgeted. such as. auditor and 
investigator salaries. equipment 
purchases. and computerization 
initiatives. Funding for such items 
would have to be provided from the 
one-fourth percent allowable use of STP 
funds by mutual agreement between the 
Scace transportation and revenue 
agencies. But in any event. the S5 
million total available for discribucibn to 
the Scates for FYs 1999-2003 should. by 
judicious use of remaining unexpended 
funds and careful allocation co meet 
Stace needs. orovide sufficient 

•

. ·mum iunding for all Scates co 
ue participation in the activities 
Joint Compliance ?ro1ect. 

Steering Committee 

At the oucsec of the Joint Compliance 
Project in 1990. a Steering Committee 
was formed to lend guidance to che 
regional task forces.-serve as a 
clearinghouse for exchanging 
information among the task forces. 
recommend strategies for expanding the 
project. review progress. and resolve 
differences among pro1ecc participants. 
The FHWA oians to continue using the 
Sceenng Committee. with at lease one 
meecing each vear . to assist the Scates . 
the IRS . and the task forces in adapung 
co the changing funding s1tuauon under 
TEA-2 ! . Lead Scaces should continue co 
designate a represencauve and alternate 
to serve on the Steering Committee. In 
addition. under the MOU to be signed 
between :he IRS and the ?HWA. the IRS 
has procosec :·ormmg a work group 
compnsed of Stace. industry . and 
Federal agenc:1 partic:pancs that will 
deveioo ana monttor an 1molementacion 
plan io.r the automated fuel .reporting 
system. 

Pro;ecr Reqwremencs 
The following reouiremems aoolv co 

-

wav use :ax evas ion pro1ec:s ·rundec 
allocatec funds ~nder section 
(bl ! l -! l or ;·rem S,? funds : 

I. Oblil!ation authoricv-
a. Allocated funds-Obligacion 

authomv will be provided when funds 
are allocaced bv an FH\VA Notice. The 
funds allocated to a State shall remain 
available to the Seate revenue agency 
responsible for motor fuel tax 
enforcement for obligation until June 30 
of each fiscal vear. ac which time anv 
unobli2aced funds will be withdrawn. 

b. S1P funds-Funds are available for 
obligation at the request of the Seate . 
highway agency for the period specified 
in the law. i.e .. for a period of up to 3 · ;
years following the year auchoriZed. ,-~ 
Funds obligated shall be included 
within the obligation limitation 
distributed co the Seate bv the FHWA. 

2. Federal share (allocated funds and 
STP fundsl-
As provided in 23 U.S.C. !43(bl(6). 
funds are available at 100 percent 
Federal share. 

3. Maintenance of effort 
certiflcation-

a. Allocated funds-As specified in 23 
U.S.C. l 43(b). Scates wishing to receive 
allocations for tax evasion projea.s must 
certify that che aggregate expenditure of 
funds of the Seate. exclusive of Federal 
funds. for motor :uel tax enforcement 
activities will be mamcamed at a level 
which does not fall below the average 
level of such expenditures for its last 2 
fiscal vears. 

b. Si? funds-Maintenance of effort 
certification is not reauired. 

4. Task force oamdoacion-
a. Allocated funds~To receive 

allocations under this program. the State 
revenue aeencv resoonsible for 
enforcement of Seate motor fuel taxes 
shall sign the Memorandum of 
Understanding agreeing to participate in 
at lease one of the regional task forces. 
States may join one or more task forces 
to best meet the!r needs for coordinated 
fuel tax enforcement. 

b. STP funds-Sienmg thl' 
Memorandum of L~dersrandin!? tor 
parric1pauon in a regional cask ion::e i:, 
not reouired. 

5. Proiect agreemem-
a. Allocated funds-The State revenue 

agency shall sign two copies of the 
Pro1ect ,l..greement (FHWA-1548 as 
amended after Julv I. I 9981. 

b. ST? funds-The State hi~hwav 
agencv shall sign the Project Agree.ment 
(PR-21 . (A coov of the Pro,ecr 
Agreement forms iF:-iWA_:1548 and PR-
2)-mav be obtained from the contact..s 
listed in this nouce. J 

6. Protect elig1biiicv-
a. ,l..llocated fun ds:.._runds are 

available for oro,ects to reduce evasion 
of mocor fuei · and other hignwav ust.
ta-.:es . 

b. S7? :unds-runds are available i'or 
"imuauves to hait me evasion of 
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payment of motor fuel ta-.:es" (emphasis 
added) as specified in 23 U.S.C. 
143(b)(8). 

7. Allowable costs (allocaced funds 
and STP fundsl-An estimate of costS 
by cacegor:,· oi expenditure shall be 
attached to che Project Agreement. 
Allowable costs shall be determined in 
accordance with che Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-87. 
--cost Princicles for State. Local and 
Indian Triba·l GovernmentS ... With 
respect co crave! costs. the FHWA 
project funds may be used: 

a. To reimburse Seate travel coses for 
motor fuel tax examination and criminal 
investigation training: 

b. For panicipacion at regional task 
force meetings and other task force 
activities. such as. joint auditS and 
investigations: 

c. For panicipation in lntemacional 
Fuel Tax Agreement audit and 
enforcement committee activities: 

d. For panicipacion ac meetings of the 
work group for the aucomated fuel 
reporting system: 

e. For other cooperative State efforts 
co foster macer fuel tax comoliance. 
such as. che meecmgs of the.Uniformity 
Commmee and the annual and regional 
Federation of Tax Administrators motor 
fuel conierences: 

f. For participalion of lead Stace 
reoresencauves ac Steering Committee 
meetings: and -

g. For panicipacion of representatives 
from ocher Scates ac Steering Commiltee 
meetings when requesled by the 
Sceering Committee or to participate in 
other special activities arranged by the 
Sceenng Committee. 

8. lmergovemmental review 
(allocated funds and STP funds)-The 
Seate shall comply with the 
imergovemmental review requirements 
of 49 CFR part 17 according to the 
procedures established bv che Seate. 

9. E:wironmemal impacts (allocated 
fund:; and STP fundsl-With respect to 
env1ronmemal impacl and relaled 
procedures (23 CFR 77 I). projeccs are 
considered co be a categorical exclusion· 
under 23 CFR 771.117(c)(l). 

I 0. Compliance with planning 
requirements-Highway use tax evasion 
pro1eccs are deemed to be part of the 
lone ramze clans discussed in 23 U.S.C. 
134-and ·135 with respect to 
enforcement of any highway user taxes 
che revenues from which are used to 
finance the implementation of projects 
in the plan. Projects should be included 
in the Transoortation Improvement 
Program iTiP) as foilows : 

a.- .;l!ocated funds-Since funds are 
al loc:ne-d to State revenue agencies only 
for tne-sur;iose of fuel tax evasion 
pro1ec: ac~1vmes. pro1ects are not 
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require-:: :::; be lisced in che TIP 

• 
sse-:: :n 23 U.S.C . 134 and 135 . 
T? f:,;nds-Highway use cax 

on pro_1 ects carried cue by Scace 
agencies shall be included in the 
cransporcau on improvement program 
(TIP) desc:-1bed in 23 U.S.C. 135. 
Highway use tax evasion projects 
carried cue by local government 
agenc:es within the boundaries of 
mecrooolitan areas shall be included in 
the met:-ooolitan TIP described in 23 
U.S.C. 13~. 

11 . ?ro_1ect approval (allocated funds 
and ST? fu nds)-The Scace shall request 
FHWA approval for projects by 
submimr.2 a leccer co the FHWA 
Division -~dministrator in the State 
requesting funds for the project along 
with the following items: 

a. Evidence of completion of the 
imergovernmemal review requirements: 

b. The cost estimate by expenditure 
category: and 

c. A signed original copy of the 
Project Agreement. 

12. ProJect modifications (allocated 
funds am: STP fundsl-The State shall 
request ::-: ·.vriting the FHWA's approval 
of che :o i:owing icems as necessary: 

a. Re•: :sed bud2ec whenever the 
estimate :or a single case cacegory 
changes :iy more chan IO percent of the t agr~mem amoum. i.e .. SS.000 for 

0.000 proJect: 
Prccosal for procurement of 

ess:or.al ser,: ices. inc!uding 
identificat:on of the comracter and 
esnmate~ ::est. when the estimated cost 
exc~s 5; 0.000: 

c. Exte~.sion of proJect completion 
dace ar:c reasons for the extension: and 

d. Acc:uonal funding if required co 
compiete :he proJect. 

13. ?:-c2ress reoorts (allocated funds 
and 57? funds l~Annual narrative and 
excer.c: :ure reoons are recuired to 
docurr.er. t :::roeress. The reoort forms 
cove!'lr:g :-:ioco~ fuel tax examinations; 
audits . c:-::nmal mvesdgauons. and 
roadside fuel checks are optional. 

14. Auc:ts (allocaced funds and ST? 
funds)- 7he State shall arrange for 
audits 'Nr.en required by 49 CFR part 90. 

IS . Re:mbursement-
a .. .l.. !:cc:lled funds-Stace revenue 

a2enc:es :-:;av :oncmue :o submic 
vouc:-:e:-s ;?R-ZOl to the Division 
Adm1r:1st:-:icor for pavment. 

b. 5-:-? :·uncis-Th~ Scace 
crar.spc=-::a:on agency would submit 
vouche:-s :·or oavment as cart of the 
currer.: :: :i lin.g ~recess. and the Seate 
crar.scc:-::lt:on a2encv would make 
ince!'3i.:e:-:c-: furn: ,ransfers to other Stace 
(or :oc-:.i. ll.!er:c:es .:arrvm2 out oro1ec: . \' lt:es. - · - · · 

Effective Da1e 

The ;::roce-:: 1,; ~es desc:-ibec 1r: this 
nouce are effe-:::ve or. the dace ~i 
publi-:ation. anc may be modified by a 
subse:Juenc nonce based on che 
comments received. 

Request for Comments 

The rhWA is requesting public 
comment from all interested oarties 
concerning the funding allocation. the 
administrative procedures described in 
this nouce. or on any suggestions to 
enhance mocor fuel taX compliance 
under this program. 

Comments should be submitted to the 
docket bv the deadline indicated in che 
DA TES caption. All comments received 
before the close of business on the 
comment closing date indicated above 
will be considered and will be available 
for examination in the docket room at 
the above adcress. Comments received 
after the comment closing date will be 
filed in the docket and will be 
considered to the extent practicable. In 
addition to late comments. the FHW A 
will also continue co file in the docket 
relevant information that becomes 
available after the comment closing 
date. and interested oersons should 
continue to examine· the docket for ne\\' 
materiai. 

Authoritv: 23 U.S.C. 315: secs. 1101 .ind 
1114. Pua. L IC5-l 78. 112 Scar. 107(1998l: 
and 49 C:'"R 1.48) 

Issued en: Oc:ooer 2. 1998. 
Kenneth R. Wykle. 
Federal Highwa_v Adm1ruscranon. 
Adzmrusuarcr. 

Memorandum of understanding ~n 1he 
U.S. Dl!lJ,lrtment ofTransponation (DOTI 
and the Internal Revenue Servi~ (IRS) 

Pur.xise: The ouroose of thtS Men1or.mdum 
oi Cnci=tand1~~ (MOUl is to 1moieme111 1h~ 
provmons of 23 ·unned S1a1es Codt' 
(L' .S.C.: 143 . :-e:ann!? to h121twa,· :JS<' ta., 
~vasion µro,c,::s . 1n p~n1cui.1r thl· 
requ:rement :er :he de\'etoomcm amt 
rnamtenance :or an exc:se iuel ~::>arun~ 
SVStelT'-

. Baci<grcund: On June 9. 1998. the President 
signed :he Transoortauon Equ11y Act for rhe 
21st Centurv tTEA-2ll. Public uw 105-178. 
authonzing.h1ghway. highway saiety. trans11. 
and other surface transportauon programs ior 
1he ne.'(15 vears . TE.,l,,-21. as amended. 1Ju1ld.s 
on the :nuiauves estaoiished in the 
lmemiodal Surface Transoortaucn Effic1enc,· 
Ac: :::f !!!91 . and combines the conunuauon . 
and :moroverr.ent of current pro1!?11ms wnh 
new :nmauves ro meet Amena s need~ 
througn effic:ent and nex1ble transoon.mon. 
A ke" ;,art oi :undmg tnese highway 
1morovementS is the collecnon oi Federal 
anc: State revenues used for thlS :ruroose. 

K~::vuz;r.2 m e need to ensur,; comoliance 
for :'l!,inue ::::d ec::on . secuon 1114 or'TE..:..-
2!. .ir.:enaec :3 L' .S.C. 143 to reaum~ that thi, 
Se-:::-eiary oi 7 :ansoor:auon lhere1naitcr 
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reier.-ea :o as :he " Secre1ar;") shall car.v cul 
l112hwa!· use tax evasion proJects m • 
accordance w nh the provuions therein . 
Sec11011 143 orov,des that 1he funds made 
a,·ailab le to ca:-:-!· out highway use tax 
e,·as1on proJec:s may be allocated to 1he IRS 
and the States . and that the Secrecarv shall 
not 1moose an" condiuon on 1he use of funds 
ailocated :o the IRS under this subsection. 

T11le 23. L' .S .C. Secuon 143. further lurut.S 
the use oi funds. provides ior the 
establ ishment and operation of an au1omated 
fuel reporting system. provides for a funding 
pnomy. and a ~OU between the 5ecretar)· 
and IRS ior the purposes of the development 
and maintenance by the IRS of an excise fuel 
reporting system. 

\\'/Jereiore. the DOT and the IRS agree that: 

I. Automated Excise Fuel Reponing System 
(lhe Svsteml a.k.a. Excise Fuel Information 
Reporting System (EXFIRS) 

(Al The IRS shall develop and mainwn the 
svstem throuszh contracts. 
· ( I l The IRS-be! ieves 1ha1 a participative 

process with all stakeholders is the best 
me1hod 10 use m lhe des1~n and development 
of ExF!RS. Sv October 1. 1998. the IRS will 
form a "'-orkgroup with pan1cipams 
represenung industry. States. the Fedenl 
Highway Adm1mstra110n rFHWAl. and the 
IRS. The workgroup will be headed by the 
IRS Direc:or. Exc:se Taxes. and will develoi, 
an tmpiememanon plan to provide for a basic 
automated e.'<c1se iuel reporung system. and 
for enhancements that will best serve the 
stakeholders. including industry. the States. 
the FHWA. other 5ovemment agencies. the 
IRS. etc. 

(2) \\iork11rouo members will de1ennme the 
S\'Stem needs and asstSI the IRS m 
.issemblmg an 1mplementa11on plan for use 
m contracung. 

(3) The [RS will use the most expeditious 
method to obtam qualified comractol'3 to 
comolete the oro1ect. 

(4i The 1mpie~entauon plan will be a 
livm~ document. The plan will be morutored 
by the workgroup on an ongoing basiS wrth 
revisions to the content. scope. tlmutg. as 
needed. 

(8) The s~tem shall be under the ama-ol 
nf till' !RS . 

tCl Tu allow ior a transmon offundmg ior 
lhl' S1ates. the IRS pro_J ectS that the ioilowing 
lu11du11: can be made ava1labie 10 the States 
ior motor fuei compilance projects: 

FY99 
FY00 
FY0I 
FY02 
FY03 

Total ..... .. .. .... .... .... ........... . 

SI.300.000 
1.2..~.000 
1.000.000 

750.000 
500.000 

5.000.000 

(D) The s~tem shall be made avail.a.ole for 
u~e tJv aooroona1e State and Federai 
revenue: tax .. and law eniorcement 
authon11es . subrec: to sec::on 6103 of :he 
lmemal Revenue Code oi 1986. 

II. Limi1a11on on Use of Funds 

F•Jnas made available to c:irry out !'ughway 
u~e :ax evas ,cn :::ro1e~s snail be used =n,,~ 

{A l :o e"oana · efforts to ennance meter fuel 
tax enfo r:eme~: . 
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•
o f~nd addrnonal IRS staff. but oni~· 10 
u1 :unc:1ons desc:ioed m 1h1s 

raoh: 
' {Cl 10· suop lemem motor fuel IV( 

exam1nat1ons and cnmmal mvestuzauons: 
{D I 10 deveiop automated data processing 

tools 10 mom cor motor iuel produc11on and 
sales . 

(El to evaluate and 1molemem resustration 
and reponmg requ1reme.ms for mot-or fuel 
taxoavers: 

fF1 ·10 re1mourse State exoenses that 
supplement ex15ltng iuel tax compliance 
efforts: and 

(GI to anai,·ze and implement pro!!rams 10 
reduce tax evasion associated wnh other 
highway use taxes. 

III . Funding Availabiliry and Priority 

(Al The Secretarv shall. bv Reimbursable 
A~reemem. prov1d·e availabie funding to the 
IRS ior the automated fuel reporting system 
and for highway use tax evasion proJectS as 
descnbed m 23 l.' .S.C. 143. 

fBi TI1e Secretarv shall make available 
sufhc1ent funds for each off1scai vears 1998 
throueh 2003 10 the IRS to estabilsh and 
operaie an automated tuel reporting svstem 
as as first ;:momy. 

JV. Oversight 

The ?:-i\\' . .:.. Director. Offic!! of Polic, · 
Develoomen:. and the IRS Dmictor. Soec1altv 
Taxes . :,.,ill ~ev,ew the deveiopmem and . 
1mo1ememauon of highway use tax evasion 
pro;ec: ac::vm·. 

-

ed : Se:Jtemoer 3. 1998 
tn R 'Svkle. 

nzsr:-arar . . =ederal H1~n11-a_, 
nzscra(]an 

Datec:· Se:::1emoer 10. 1998. 
Charies 0 . Rossom . 
Comm1ss1oner. lncemai Revenue Service. 

IFR Doc. 96-~723i riled 10-8-98: 8:45 aml 
BILLING c:::oe •11G-U..P 

• 
14 
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STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA MOTOR FUEL IMPORTS, TA) 

Gallons Gasoline lmponed 

Gallons Exponed 

Gallons Lost 

Gallons Sold to Fed Gov·t. 

Gross Gallons SubJec1 to Tax 

Less: Dealers ' Shnnk . & Coll. Exp., 3.5%- 1 % 

Less: Credit For Gallons Blended for Gasohol 

Net Gallons SubJect to Tax 

Gross Gallons Gasohol 

Gallons Exponed 

Gallons Lost 

Gallons Sold to Fed. Gov·t. 

Shrinkage & Colleclion Expense 

Net Gallons Gasohol SubJect to Tax 

Net Galtons Gasoline & Gasohol Sub1ec1 10 Tax 

Percent change from prior year 

(1) 

Average from last 10 years 1.38% 

Gallons Diesel Taxed 

Percent change from prior year 

Average tram last 10 years 4.6 1% 

Ne1 Gallons Gasoline. Gasohol , and Diesel Subject to Ta 

Percent change from prior year 

Average from last 10 years 2.06% 

Gallons Jet Fuel Taxed 

Gallons LPG Taxed 

Gross Gallons Aviation Gas 

Gallons Exponed 

Gallons Lost 

Gallons Sold to Fed. Govt. 

Shrinkage & Collection Expense 

Net Gallons Avat1on Gas Subiect 10 Tax 

Gross Tax Collected 

Percent change from prior year 

(2) 

Average from last 10 years 4.17% 

Refunds Wriuen 

Av. Rate ol Refund Per Gallon 

Gallons Refunded@ S.21 

Gallons Refunaed @ S. 1 9 

Gallons Relunded @ S. 18 

Gallons Refunded @ S.16 

Gallons Refunded @ $.13 

Gallons Relunded @ $.12 

Gallons Refundea @ s .11 

GaHixs Retuncec ~ 5 , C 

~rcem cr-i c1nge trom prior year 

Average from last 10 years -6.4 5% 

CALENDAR 

YEAR 1998 

446,486,561 

47 ,047 ,362 

750 

1,594.428 

397,844 ,021 

8,943,295 

133,254,867 

255,645,859 

187,752,687 

7,858,872 

171 

72 ,366 

699,832 

179,121 ,446 

434,767,305 

2.53% 

141,747,498 

1.58% 

576,514,803 

2.29% 

12,053,668 

1,094 ,030 

3,867,178 

1,416,519 

0 

252 

55 ,799 

2,394,608 

$ 11 5,178,759 

7.62% 

$2 ,797,246 

$0.19342 

7,428,769 

3,637 ,369 

2,183 ,940 

1,212,169 

0 

0 

0 

0 

14,462,247 

-9.45% 

CA LENDAR 

YEAR 1997 

437,333,192 

48,402,506 

12,637 

1,358,951 

387,559,098 

8,705,065 

131,732.465 

247, 121,568 

182,684,400 

4,853,311 

2,174 

204 ,396 

691,238 

176,933 ,281 

424,054 ,849 

-0.76¾ 

139,543,778 

·1.38% 

563,598 ,627 

-0 ,92% 

10,966,350 

1,272,296 

3,684,857 

1,290 ,664 

0 

70,856 

53,014 

2,270,323 

$107,021,375 

10.23% 

$2,800,149 

$0. 17532 

776.356 

352 ,946 

9,726,023 

5,116,541 

0 

0 

0 

0 

15,971 ,866 

· 11.05% 

CALENDAR 

YEAR 1996 

434,912,836 

42,387,504 

0 

257,665 

392,267,667 

8,789,586 

118,015,892 

265,462,189 

167,201,019 

4,653,645 

0 

373 

692,699 

161 ,854,302 

427,316,491 

3.42% 

141,495,042 

4.11 % 

568,811 ,533 

3.59% 

11 ,063,913 

1,417,617 

3,662,342 

1,159,056 

0 

0 

56,632 

2,446,654 

S97,091 ,075 

4.78% 

S2,962,316 

S0.16497 

10,511 ,050 

7,445,864 

0 

0 

0 

a 
0 

17,956.91 4 

-3,33°/, 

1) Shnnkage change elfective January 1. 1996 to be not greater than 2.25% of the required state tax per gallon. 

"--· 
YEAR 1995 

439,351,422 

38.471 ,346 

2,864 

2,222,603 

398,654 ,609 

5,877,096 

161,482,290 

231,295 ,223 

198,436,505 

11 ,771,936 

0 

218,024 

4,546,687 

181,899,858 

4 13,195 ,081 

0.35% 

135.910, 571 

·0.59%, 

549 ,105.652 

0. 12% 

9,526,294 

1,630,251 

3,932,729 

1,556,670 

276 

4,97 1 

81,997 

2,288,815 

$92,662, 408 

-1.25% 

$3 ,201,012 

$0.17232 

11,482,424 

7,093,079 

0 

0 

0 

0 

18,575 ,503 

-5. 18% 

REFUNDS COMPARISON OF CALENDAR YEAR 1998 THROUGH 

YEAR 1994 

438 ,959,176 

34,965.110 

4.995 

2,269.294 

401 ,719,777 

6,065,546 

162,499,962 

233. 154,269 

194,774.2 51 

11 ,447,842 

0 

213,545 

4,518.081 

178,594,783 

411,749,052 

3.04% 

136 ,71 1,182 

20.91 % 

548,460,234 

6.98% 

10,425 ,567 

1,870,502 

3,235 ,435 

773.698 

0 

3.996 

84.708 

2,373 ,033 

593,833 ,295 

8.43% 

S3 ,382.687 

S0.17267 

12,421 ,965 

7. 169.034 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

19,590,999 

-6.0 1% 

CALENDA R 

YEAR 1993 

404, 444 ,174 

34,092,457 

32,076 

2,409,784 

367,909, 857 

6,223,612 

125,94 1,493 

235,744 ,752 

177 ,164 ,120 

8,974,965 

206 

92.272 

4,234,723 

163,861 ,954 

399,606,706 

1.16% 

113,072,552 

7.68% 

512,679,258 

2. 53% 

9,365 ,125 

1,993.741 

3,386, 489 

938,778 

0 

13,086 

85,277 

2,349,348 

$86,536,697 

1.7 1% 

$3,608,966 

$0.17315 

13,702,279 

7,140,976 

0 

0 

0 

0 

20.843 .255 

-2 .33¾ 

CALE NDAR 

YEAR 1992 

398,5 15. 862 

33 ,366,244 

5,562 

2,697 ,174 

362,446,882 

6,485.313 

116,23 1,809 

239,729,760 

167,507,127 

8,034,577 

9 

79,834 

4,087,303 

155,305, 404 

395 ,035,164 

3.53% 

105,006,717 

5.54% 

500,041,881 

3.94% 

9,661,050 

2,106, 416 

3,324 ,392 

1,060.756 

0 

49,055 

77,983 

2,136.598 

$85,080,717 

0.15% 

S3 ,720,368 

$0 .17434 

15,297,132 

6,042,435 

0 

0 

0 

21 ,339,567 

-13.09¾ 

CALE NDAR 

YEAR 1991 

386,769,422 

32,753.322 

1,179 

2,947,748 

351,067, 173 

6,946,742 

95,307. 130 

248,813,301 

141,913.620 

5,665,300 

1,149 

24,945 

3,457,297 

132,764,929 

381 ,578.230 

0.92% 

99.490,338 

0.40% 

481,068,568 

0.81 % 

10, 168,269 

2,550,303 

3,818,861 

1,334,741 

2,094 

11 ,054 

86,912 

2,384.060 

$84,951,007 

-0 .95% 

$4,378,418 

$0.17832 

22,493.846 

2,059.821 

59 

0 

0 

0 

24,553,726 

6.10% 

CALENDAR 

YEAR 1990 

40 1,575,016 

30,788.751 

24,964 

2,662.600 

368,098,701 

9,046,133 

39,484 ,664 

319 ,567.904 

61,841 ,186 

1,841,027 

0 

33,071 

1,420.891 

58,546.197 

378,1 14,101 

-1.09¾ 

99 ,096.4 67 

8.63% 

477,210.568 

0 78°/o 

9,777 ,315 

2, 183,840 

3,593,870 

995 ,667 

0 

9,535 

90.946 

2,497.722 

$85,764,9 19 

2 00% 

$4 ,156.128 

$0.17959 

22,698,438 

429.183 

12,132 

0 

0 

23,1 <2.268 

-20.13% 

YEAR 1989 

401,461.679 

25.490.826 

6,725 

2,698,278 

373,265.850 

9,360.846 

36.745,885 

327,159.119 

57 ,398 .950 

875,221 

3,350 

65 .891 

1,334.717 

55,119 .771 

382,278 ,890 

0.75% 

91.221 ,522 

473 .500,412 

0 46°0 

9,393,792 

2,325.559 

4,117,3 18 

1 742,409 

0 

12.295 

80 ,934 

2,281.680 

S84 .084 , 180 

8.93% 

S4 .783.562 

so. 16509 

22.859.197 

16,415 

4,143.842 

0 

9.960 

28 .97 :, ,401 

001 % 

2) Tax collections are made the month alter importation. COMPILED BY: S.D. Department of Transportation • Division ol Fiscal & Public Assistance 

3111199 

YEAR 1988 

399,57 1,682 

25 .97 4.354 

72,245 

2,455 .984 

371 ,069,099 

10,334.415 

37,858.987 

322.875.697 

58.736 ,055 

585 ,390 

0 

10• .335 

1,477 ,051 

56,569.279 

379, 444 ,976 

1 86°0 

91 906, 41 6 

3 JJ Cc 

471 ,351 392 

9,966 .890 

3.766,171 

4,103 853 

1.701 352 

928 

26. -165 

80 50 1 

2.29-l .607 

S77 189 478 

13 65°•, 

SJ.748, 132 

so 12937 

2,508.902 

C 

24.236 1€1 

19.258 

,o :172 .27t 

·B 91°·0 

MFTAXRF XLS 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Members of the Conference Committee on HB 1462 

FR: 

RE: 

Kathryn L. Strombeck, Research Analyst, Tax Department 

Fiscal Impact ofHB 1462 

DT: April 5, 1999 

There have been at least four official fiscal notes on various versions ofHB 1462. This memo will 
attempt to outline some of the estimated fiscal effects by type, which may help in your 
discussions. As is usually the case, please note that the actual amount of additional revenue is 
unknown; these are "best guess" estimates. 

Provisions specific to the point of taxation change to terminal rack: 

♦ One-time "bump" in collections: 
♦ Taxation of inventories: 
♦ Potential increased audit coverage: 

Other possible provisions: 

♦ 

♦ 

"Buy-Rite" refund provisions: 
Dyed fuel enforcement: 

+$ .2M
+$2.5 M 
+$ .8M~ 

:,- . .s.M 

+$1.0M 
+$1.0 M 

The final two work hand-in-hand and may be manifested in better compliance at the front end -
which is a desired outcome of the legislation. 

Hopefully this will help clarify some of the fiscal effects that have been contained in the various 
versions of fiscal notes. Please let us know if you have any questions or ifwe can be of any 
assistance. 



-• 

Prepared by the Legislative Council 
staff 

April 7, 1999 

1999-2001 ESTIMATED HIGHWAY FUND REVENUE-
COMPARISON OF EXECUTIVE BUDGET, HOUSE VERSION, AND SENATE VERSION 

Major highway fund revenue: 

Highway tax distribution fund 

Current law and House Bill Nos. 1130 and 1183: 
Total gas tax and motor vehide registration fees 

Executive budget - Fuel tax at $.20 per gallon and 
$18.3 million of registration fee increases 

House version - Fuel tax at $.21 per gallon and 
no increase in registration fees 

Senate version - Fuel tax at $.20 per gallon and 
$15.8 million of registration fee increases 

Motor vehicle division changes - HB 1012 

Additional fee for specific number plate - HB 1012 

Ethanol incentive payments - HS 1019 

Motorcycles and trailer registrations - HB 1312 (passed) 

Reservation fuel agreement 

Total highway tax distribution fund revenue 

Other major revenues not deposited in the distribution fund but 
directly in the highway fund, induding licensing, fees, permits, 
interest, and miscellaneous 

Related legislation affecting highway-related revenues: 

Highway Patrol funding - HB 1011 

Highway fund transter to general fund - HB 1011 

Department of Transportation budget changes - HB 1012 

Additional fee for Lewis and Clark plate - HB 1012 

Graduated driver's license - HS 1291 

Special road fund - SB 2267 

Suspended driver's license fees - SB 2406 (passed) 

Adjusted highway fund revenues available to 
Department of Transportation 

Executive 
Budget 

$185,600,000 

$187,000,000 

34,200,000 

(13,200,000) 

House 
Version 

$180,400,000 

2,000,000 

(700,000) 

(50,000) 

(189,000) 

$182,861,000 

34,200,000 

(13 ,200,000) 

(100,000) 

4,000,000 

(240 ,000) 

Senate 
Version 

$184,050,000 

600,000 

63,000 

(1,350,000) 

(50,000) 

(189,000) 

$183,124,000 

34,200,000 

(13,200,000) 

(100,000) 

3,223,000 

100,000 

40,000 

(480 ,000) 

1 Although the fiscal note does not identify a specific fiscal impact relating to this bill, the narrative on the fiscal note indicates 
that provisions of the bill may result in additional highway tax distribution fund revenues of up to $2 million per biennium. 

NOTE: The schedule below presents estimated highway tax distribution fund payments to cities and counties under the 
various vers ions : 

Payments to cities 
and counties 

1997-99 
Biennium• 

$96.4 

Amounts shown in millions 

Executive 
Budget" 
$109.8 

House 
Version* 
$107.3 

Senate 
Version• 
$107.5 
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MEMORANDUM 

Rep. Stacey Mickelson 
Joan Y. Galster 
Motor Fuel Tax Supervisor 
April 8 1999 
Survey of other states 

Rep. Mickelson: 

Per your request, our staff conducted a brief survey of states that have moved the taxation of 
motor fuel to the rack. We contacted six states that we thought might have had some experiences 
that would apply to North Dakota. We were able to speak with four of the six. 

I have attached copies of the telephone memos that detail our conversations with the four states 
that responded (Idaho, South Carolina, South Dakota and Wisconsin). 

Please feel free to call me at 328-3139 if you have any other questions. 



TELEPHONE MEMORANDUM 

By: Doug VerDouw 

Date: April 7, 1999 

Name of Caller: Misc 

Phone Number: 

Name of Account: 

Subject Matter: Legislative Inquiry 

Message: 

I spoke with Dar Walters (Idaho) and Robert Cromer (South Carolina) in regards to the effect of 
their states moving the point of taxation. Both indicated that they are not aware of any 
businesses that closed due to the moving of the point of taxation to the rack. Both indicated that 
the petroleum marketers in their state really liked the law change due to the decreased amount 
of paperwork that was required of the dealers. Let me know if you have any questions. 



********TELEPHONE MEMORANDUM******** 

BY: Joan Y. Galster, Motor Fuel Supervisor 

DATE: April 7, 1999 

NAME OF CALLER: Alana Goumeau (I called her) 

TELEPHONE NO: 605-773-5335 

NAME OF ACCOUNT: SD Motor Fuels 

SUBJECT MATTER: Rack Tax 

MESSAGE: 

I called Alana Goumeau (she is the individual who answered my survey questionnaire) to inquire 
whether SD's move to the rack resulted in jobbers down the chain from the rack going out of 
business. She said not to their knowledge - that she is sure they would have heard about it if that 
had been the case. They license entities down to the retailers and have not seen a decline in the 
number. 



********TELEPHONE MEMORANDUM******** 

BY: Joan Y. Galster, Motor Fuel Supervisor 

DATE: April 8, 1999 

NAME OF CALLER: John Nordlie (I called him) 

TELEPHONE NO: 608-26-3556 

NAME OF ACCOUNT: WI Motor Fuels 

SUBJECT MATTER: Rack Tax 

MESSAGE: 

Wisconsin's rack tax has been in place since April 1, 1994. I asked Mr. Nordlie whether anyone 
in the fuel distribution chain was forced out of business due to the movement of tax collection to 
the rack. He said not directly. Those who have gone out of business would have done so 
anyway. He said to his knowledge no one has gone out of business because of the movement of 
the tax to the rack. 

For motor vehicle fuels, WI had a shrinkage allowance of 1.5% prior to changing the point of 
tax. They now have a 1.25% allowance with 1.15% passed down to the distributor who makes 
the purchase at the rack provided, however, that the distributor pay the supplier through 
electronic funds transfer prior to the supplier's due date for the tax. 



Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Counal 
staff 

1999-2001 ESTIMATED HIGHWAY FUND REVENUE -
COMPARISON OF VERSIONS 

Major highway fund revenue: 

Highway tax distribution fund 

Gas tax and motor vehicle registration fees - Current law and 
HS 1130 (passed) 

Gas tax/motor vehicle registration fees - HS 1183 
Executive budget - Fuel tax at 20 cents per gallon and 

$18.3 million of registration fee increases 

House version - Fuel tax at 21 cents per gallon and 
no increase in registration fees 

Senate version - Fuel tax at 20 cents per gallon and 
$15.8 million of registration fee increases 

Motor vehicle division changes - HB 1012 

Additional fee for specific number plate - HB 1012 

Ethanol incentive payments - HS 1019 

Motorcycles and trailer registrations - HB 1312 (passed) 

Point of taxation - HB 1462 

Reservation fuel agreement 

Total highway tax distribution fund revenue 

Other major revenues not deposited in the distribution fund but 
directly in the highway fund , including licensing, fees, permits, 
interest. and miscellaneous 

Related legislation affecting highway-related revenues: 

Highway Patrol funding - HS 1011 

Highway fund transfer to general fund - HB 1011 

Department of Transportation budget changes - HB 1012 

Additional fee for Lewis and Clark plate - HB 1012 

Graduated driver's license - HS 1291 (passed) 

Special road fund - SB 2267 

Suspended driver's license fees - SB 2406 (passed) 

Adjusted highway fund revenues available to 
Department of Transportation 

Executive 
Budget 

$174,100,000 

11,500,000 

1,386,000 1 

$186,986,000 

34,200,000 

(13,185,610) 

$208,000,390 

• The amounts shown in this column are only those that have been passed by both houses. 

House 
Version 

$174,100,000 

6,300,000 

2,023,191 

(713,160) 

(50,400) 

(806,400) 2 

(189,000) 

$180,664,231 

34,900,000 4 

(13,185,610) 

(100,000) 

3,983,471 

44,000 

(450 ,000) 4 

810,000 

$206,666,092 

April 9, 1999 

Senate 
Version 

$174,100,000 

9,950,000 

574,191 

63,000 

(1 ,343,160) 

(50,400) 

0 3 

(189,000) 

$183,104,631 

34,900,000 4 

(13,185,610) 

(100,000) 

3,206,371 

100,000 

44,000 

(900 ,000) ◄ 

810,000 

$207,979,392 

Final Action 
to Date• 

$174. 100,000 

(50,400) 

(189,000) 

$173,860,600 

34,900 ,000 4 

44,000 

810,000 

$209,614,600 

1 The 1999-2001 executive budget highway fund revenue estimate included an additional $1.4 million resulting from the point of taxation 
change recommended by the Governor. Although the fiscal note on the bill (HB 1462) as introduced did not specify any additional highway 
tax distribution fund revenue as a result of this change, the fiscal note narrative indicated that the bill may result in additional highway tax 

• dos\abolioa food ce,ea,es of op to $2.5 millioa Im the 1999-2001 bieaaiom. 



2 Although the fiscal note specifies a reduction of 1999-2001 biennium highway tax distribution fund revenues of $1,280,000 as a result of the 
provisions of this bill , the Tax Department indicates that the bill may result in additional highway tax distribution fund revenues of up to 
$4 .5 million for the 1999-2001 biennium. 

' Although the fi scal note does not identify a specific fiscal impact relating to this bill , the narrative on the fiscal note ind icates that provisions 
f the bill may result in additional highway tax distribution fund revenues of up to $2 million per biennium. 

Reflects the department's revised interest income estimate of $1 .5 million , $700,000 more than the original estimate of $800,000. 

NOTE: The schedule below presents estimated highway tax distribution fund payments to cities and counties under the various versions: 

Payments to cities 
and counties 

1997-99 
Biennium•• 

$96.4 

- Amounts shown in millions 

• 

• 

Executive 
Budget•• 

$109.8 

House 
Version** 

$106.1 

2 

Senate 
Version** 

$107 .5 

Final Action 
to Date** 

$102.2 



Rep. Stacey Mickelson 
ND House of Representatives 
State Capitol 
Bismarck, ND 58505 

Dear Representative Mickelson: 

April 9, 1999 

We are writing to you in your capacity as Conference Committee Chairman of House Bill 1462. 
Throughout the Senate deliberations and conference committee meetings, little regard has been 
given to those interest groups who support HB-1462 as passed by the House, and the valid 
reasons for the support. This is disappointing to us. 

We represent hundreds of North Dakota citizens and taxpayers who favor passage of HB-1462 
with the tax at the rack provision. The bottom line for us is we know highway revenue will be 
enhanced, thereby helping create road construction jobs, while at the same time helping keep 
the state's motor fuel tax rate from unnecessarily being raised. 

Moving the point of motor fuel tax collection to the rack works well, as witnessed by the federal 
government implementing it some 1 O years ago. In addition, at least 15 states have made the 
change, all resulting in enhanced motor fuel tax revenue, and streamlined tax administration for 
the states and for the taxpayers. No state that has adopted the tax at the rack has reversed 
its decision, or even attempted to change back. We believe that is testimony that taxing at 
the rack is good government policy, and makes for happy motor fuel distributors and retailers. 

The revenue to be gained by taxing at the rack, along with the "buy rite" concept, is too 
important to be ignored. It appears to us that in order for North Dakota to match all the federal 
highway funds expected, we are going to have to have a mixture of increases in motor fuel 
taxes, vehicle registration fees, AND tax at the rack. 

Your efforts, Representative Mickelson, in chairing the conference committee on this important 
matter, are greatly appreciated. We urge you and the other conferees to continue to seek an 
agreement that incorporates the tax at the rack in the final version of HB-1462. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~~ ~Ma 
LeRoy Ernst Mark Johnson 
ND Motor Carriers Association ND Association of Counties 

~ 
Associated General Contractors of ND 



A Summary of the N w Fuel Tax Laws 
. hrnn 1 

New fuel tax laws passed by the 1995 South Dakota 
legislature will go into effect January 1, 19961 

·~ringing major changes to the state's fuel taxation 
tem. The heart of the legislation is contained in two 
portant provisions: 

• a change in the point of taxation to the terminal 
rack for motor .fuel, diesel fuel and aviation fuel 
• implementation of a dyed diesel fuel program 

Change in the Point of Taxation 
Mo\'ing the point of taxation to the terminal rack 

mearis that individuals who own the fuel immediately 
before it is withdrawn from the rack must be licensed 
as suppliers and will remit fuel tax to the state of 
South Dakota on any fuel that they sell An exception 
to this rule is fuel that is sold to a licensed exporter 
(an individual or business with a license to sell fuel 
outside of the state). If a licensed exporter withdraws 
fuel from a terminal and the bill of ladil'\g indicates 
the destination to be other than South Dakota, South 
Dakota tax is not imposed. 

In addition to suppliers and exporters, other 
categories of licensees under the new law ate out-of
state suppliers, importers, blende:s, LPG and CNG 
vendors, LPG users, highway contractors, marketers, 
~ plant operators and transporters. 

WP • 0ut-0£-state suppliers 
Individuals who reside outside of South 
Dakota may voluntarily obtain a license as an 
out.-of-state supplier. The out-of-state 
supplier must then remit South Dakota fuel 
tax on any ttamaction that indicates a South 
Dakota destination on a bill of lading. 

• Importers 
Lilce exporters, importers who bring fuel into 
the state by means other than a pipeline must 
be licensed. If they obtain fuel from an out-of
state supplier who is not voluntarily licensed 
for South Dakota, they are responsible for 
remitting the state fuel tax. If they are 
involved in both exporting and importin~ 
any tax credit that exists on their tax retum as 
a result of exports will automatically 
generate a refund. 

• Blenders 
Those individuals engaged in the blending of 
denatured 100 percent ethyl akohol with 
gasoline must be licensed as a blender. The 

• ethyl alc:ohol will not be subject to tax until it 
is blended (unless it is sold to an unlicensed 
party). 

EXHIBIT B 

• Marketers 
Jl./ 1 

Individuals who purchase fuel from licensed 
suppliers and subsequently sell it to other 
customers must be licensed as marketers. 'This 
category will include most of those individu
als formerly licensed as distributors and retail 
dealers. The marketer's license will enable a 
dealer to obtain any refunds to which he or 
she may be entitled. 

• Highway Contractors 
IndiViduals involved in highway construe~ 
tion1 repair or .maintenance that is financed 
through public funding will be required to be 
licensed as highway contractors. The license 
will enable them to purchase all types of fuels 
and report their usage. li a credit arises, 
refunds will be automatic. 

• LPG and CNG Vendors and LPG Users 
Individuals selling LPG or rnG, and I.PG 
users that own licensed diesel vehicles or that 
use LPG for both taxable and non~taxable 
purposes, will be licensed as they have been 
in the past. 

• Bulle Plant Operators 
Bulk plant operators will be required to be 
licensed and maintain inventory records. 
However, they will have minimal or no_ 
reporting requirements. 

• Transporters 
Individuals who transport fuel by truck or 
railcar will be required to be licensed and 
maintain records. However, they will have 
minimal or no reporting requirements. 

Reporting Requirements 
All licensees who have reporting requirements 

(with the exception of LPG vendors and user.. and . 
°'1G vendors, whose reporting requirements will not 
change) will report on a monthly basjs, on the last day 
of the month for the preceding month's activity. 

• Suppliers and out~f-state suppliers will be 
allowed to deduct 2.25 percent from their taxable 
gallons, prior to detennining their tax liability and 
paying the state. 

- On~third of the allowance will be kept by 
the supplier. 
- Tw~thirds of the allowance will be passed 
along to the customer who purchases the fuel 
from the terminal location. Those purchasers 
have until the 25th day of the month 



following the month in which the fuel was pur· 
chased to remit their tax liability to their 
supplier. 

• Importers/exporters will deduct nvo-thirds of 
the 2.25 percent allowance .from their taxable 
gallons prior to remitting their tax payment to the 
state. 

Implementation of the Dyed Diesel 
Fuel Program 

The second major change contained in the new fuel 
tax legislation is the dyed diesel fuel program. Diesel 
fuel that is to be used for agricultural and commerci.al 
purposes in equipment exempt from fuel taxation will 
have dye added to it. This dyeing progra.in will make it 
easier to differentiate taxable and non~taxable fuel, thus 
e11Suring that untaxed fuel is not consumed in licensed 
vehicles and eliminating the need £or exemption 
certificates and licensing of special fuel users. 

Refunds 
Several special situations allow consUll\ers or 

marketers to receive a refund of fuel taxes, including 
the following: 

• Refunds for Agricultural and Commercial 
Off-road Use of Undyed Fuel 

Consumers who use undyed (taxed) diesel fuel 
in licensed vehicles for agricultural or commer
cial off~road work will be entitled to a refund of 
their fuel tax. They are not, however, entitled to 
a refund on undyed fuel dispensed directly 
into equipment. (Ii you conduct agricultural or 
commercial off-road equipment transactions at 
your retail locations, you may want to consider 
adding an additional storage tank for dyed fuel 
so that you can dispense dyed fuel into these 
types of equipment) 

• Refunds to Marketers 
Marketers will be able to claim a refund of fuel 
tax in the fellowing cases: 

- on undyed taxed diesel fuel sold as reefer 
fuel, subject to sales tax 
- on all fuel sold to agencies of the federal 
government 
- on all motor fuel sold to licensed Indian 
schools 
- on all gallons lost 

A claim must be submitted within 15 months of the 
initial transaction. 

EXHIBIT B (continued) 

Special cases 
There are some special situations outlined in the 

new legislation: 

• Terri.gators and sptay coupes 
Licensed terrigators and spray coupes are 
allowed to operate on dyed (untaxed) diesel 
fueL 

• Sales to the state or political subdivisions 
Dyed diesel fuel must be sold to any state or 
political subdivision agency that would use th 
fuel for road construction, repair or mainte
nance in either their own equipment or in 
licensed vehicles (for example, the Oepartmen 
of Transportation, or county highway maintt.L 
nance shops). However, contrary to federal 
government fuel tax laws, you must sell 
undyed (taxed) diesel fuel to the state or 
political subdivi.,ions for any of their other 
lkereed vehicles (for example, diesel-powered 
cars used by the sheriff's department). In 
addition, you must sell undyed diesel fuel for 
all use in diesel-powered buses, including 
school buses. In these cases the government 
agencies and school districts will have to seek a 
refund of the federal fuel taxes charged. 

End-of-the-Year Inventory 
In December you will receiYe a form on which to 

report and remit taxes on any und yed diesel fuel and 
jet fuel that remams in your inventory in South Dakota 
as of December 31, 1995. The inventory report and 
additional taxes will be due January 31, 1996. You will 
also report and be able to receive a credit or refund for 
any tax-paid 100 percent ethyl alcohol that remains in 
your storage as of December 31, 1995. 

TC:THL F' . CC 



MEMO 
To: Representative Stacy Mickelson 

From: Joan Galster, Motor Fuels Supervisor 

Subject: Legislation (House Bill 1462) 

Date: April 12, 1999 

Per your call and our meeting of this morning, we have reviewed the records of the dealers 
referenced to provide additional information regarding the effect of the tax layout on fuel in 
inventory. The information relates to motor vehicle fuels only. Attached are the results of the 
review. 



' dowsky, GA Storage (Motor Fuels) : 74,000 
40% of storage 29,600 
Tax at .20 /gallon $5,920.00 

Resale 
Shrink Shrink 

(Gallons) Commission Inventory Gallons 

07/31/96 824 390.81 24,993 (1 ,084) 
08/31/96 609 304.42 16,364 (237) 
09/30/96 402 197.19 21,675 (867) 
10/31/96 465 230.75 24,140 (975) 
11/30/96 404 193.07 23,021 (620) 
12/31/96 373 245.76 23,086 (105) 
01/31/97 337 154.19 16,123 (335) 
02/28/97 384 180.27 22,641 65 
03/31/97 292 144.83 18,399 56 
04/30/97 376 217.73 13,479 (172) 
05/31/97 421 210.78 30,430 (738) 
06/30/97 678 322.71 17,472 (386) 
07/31/97 675 313.84 24,830 (648) 
08/31/97 782 369.94 24,767 (584) 
09/30/97 518 246.23 19,054 (690) 
10/31/97 441 211.71 25,801 (814) 
11/30/97 481 204.57 21,580 (468) 
12/31/97 370 172.88 21,926 (192) 
01/31/98 336 168.52 18,752 (183) 
02/28/98 270 106.88 15,497 14 
03/31/98 289 155.30 28,243 (541) 
04/30/98 341 174.06 14,605 42 
05/31/98 505 240.74 17,652 (173) 
06/30/98 660 305.06 15,806 (505) 

Total 11,233 5,462.24 500,336 (10,140) 

Average (per month) 227.59 20,847 (423) 
40% of average 8,339 
Tax at .20 /gallon 1,667.80 
Percent of total storage 28.17% 



' hwabOil Storage (Motor Fuels): 88,830 
40% of storage 35,532 
Tax at .20 /gallon $7,106.40 

Resale 
Shrink Shrink 

(Gallons) Commission Inventory Gallons 

07/31/96 111.20 19,651 
08/31/96 163.93 17,546 
09/30/96 77.97 16,782 
10/31/96 95.52 22,445 
11/30/96 86.95 8,990 (10,737) 
12/31/96 77.57 8,622 
01/31/97 67.37 8,638 
02/28/97 80.79 11,723 
03/31/97 81.91 9,764 
04/30/97 91.67 7,852 
05/31/97 132.88 10,078 
06/30/97 105.52 12,717 
07/31/97 118.03 15,542 
08/31/97 180.22 14,333 
09/30/97 50.35 10,286 
10/31/97 100.88 18,801 
11/30/97 81.27 13,497 
12/31/97 80.79 13,225 
01/31/98 72.00 15,236 
02/28/98 63.09 16,486 
03/31/98 92.36 9,243 (9,685) 
04/30/98 111.84 6,912 
05/31/98 96.14 4,496 
06/30/98 96.52 9,095 

Total 2,316.77 301,960 (20,422) 

Average (per month) 96.53 12,582 (851) 
40% of average 5,033 
Tax at .20 /gallon 1,006.60 
Percent of total storage 14.16% 



Storage (Motor Fuels): 71,000 
40% of storage 28,400 
Tax at .20 /gallon $5,680.00 

Resale 
Shrink Shrink 

(Gallons) Commission Inventory Gallons 

07/31/96 391.67 21,491 
08/31/96 350.05 15,162 
09/30/96 250.54 14,005 
10/31/96 248.02 27,364 
11/30/96 293.29 18,544 
12/31/96 225.66 16,949 (3,238) 
01/31/97 199.42 11,046 
02/28/97 188.16 15,830 
03/31/97 199.00 18,818 
04/30/97 272.06 15,977 
05/31/97 297.93 19,690 
06/30/97 302.44 11,799 
07/31/97 330.04 25,947 
08/31/97 359.69 24,276 
09/30/97 288.43 19,246 
10/31/97 284.24 20,259 
11/30/97 215.83 20,189 
12/31/97 253.02 16,736 (5,107) 
01/31/98 231.35 29,037 
02/28/98 153.18 12,641 
03/31/98 235.53 17,405 
04/30/98 298.75 18,545 
05/31/98 310.74 20,885 
06/30/98 288.98 21,674 

Total 6,468.02 453,515 (8,345) 

Average (per month) 269.50 18,896 (348) 
40% of average 7,559 
Tax at .20 /gallon 1,511.80 
Percent of total storage 26.61% 



rmers Union Storage (Motor Fuels): 182,500 
~kinson 40% of storage 73,000 
) 

Tax at .20 /gallon $14,600.00 

Resale 
Shrink Shrink 

(Gallons) Commission Inventory Gallons 

07/31/96 1,168.50 123,752 
08/31/96 1,251.69 128,284 
09/30/96 966.28 149,029 
10/31/96 1,234.14 140,925 
11/30/96 1,194.26 129,561 
12/31/96 1,005.97 109,772 
01/31/97 1,016.96 119,151 (15,785) 
02/28/97 934.92 89,622 
03/31/97 1,040.62 123,267 
04/30/97 1,012.26 116,404 
05/31/97 1,358.63 141,447 
06/30/97 1,308.47 120,630 
07/31/97 1,628.32 107,449 
08/31/97 1,718.47 142,732 
09/30/97 1,161.74 141,139 
10/31/97 1,123.57 124,649 
11/30/97 1,123.91 136,762 
12/31/97 1,145.89 136,394 
01/31/98 1,142.82 122,994 
02/28/98 920.28 76,256 
03/31/98 1,084.74 114,091 
04/30/98 1,203.77 121,878 
05/31/98 1,248.54 122,445 
06/30/98 1,435.55 117,078 

Total 0 28,430.30 2,955,711 (15,785) 

Average (per month) 1,184.60 123,155 (658) 
40% of average 49,262 
Tax at .20 /gallon 9,852.40 
Percent of total storage 67.48% 



Motor Vehicle Fuels 
Commission and Shrinkage 

Fiscal 
Year 

1996 
1997 
1998 

Total 
Gallons 

479,525,418 
491 ,580,800 
508,569,374 

1,479,675,592 

Shrinkage Allowance (Revenue Neutral) 

Fiscal Actual 
Year Commissions 

1996 1,348,743.15 
1997 1,452,527.48 
1998 1,473,546.33 

4,274,816.96 

Fiscal Tax Collected 
Year Gas/Gasol ine 

1996 66,350,035.79 
1997 71,061,007.79 
1998 72,419,039.26 

209,830,082.84 

Average 69,943,360.95 

Credit Allowance (Revenue Neutral) 

Dealer 
Gains/Losses 

486,115 
900,818 
846,531 

2,233,464 

Dealer 
Gains/Losses 

92,361.85 
180,163.60 
169,306.20 

441 ,831 .65 

Total 
Allowance 

1,744,765.66 
1,977,162.88 
1,983,311 .93 

5,705,240.47 

1,901 ,746.82 

J 6 CA f0 ~ Ct-{) -:, llA_ 
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Retail 
Shrinkage 

1,604,437 
1,722,359 
1,702,297 

5,029,093 

0.0049 

Retail Shrink 
Allowance 

303,660.66 
344,471.80 
340,459.40 

988,591 .86 

0.0272 

1,744,765.66 
1,977,162.88 
1,983,311 .93 

5,705,240.47 



Special Fuels 
Commission and Shrinkage 

Fiscal 
Year 

1996 
1997 
1998 

Total 
Gallons 

542,789,129 
559,822,965 
609,506, 119 

Dealer 
Gains/Losses 

(47,756) 
(536,692) 
(352,034) 

1,712,118,213 (936,482) 

Shrinkage Allowance (Revenue Neutral) (0.0005) 

Fiscal Actual 
Year Commissions 

1996 223,680.20 
1997 243,561.84 
1998 238,915.71 

706,157.75 

Fiscal Tax Collected Total 
Year Diesel/LP Allowance 

1996 32,092,208.14 223,680.20 
1997 35,877,134.44 243,561.84 
1998 37,348,929.54 238,915.71 

105,318,272.12 706,157.75 

Average 35,106,090.71 235,385.92 

Credit Allowance (Revenue Neutral) 0.0067 



Tax Collection Allowance 
Revenue Effect 

Motor Fuels 

Current Proposed Current 
Average Credit Total Commissions/ Revenue 

Collections Allowance Allowance Shrink Effect 

69,943,360.95 X 3.50% = 2,448,017.63 1,901,746.82 = (546,270.81) 
69,943,360.95 X 3.00% = 2,098,300.83 1,901,746.82 = (196,554.01) 
69,943,360.95 X 2.90% = 2,028,357.47 1,901,746.82 = (126,610.64) 
69,943,360.95 X 2.80% = 1,958,414.11 1,901,746.82 = (56,667.28) 
69,943,360.95 X 2.70% = 1,888,470.75 1,901,746.82 = 13,276.08 
69,943,360.95 X 2.60% = 1,818,527.38 1,901,746.82 = 83,219.44 
69,943,360.95 X 2.50% = 1,748,584.02 1,901,746.82 = 153,162.80 
69,943,360.95 X 2.00% = 1,398,867.22 1,901,746.82 = 502,879.60 
69,943,360.95 X 1.50% = 1,049,150.41 1,901,746.82 = 852,596.41 
69,943,360.95 X 1.00% = 699,433.61 1,901,746.82 = 1,202,313.21 
69,943,360.95 X 0.50% = 349,716.80 1,901,746.82 = 1,552,030.02 

Special Fuels 

Current Proposed Current 
Average Credit Total Average Revenue 

Collections Allowance Allowance Commissions Effect 

35,106,090.71 X 3.50% = 1,228,713.17 235,385.92 = (993,327.25) 
35,106,090.71 X 3.00% = 1,053,182.72 235,385.92 = (817,796.80) 
35,106,090.71 X 2.50% = 877,652.27 235,385.92 = (642,266.35) 
35,106,090.71 X 2.00% = 702,121 .81 235,385.92 = (466,735.89) 
35,106,090.71 X 1.50% = 526,591.36 235,385.92 = (291,205.44) 
35,106,090.71 X 1.00% = 351,060.91 235,385.92 = (115,674.99) 
35,106,090.71 X 0.70% = 245,742.63 235,385.92 = (10,356.71) 
35,106,090.71 X 0.50% = 175,530.45 235,385.92 = 59,855.47 

Liquefied Petroleum 

Current Proposed Current 
Average Credit Total Average Revenue 

Collections Allowance Allowance Commissions Effect 

1,605,648.43 X 3.50% = 56,197.70 16,763.84 = (39,4~ 
1,605,648.43 X 3.00% = 48,169.45 16,763.84 = (31,405.61) 
1,605,648.43 X 2.50% = 40,141.21 16,763.84 = (23,377 
1,605,648.43 X 2.00% = 32,112.97 16,763.84 = (15,349.13) 
1,605,648.43 X 1.50% = 24,084.73 16,763.84 = (7,320.89) 
1,605,648.43 X 1.00% = 16,056.48 1e,7oJ.84 = 707.36 
1,605,648.43 X 0.50% = 8,028.24 16,763.84 = 8,735.60 
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North Dakota Highway Funding "'lo n, r} (, I 
State, County, and City Matching Requirements 'f IL) 1; 

for the Years 1996 Through 2003 
(Amounts Shown In MIiiions) 

Federal Required Federal Required Federal Required Federal Total Total 
Federal Funds State Funds County Funds City Funds Required Federal Required 

Fiscal Year to State/1 Match/1 to Counties Match to Cities Match to Others Match Funds Match 

FY1996 (actual) $74.3 $15.2 $19.9 $4.9 $16.1 $2.7 $1.8 $0.5 $112.1 $23.3 

FY1997 (actual) 76.7 15.4 12.4 3.1 19.7 3.8 1.1 0.3 109.9 22.6 

FY1998 (actual) 104.1 19.9 12.9 3.2 16.8 2.7 1.0 0.3 134.8 26.1 

FY1999 (estimate) 109.9 24.2 21.6 5.4 24.6 4.6 2.0 0.5 158.1 34.7 

FY2000 (estimate) 112.3 21.5 18.6 4.7 26.2 5.7 2.0 0.5 159.1 32.4 

FY2001 (estimate) 124.5 27.2 19.6 4.9 26.8 3.6 2.1 0.6 173.0 36.3 

FY2002 (estimate) 115.8 23.2 20.2 5.0 28.6 6.0 2.2 0.5 166.8 34.7 

FY2003 (estimate) 125.3 25.9 20.7 5.2 26.6 5.1 2.2 0.6 174.8 36.8 

/1 Includes the state share on projects that may Involve the state and a city or the state and a county. 

North Dakota Highway Funding 
State, County, and City Matching Requirements 

for the 1997-99, 1999-2001, and 2001-G3 Bienniums 
(Amounts Shown In Millions) 

Federal Required Federal Required Federal Required Federal Total Total 
Federal Funds State Funds County Funds City Funds Required Federal Required 

Fiscal Year to State/1 Match/1 to Counties Match to Cities Match to Others Match Funds Match 

1997-99 ,$180.8 $35.4 $25.3 $6.3 $36.5 $6.5 $2.1 $0.5 $244.7 $48.7 

199&-2001 222.2 45.7 40.2 10.0 50.8 10.3 4.0 1.0 317.2 67.0 

2001-03 240.2 50.4 39.8 10.0 55.4 9.6 4.4 1.1 339.8 71.1 

/1 Includes the state share on projects that may Involve the state and a city or the state and a county. 



MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL (GASOLINE/GASOHOL) 

The following amounts are based on actual commissions 
taken by Motor Fuel dealers on reports filed during the period 
July 1997 through June 1998. 

$300 Cap on Collection Allowance 

Allowances at Current Rate of 2% of Tax Due: 

Actual Allowances Taken 
Fiscal Year 1998 

1,472,111.10 

Fiscal Year 1998 
Total Times 2 For 
Biennial Estimate 

2,944,222.20 

Allowances if they had been capped at $300: 
Fiscal Year 1998 

Fiscal Year 1998 Total Times 2 For 
Allowances Biennial Estimate 

733,489.09 1,466,978.18 

Savings to State with a $300 Cap on Allowances: 
Fiscal Year 1998 

Fiscal Year 1998 Total Times 2 For 
Allowances Biennial Estimate 

738,622.01 1,477,244.02 

1ow, tJ-sL 
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Allowancess greater than $300 were taken by 13% of the dealers. 
13% of 581 = 77 dealers. 

NOTE: The tax collection allowance for Special Fuels and Aviation 
Fuels is 1 %, up to a maximum of $300 per month. 



MOTOR VEHICLE FUELS (GASOLINE/GASOHOL) 

The following amounts are based on actual commissions 
taken by Motor Fuel dealers on reports filed during the period 
July 1997 through June 1998 

1 % Collection Allowance 

Current Allowance Rate of 2% of Tax Due: 

Actual Allowancess Ta ken 
Fiscal Year 1998 

1,472, 111. 1 0 

Fiscal Year 1998 
Total Times 2 For 
Biennial Estimate 

2,944,222.20 

If Allowance Rate were 1 % of Tax Due: 
Fiscal Year 1998 

Fiscal Year 1998 Total Times 2 For 
Allowances Biennial Estimate 

736,055.55 1,472,111.10 

Savings to State with a 1 % Allowance Rate: 
Fiscal Year 1998 

Fiscal Year 1998 Total Times 2 For 
Allowances Biennial Estimate 

736,055.55 1,472,111.10 

By changing the allowance from 2% to 1 %, each dealer's 
allowance would be cut in half. All dealer's would share the 
cut, each to its own degree. · 

NOTE: The tax collection allowance for Special Fuels and 
Aviation Fuels is 1 %, up to a maximum of $300 per month. 



Form 
S01 

Office of State Tax.Commissioner 
North Dakota Motor Vehicle Fuel Dealer's Report 

Report for the Month of _______ , 19 __ . Check if Amended Report D 
(This report is due on or before the 25th of the month) 

NOTE: Dealer's Business Name Fed. I.D.# 
If inf onnation on 

label is not Address License# 

Tax Type 
61 

correct, please -------------------Place Label Within Block-------------.1 
make corrections City, Town or Post Office, State, and Zip Code Telephone # 

on label. 

Receipts, Disbursements, And Inventory Reconciliation 
1. Beginning book inventory (from line 8 of previous report) ............................................................................... W .,_1 ________ ....i 

2. Total gallons received (include nonblended alcohoVethanol) (attach schedules) .............................................. X .,_2 ________ ....i 

3. Total gallons available (line 1 plus line 2) ....... ................................................................................................. . 3 

4. Total gallons disbursed (include nonblended alcohoVethanol) (line 14 plus line 18) ........................................ B 1-4-+--------~ 
5. Closing book inventory before adjustment (line 3 minus line 4) ...................................................................... . 5 

6. Inventory gains (from line 3 of Statement oflnventory Adjustments) ............................. ................................. 4 ..,.6 ________ _ 

7. Inventory losses (from line 4 of Statement oflnventory Adjustments) ................... .. .......... .............................. Z 1-7-+------------1 
8. Closing inventory after adjustment (line 5 plus line 6; or, line 5 minus line 7) ................................................. Y s 

Disbursements 
9. Gallons sold on which the $.20 ND tax was paid to your supplier (attach invoices) ........................................ . 

10. Gallons sold tax free to licensed dealer (attach schedule) ................................................................................ . 
11. Gallons exported ( attach schedule in duplicate) ............................................................................................... . 
12. Gallons sold to U.S. Government (attach invoices, or purchase orders, or schedules) ..................................... . 
13. Shrinkage allowance on taxable sales to retailer for resale: 

--------- 13 Taxable gallons sold to retailer ...................... D '----------...1 times .01 (1 %) ....................... F 
14 A Total nontaxable gallons (add lines 9, 10, 11, 12, & 13) .................................................................................. . 

W,:axable gallons of $.20 gasoline sold or used ................ ... .............................................................................. Q .... 1'""'s _______ __. 

10. Taxable gallons of $.20 gasohol and nonblended alcohoVethanol sold or used .............................................. A .... 1_s _______ __. 

17. Taxable gallons of $.08 aviation gasoline sold or used................................... ................................................. P ..,.1_1 _______ _ 

18. Total taxable gallons (add lines 15, 16, & 17) ................................................................................................ . 18 

Tax Computation 
19. Tax of $.20 on gasoline ($.20 times line 15) ......................... .. .................................. C .... 1_9-+-------+--

20. Tax of $.20 on gasohol and nonblended alcohol/ethanol ($.20 times line 16) .......... R .... 2 ..... 0......._ _____ .......__ 

21. Total tax on gasoline, gasohol and nonblended alcohol/ethanol (line 19 plus line 20) ..................................... . 
22. Commission for collecting tax [.02 (2%) times line 21] .................................................................................... I 
23. Tax due of $.20 from line 9 of Statement of Inventory Adjustment ......................... M l.!2~3 B$~------1-111111 
24. Balance due (line 21 minus line 22 plus line 23) ............................................................................................... 24 $ 

l--~-------1,---1 
25. Penalty for late filing [.05 (5%) times line 24, minimum of $5.00] ........ · ..................................... ......... ... .... ...... T ..,.2 .... s.-...$ ______ _ 
26. Interest for late payment [.01 (1 %) per month times line 24] (See instructions before completing) ................. U i-:2=s..+--a-$ _____ _...,---1 

27. Tax due on $.08 aviation gasoline ($.08 times line 17) ..... .............................................. ... ................ ............... K ..,.2 __ 1...__$ ______ _ 
28. Consolidated Lab. Inspection Fees [.00025 (1/40 of 1 % ) times total of lines 12 & 18] .... ... .... ............ ..... ....... 6 2s $ 
29. Credit due from previous month(s) .... ........................ ...... ........ .................. ............... V ._2_9_._$~ _____ _.___ 

30. Total due (add lines 24, 25, 26, 27, & 28 - subtract line 29) ............................................................................ . 

I declare under the penalties of North Dakota Century Code§ 12.1-11-02, which provides for a Class A misdemeanor for making a false statement in a governmental matter, that 
this return , including any accompanying schedules and statements, has been examined by me and to the best of my knowledge and belief is a true, correct, and complete return. 

Signature of Taxpayer Date Signature of Preparer Other Than Taxpayer Date 

Title of Taxpayer 

Mail To: Office Of State Tax Commissioner. State Ca itol 600 E. Boulevard Ave. Bismarck ND 58505-0599 

22937 
(7-1997) 

Do Not Write In This Space 



Motor Vehicle Fuel Dealer's Statement Of Inventory Adjustments 
(See Instructions) 

complete this statement only when adjusting your book inventory to your physical (actual) inventory - - Must be done at least( . 
per year. 

I. Closing book inventory (from line 5 of dealer's report) ..................... ....... ...... .............. ...... .... ....... ....... .. .. ..... . 

2. Physical inventory as of ___ day of _________ , 19 __ (include gasoline, gasohol, and 
non blended alcohol/ethanol) .............. ...... .. ..... ... .. ... .......... ........ ..................................................................... . 

If line 2 is greater than line I, enter Gain on line 3 - - do not complete lines 4 through 9 . 
If line 2 is less than line I, enter Loss on line 4 and complete lines 5 through 9. 

3. Gain (line 2 minus line 1) (enter on line 6 of dealer"s report) ... .................... ... .................. ... .... ..... .... ..... ...... . 

4. Loss (line 1 minus line 2) (enter on line 7 of dealer's report) ............ .... ... ........ ..................... ...... ........... .. ...... . 

The entry on line 5 must be documented by attaching written statements by reputable witnesses to the loss 
such as fire fighters, police officers, or others. 

5. Documented loss due to leakage, fire, theft, or other ...... ... .... ......... ........ ... .. ... .... ..... ......................... ... ... ....... . 

6. Balance of loss (line 4 minus line 5) .. .. ............ ..... ....... ... .......................... .... .................................... ......... .. .. . 

If there is a balance due on line 6, dealers are allowed to deduct I% of total gallons purchased during a 
· 1ed period as nontaxable loss due to shrinkage as computed on line 7. 

rinkage allowance: 
a. Gallons purchased during period from ________ _ 

to _________ ............. .. .. .... .. ... .. ........... .... ............ ........ . 

b. Allowance [.O I (I%) times line 7a] .. ..... ........................ ....................................... .... .... ..... ......... .... ..... ... . 

8. Taxable loss (line 6 minus line 7b) ... .................................... ... ............. .............. .... ......... ... ... .. .. .. .... ..... ... ...... . 

If there is a balance: on line 8, compute the tax due. 

Gallons 

9. Tax due ($.20 times line 8) (enter on line 23 of deal er's report) .. ....... ......... ................ ............ ...... .... ..... ........ ...1$ _______ ...... I _ _.I 

• 




